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Disaster narratives engender cultural meaning, feature localized interpretations of 

suffering, and highlight a symbolic relationship to Haitian survival. This dissertation draws from 

27 months of fieldwork and narrative research to explore flooding experiences and local 

perspectives on socio-economic and political life in Haiti. I pursued three objectives: (1) to 

identify common themes, categories, and associations regarding structural inequalities; (2) to 

document the collective discourses and understandings in public spaces that invoke the themes of 

agency or suffering; and (3) to locate spaces in Cap-Haitien and northern Haiti in which political 

discourses and citizenship are encouraged, expressed, and engaged on the individual and 

grassroots level. I collected disaster narratives from individuals located near or in the Mapou 

River in Cap-Haitien. I describe this peripheral area as a “frontier” to focus on space and place. 

Through anthropological methods and narrative research analysis, I argue that power and 

structural inequalities are integral dimensions of vulnerability and risk. I also posit that history, 

neoliberalism, and State governance shape the contours of risk for some of the most 

marginalized groups—particularly those located in river communities of northern Haiti. 

Therefore, emerged from this multi-vocal analysis of narratives are individual and collective 

experiences that reveal discussions of risk, personhood, and survivorship. In addition, as an 
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African American-Haitian diasporic woman, I draw attention to the topics of positionality, 

reflexivity, and reciprocity to further my understanding of risk and vulnerability in Haiti. My 

project concludes with counter-narratives of suffering to highlight how Haitians articulate and 

manifest themselves against structural inequalities. I consider public, everyday expressions and 

practices that are culturally understood as vernacular agency. Agency challenges structure and 

suggests that suffering may not, in fact, be internalized within Haitian imagination, but 

confronted by concerned citizens of the Republic. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO DISASTER RESEARCH OF NORTHERN HAITI  

Disaster Narratives 

Well, the water doesn’t really rise in the morning; it rises at night. Like the other time, 

when I was home – around 11 pm, the water just came when I was deep in my sleep. I 

looked, I thought I was dreaming, but it was reality. I got out of my bed into the water. 

There were people also sleeping, so I went to their house to knock on their doors for them 

to get out. And there were a few people who died.1  

 

—Marc2, a 19-year old student  

Interview, November 27, 2015 

 

 
 

Figure 1-1. Photo on-looking the Mapou Bridge. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015.  

Experiences recounted in disaster narratives such as the one highlighted above speak to 

the core themes of suffering and surviving. These stories share moments of hope, loss, identity, 

and resistance. Tellers share their frustrations, amazement, and grief. The listener learns how 

livelihoods are disrupted, families become displaced, and many are left without food and clean 

drinking water.  Disaster narratives allow the individual and the collective to organize their 

experiences as meaningful accounts of a disaster event through truth-telling. Carlin and Park-

                                                 
1 Interviews were conducted in Haitian Creole and translations are my own. 

 
2 Throughout this dissertation, pseudonyms are used to protect the confidentiality of my research collaborators. 
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Fuller (2012a) demonstrate that disaster narratives reverberate in time and space and present a 

unique cultural genre of everyday life performance. These stories become testimonies. They 

become expressions of lived experiences. The authors write: 

Tellers sense, even immediately, and upon reflection, that they are a part of an important 

event and that they are participating in documenting, interpreting, and speaking with and 

for others in the experience. Disaster narratives share the dramatic moments of initial 

realization of trouble, life-changing decisions, extreme challenge, and shock.  They 

describe flight, escape, near misses and incredibly difficult episodes of destruction, 

injury, and terror.  Narrators use artistic, moving language, speaking to paint the scene 

and express to listeners the extreme nature of experience through images, metaphoric 

language, and recalled fragments of unforgettable interaction before, during and after the 

events (Carlin and Park-Fuller 2012b).  

 

Through storytelling, an anthropologist can engage a variety of topics including how structures 

and processes allocate life and personhood at specific locations of power.  Also, disaster stories 

with a variety of experiences allow one to make socio-economic, political, and historical 

connections to the impacts of a disaster, and to contribute to broader understandings of risk and 

vulnerability.  

Collective and individual experiences of disaster events reach beyond abstract terms of 

despair and endow the socio-cultural meaning of those who endure. Through personal 

experience, as Anderson (2011, 6) clarifies, “disasters cease to embody abstract opposites of 

normal life and become extraordinarily concrete events with very real effects at every level of 

individual and social life.” These narratives engender cultural meaning, feature localized 

interpretations of suffering, and highlight a symbolic relationship to Haitian survival. 

Furthermore, when shared, these stories legitimize the existence of those impacted by tragedies 

and misfortune, because, at times, survivors are left invisible after the disaster event, not utilized 

in the recovery and reconstruction phases, and absent in disaster and development literature. The 

central research question that guides this dissertation is, “What do disaster experiences, narrated 
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by those who live in peripheral communities in northern Haiti, reveal about disaster risk, 

structural inequalities, and hope for the future of Haiti?” By looking beyond the concept of 

vulnerability, as it is typically addressed, this work relies on narratives to understand the lived 

experiences, local concerns, and varied possibilities of communities that occupy spaces in some 

of the most at-risk areas in Cap-Haitien.  

Disaster Anthropology and the Concept of Vulnerability 

My dissertation serves as an extension of the disaster research that I began almost ten 

years ago as an undergraduate student.  My previous studies examined why Haiti’s casualties 

disproportionately outnumbered neighboring countries after major hurricane events. For 

example, in the city of Gonaives, Haiti, severe flooding from tropical storms caused devastating 

population impacts such as mass fatalities in 2004 and 2008 (see Figure 1-2). My earlier research 

relied on socio-technocratic information that integrated the social dimensions of vulnerability to 

technical and bureaucratic approaches to disaster and emergency management, along with 

development and humanitarian response. While the literature allowed me to further survey 

questions of hazards and risk, I realized my methods had limitations and that I needed to go 

beyond the representations of marginality highlighted in textbooks, articles and the media. 

Therefore, I sought a discipline that would allow me to broaden my interests in culture and 

society through fieldwork. As a result, my curiosity to explore “the anthropology of experience,” 

borrowing from the title of Turner and Bruner’s (1986) seminal edited volume, led me to a 

doctoral program in anthropology to further my inquiry of vulnerability and risk. 

Studies by Anthony F. C. Wallace (1956) and Raymond Firth (1959) are credited to be 

the first contributions to the anthropological study of disasters and crises (for the genealogy of 

disaster anthropology, see Torry 1979, Oliver-Smith 1996, and Faas and Barrios 2015). Now, 

disaster anthropology has developed into a robust area of specialization, specifically as a topical 
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Figure 1-2: Haiti’s casualties after major hurricanes. Created and modified by Crystal  

Andrea Felima8 with data compiled from Dunn et al. (1964), NHC, NCC, and USAID.  

 

                                                 
3 According to the National Hurricane Center, there were an estimated 400 to 1000 deaths in Haiti.  

4 In a disaster case report, USAID (1980) estimated 300 deaths in Haiti.  

5 A preliminary report by Richard J. Pasch (1995) revealed the number of deaths in Haiti after Hurricane Gordon 

varied. The Associated Pressed reported 531 deaths. Later reports from Radio Metropole in Port-au-Prince and 

Reuters News Agency quoted an estimate of up to 2000 deaths. The Miami Herald reported at least 829 deaths. 

Another report by the United Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs finally estimated at 1,122 casualties. 

Pasch stated that the figure by the UN is the most reliable.   

6 In 2008, there were four tropical storms (Fay, Gustav, Hanna, and Ike) that impacted Haiti. The Haitian Red Cross 

reported 793 casualties from all four storms (Brown and Kimberlain 2008).  

7 Data is retrieved from a NHC report by Stewart (2016). In addition, online news reports and social media posts 

from reputable sources including the Guardian, Reuters, and Al Jazerra shared estimates of casualties reaching up to 

1000 in Haiti. In an article by Le Nouvelliste, the oldest running newspaper in Haiti, Louis-Joseph Olivier reported 

that while international organizations and media sources were estimating over 800 causalities, the Haitian 

government had only counted 288 casualties. The article further discusses disaster capitalism and the business of 

humanitarian aid.  

8 This chart was first published in the Journal of Haitian Studies. It has been updated to include the impacts of 

Hurricane Matthew. 
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area of interest in applied anthropology. Within the anthropological study of disasters, four major 

themes and approaches have emerged:  archaeology and cultural history, the political ecology 

approach, socio-cultural and behavioral investigation, and disaster behavior and response 

(Hoffman and Oliver-Smith 1999). As a disaster anthropologist, I have focused my efforts on the 

three latter areas to approach questions of socio-economic and political structures that have 

contributed to risk and vulnerability. With an anthropological lens, I consider a disaster not 

solely as a singular event experienced by a community or population, but also a process that 

develops over time and space.     

Defining Disasters 

Starting in the 1970s, social scientists revisited the traditional understanding of a “natural 

disaster.” Disasters researchers argued that it is the environmental hazard (e.g., earthquake, 

flooding, and hurricane) that is natural; however, the associated impacts and risks are not (Varley 

1994; Wisner et al. 2004; Birkmann 2006). As Oliver-Smith and Hoffman (2002, 1) note, “The 

conjunction of a human population and a potentially destructive agent does not, however, 

inevitably produce a disaster.” In this sense, a disaster is defined as a process or event that 

includes the combination of a vulnerable population and a potentially destructive agent(s) from 

the natural and/or technological environment (Oliver-Smith 1996; Oliver-Smith and Hoffman 

2002). Furthermore, a disaster is multidimensional and encompasses every aspect of human life, 

including environmental, socio-economic, political and biological conditions (Oliver-Smith 

2002, 2009). The mapping of these conditions reveals that some regions of the world are more 

prone to harm, loss, or injury than others during disaster events.  

From 1975 and 2008, the Emergency Disasters Database (EMDAT) recorded 8,866 

environmental events—excluding epidemics—which caused over 2.2 million casualties and $1.5 

billion US in economic losses (UNISDR 2009, 3-4). From these events, twenty-three mega-
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disasters killed up to 1.8 million people, mainly in developing countries. According to the 

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) (2001), cited in 

Rosenfeld et al. (2005, 133), approximately 92.8 percent of deaths caused by hazards (excluding 

droughts) occurred in Asia, Africa, and Latin America between 1947 and 1981. Due to its size, 

location, and climatic changes, the Caribbean is threatened by the loss of life, property damage, 

and disruption to livelihoods caused by natural hazards, making this region one of the most 

vulnerable geographic locations in the world (Berke and Beatley, 1997).  

Haiti shows the greatest human losses after the severe impacts of natural hazards (Pelling 

and Uitto 2001; Felima 2009). As a result, the country is labeled the “most vulnerable in the 

Caribbean” (Purdy 2010, 46).  Haiti’s geographic conditions make it prone to recurring natural 

hazards, including tropical storms and hurricanes. Bordering the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic 

Ocean, Haiti lies within the hurricane belt, an area in which eastern winds from West Africa birth 

tropical storms and hurricanes impact the Atlantic coasts of North and Central America. Also, 

Haiti’s long coastline and treeless slopes increase the country’s vulnerability to severe flooding 

and mudslides9. Even when hurricanes and tropical storms do not directly hit Haiti, these tropical 

storms can produce casualties, injuries, and property damages. For example, without making 

landfall in Haiti, severe rains from the 2004 Tropical Storm Jeanne caused over 3,000 deaths in 

Haiti (the majority in the city of Gonaives), compared to 19 deaths in the Dominican Republic, 

seven in Puerto Rico, and five in the United States. Considering this and earlier cases, Haiti is 

                                                 
9 After a coup d’etat ousted Haiti’s first democratically elected president Jean-Bertrand Aristide in September 1991, 

the United Nations issued economic sanctions against Haiti to weaken the coup regime and to restore democracy. As 

a result, the price of oil and gas drastically increased, which accelerated the logging of wood to turn into charcoal for 

energy. Deforestation increased by 30 percent in some areas of the country. In addition, soil erosion sped up that 

impacted the agricultural production and peasant source of incomes. This encouraged outmigration from the 

countryside to Haitian cities (Lundahl 2013). Satellite imagery shows approximately a third of the surface of Haiti 

remains covered with trees (Churches et al. 2010, Tarter 2016).  
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disproportionately impacted in terms of casualties due to its level of vulnerability and disaster 

risk (Felima 2010).  

For Haiti, the loss of life and property damages after hurricane events emerge from a 

variety of socio-economic and political factors. Population pressures and demographic changes 

from unplanned urbanization, poor health conditions, severe environmental degradation, the lack 

of institutional capacity, patterns of socio-economic inequalities, and informal and unregulated 

housing structures all frame what Oliver-Smith (2010, 32) termed, “the historical construction of 

vulnerability.” Central to this is that “history prefigures disasters” (Bankoff 2004, 26), a factor 

integral to understanding environmental crises in Haiti. As a leading indicator of the adverse 

impacts of natural hazards, excessive mortality, injuries, and illnesses from disaster events in 

Haiti will plague populations without the proper attention to the structural causes of vulnerability 

and disaster risk.  

Vulnerability and Risk 

Simply defined, vulnerability is the potential for loss (Cutter 1996, 529) or the 

susceptibility to harm or injury (Adger 2006, 269). Wisner et al. (2004, 11) define vulnerability 

as “the characteristics of a person or group and their situation that influence their capacity to 

anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impact of a natural hazard (an extreme natural 

event or process).” These characteristics consider a combination of factors (e.g., class, gender, 

disability, health status, age, or immigration status) that may put a person or group at risk by a 

natural hazard or an event in society. Differing from the concept of vulnerability, risk is defined 

as the probability of harmful consequences (e.g., property damage, injuries, and casualties) from 

the interaction between a natural or human-made disaster and precarious conditions (Alexander 

2000; UNDP 2004). In other words, risk can be highlighted by Wisner et al.’s (2004) commonly 
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cited mnemonic device: DR (disaster risk) = H (hazard) x V (vulnerability)10. Incorporating an 

anthropological perspective, the nature of risk, explained by Benton (2012, 13) is “shifting, 

situation- specific, and dynamic” because it is “lived and experienced, as socially constituted.” 

The concept of vulnerability has allowed scholars and practitioners to question the 

naturalness of disaster, to explain the impacts of hazards, and to examine the factors that 

contribute to increased or decreased risk of populations. Also, the concept has served as an 

analytical tool to guide disaster risk reduction strategies (Adger 2006). While the social sciences 

have a depth of research regarding disaster vulnerability and risk, my dissertation extends 

conversations on vulnerability in relation to Haiti and the challenges that threaten human lives. 

During my fieldwork in Haiti, I began to question the concept of vulnerability. Although 

vulnerability is constructed in everyday life and arises from socio-economic and political 

conditions (Hewitt 1997, 147), what does it mean to be vulnerable in the Haitian context? Does 

the term vulnerability exemplify the totality of risk? Also, what are the implications of 

perpetually labeling Haitians as vulnerable? With over a cumulative 27 months of surveying my 

research inquiries in Haiti, I realized that there is more to just being “vulnerable.” Through 

narrative, I learned the varied nature of vulnerability.  

In a recent article, A.J. Faas (2016) points out that while the concept of vulnerability has 

allowed scholars to develop disaster-related theory, it has also suffered from the challenges of 

operationalization, measurement, and description. For example, Kenneth Hewitt (1997, 167), 

also referenced in Faas (2016), notes that the notion of vulnerability may serve as a social 

                                                 
10 For additional clarification of vulnerability, Wisner, Gaillard, and Kelman (2012, 24) expanded this pseudo-

equation as DR = H  x  [(V/C) – M]. A person or group’s level of vulnerability may be counteracted by individual 

and/or local capacity for protection (C) or by large scale mitigation and prevention actions carried out by larger 

entities such as the government and international agencies.  
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pathology, because it emphasizes a “condition” that implies that a person or population is passive 

and weak. Vulnerability, then, becomes a “social problem” that must be solved with professional 

intervention, and it ignores the agency and dignity of populations who have the capabilities to 

prepare or recover from the impacts of a disaster.  He argues that the concept of vulnerability 

leads to reifying stereotypes of societies, countries, and even continents, as “at-risk” and 

“disadvantaged.” 

Greg Bankoff (2001) furthers this critique of vulnerability, noting that the concept 

contributes to a cultural discourse that essentializes and generalizes vast regions of the world. By 

considering a Foucauldian perspective on discourse, we can see that most of the non-Western 

world is categorized as vulnerable, impoverished, dangerous, and, in turn, threats to both 

Western health and economic interests. This discourse of vulnerability allows the West to 

intervene in the name of development and humanitarianism while maintaining its power and 

influence over these societies and their resources. To summarize, the concept of vulnerability has 

been associated with poverty, powerlessness, weakness, the disadvantaged, limited capacity to 

mitigate disasters, and lack of resources. As such, groups that are labeled vulnerable become 

objects of research and policy agendas.  As objects of study and intervention rather than 

collaborators and partners, these populations and their experiences and knowledge may be 

virtually absent from development programs and disaster risk reduction strategies (Delica-

Willison and Willison 2004).  

Also, vulnerability has been erroneously equated to poverty. While there is a strong 

correlation between the two, poor people are not the sole victims of disasters and crises (Cannon 

1994). To echo Delica-Willison and Willison’s view (2004, 147), “while poverty is identified as 

a major factor of increasing vulnerability to hazards, and the poor are more exposed, it is an 
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oversimplification to deduce that poverty and vulnerability are one and the same.” We can 

consider the January 2010 earthquake; a hazard that did not discriminate against the poor and the 

rich, nor did it distinguish between nationals and foreigners. Hotel Montana, a luxury hotel 

commonly frequented by foreigners, including United Nation workers and NGO (non-

governmental organizations) personnel, did not escape the rubble. In addition, governmental 

officials and staff were not spared in the National Palace, a grandiose complex that symbolizes 

Haitian nationalism.  

My research considers the concerns that Faas (2016) poses, prompting us to consider 

whether the concept of vulnerability has outlived its usefulness and whether it is still analytically 

meaningful for anthropologists in disaster research and practice. In previous research, I 

highlighted factors that contribute to Haitian vulnerability (pre-hazard, during, and post-disaster 

impacts), including political instability, inadequate financial resources, unplanned urbanization, 

and environmental degradation (Felima 2010, 2011). However, through fieldwork and narrative 

research, my investigation of vulnerability and risk allowed me to expand my explanations by 

incorporating discussions of structure and power. Examining power will enable anthropologists, 

as Nader (1997, 712) claims, to “study how individuals and groups are influenced and persuaded 

to participate in their own domination or, alternatively, to resist it, sometimes disrupting 

domination or putting the system in reverse.” 

To position Haiti within its own context, I consider a phenomenological view of the 

human experience, which requires me to investigate and describe the structures of experience 

before considering theoretical elaboration or conceptual systematizing (Jackson 1996, 2). I argue 

that within conventional disaster studies terms such as vulnerability and risk do not 

fully illuminate the conditions and experiences of those who encounter flooding and other crises 
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in Haiti unless they interrogate socioeconomic and political structures that influence livelihoods 

and personhood. Through narrative research, I consider power and structural inequalities to be 

integral dimensions of vulnerability and risk. Also, within disaster narratives, vulnerability and 

risk are storied as elements of lived and embodied reality. A narrative approach to disaster 

research has allowed me to turn my attention to history, neoliberalism, and governance which 

shapes the contours of risk for some of the most marginalized groups in northern Haiti. 

As highlighted in Figure 1-2, Haitians do not share the same reality as other populations 

that are impacted by disasters and emergencies; a community or population can experience 

disasters and crises in unparalleled and complex ways, distinct from other experiences. 

Vulnerability may be represented by indicators and statistics, which “make complex processes 

visible and easy to grasp, and make comparisons – across people, organizations, or time – easy” 

(Espeland 2015, 61). By simplifying the processes and structures that shape risk (via numerical 

representations), the context of risk is reduced, and people’s experiences are made invisible. 

Drawing from participant observation and narratives, this research considers Haiti’s unique 

socio-economic and political position within the global capitalist system which is “a hierarchic 

chain of exploitation preserved by both aspirations to ascend to a higher stratum and fears of 

falling into the lower one” (Fatton 2014, 17).  Haiti must be considered on its own terms to 

illuminate disaster risk and inequalities. By centering what emerges from disaster narratives, an 

analysis of vulnerability and risk considers the dimensions that are common themes within the 

lived experiences of the suffering and surviving in Haiti.  

Theoretical Considerations of Power and Structure 

A disaster is shaped by event, impact, and structure. Event is the hazard or crisis that 

impacts the Haitian population. Once an event reveals itself to be devastating, Haitians are in a 

critical moment of life and death, suffering and surviving. While an event may be insignificant 
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with regard to strength and magnitude (e.g., Tropical Storm Jeanne), the event, nonetheless, can 

create impacts that are disproportionately significant in terms of death and injuries to other 

countries (e.g., the Dominican Republic and other small island nations). Structure includes the 

social, political, and economic dimensions that encompass vulnerability, violence, insecurity, 

and instability. An event and its impacts can reveal structural processes, conflicts, and 

contradictions that influence life and death in Haiti.  

Following O’Riordan (1986, 273), vulnerability in Haiti should include conversations 

regarding “the result of involuntary pressures forced upon people both with and without their 

knowledge.” Groups that have their rights and protections compromised, and lack adaptive 

capacities, have limited or no power to influence national and local politics with respect to land, 

development, and social security (Hewitt 1997, 152). These socio-economic and political 

concerns impact the assignation and distribution of resources among populations within a 

society, with some groups benefiting over others (Cardona 2004, 49). As a function of power 

structures in society, inequalities influence how people and social institutions prepare for, 

respond to, and cope with disasters. With these considerations, one should consider, as 

O’Riordan (1986, 273) argues, “the relationship between political power and vulnerability to 

environmental risks.” The political economy of inequalities reveals power and structures at its 

nexus.  

Jones and Murphy (2006, 5) define political economy as “strategies of the governing elite 

for the maintenance of power by engaging commoner populations though coherent suites of 

production/consumption, political, and ideological responsibility.” The study of political 

economy helps us interrogate how the distribution of power and wealth between people (on a 

global and local scale) contribute to varying levels of risk and vulnerability. For example, Oliver-
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Smith (2009, 24) writes that “the death and destruction of Hurricane Mitch and Hurricane 

Katrina can be viewed as due to economically and socially inscribed practices associated with 

the capital and commodity flows that created and sustained them at both national and 

international levels.” With a focus on Haiti, disaster and emergency conditions are created by 

both economic and political factors. As Mats Lundahl (2013, 32) argues: 

Politics in Haiti has always been based on economic interests, and the political game has 

had a profound impact on the economy. In addition to this interplay, however, a set of 

purely economic factors exists that operates regardless of what happens in the political 

arena. 

 

Capitalist Dynamics of Disaster Risk in Haiti 

One of my closest friends in Cap-Haitien landed his first job at the Caracol Industrial 

Park. Built in 2012 with financial assistance from the Inter-American Development Bank and 

U.S. Agency for International Development, the park promised to create thousands of jobs. 

Unfortunately, each workday, my friend came back to his home in Cap-Haitien in frustration. 

Even with a college degree, he earned 300 Haitian gourdes11 a day. He had to pay for public 

transportation to travel the 40-minute trip each way, costing a total 75 Haitian gourdes. Then, he 

had to pay for food. After working 10-hour shifts, he would be left with 150 Haitian gourdes for 

his labor. “Crystal, I need a new job,” he exclaimed. “I can’t make any money here!” he 

lamented. Depending on the rate of inflation, my friend could bring home less than US $2.50 a 

day.  He worked at the factory for approximately a year until he quit because of the frustrations 

with his income. Participation in the neoliberal model for development proved to be undesirable 

to my friend and other Haitians who continue to protest factories’ bare minimum wages12.  

                                                 
11 In summer 2015, the exchange rate for US $1 was approximately 53 Haitian gourdes. 

12 For more information on recent protests, see this article by Haitilibre: http://www.haitilibre.com/en/news-20989-

haiti-flash-workers-forced-to-take-the-street-companies-close.html  

http://www.haitilibre.com/en/news-20989-haiti-flash-workers-forced-to-take-the-street-companies-close.html
http://www.haitilibre.com/en/news-20989-haiti-flash-workers-forced-to-take-the-street-companies-close.html
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To frame Haiti within the global capitalist system, I draw from insights and discussion 

from two Haitian scholars, economic sociologist Alex Dupuy and political scientist Robert 

Fatton, Jr. Expanding Wallerstein’s (1979) three divisions of the world economy, which are 

described as the core, the semi-periphery, and the periphery, Fatton refers to Haiti as a state 

within the outer periphery. He writes: 

The world system’s new zone of catastrophe and zero-sum politics comprising more than 

a dozen states under the tutelage or occupation of a self-anointed foreign community. It is 

a zone of extreme poverty integrated into the margins of the margins of the global 

economy. Engaged in ultra-cheap labor production for exports, the outer periphery is at 

the very bottom of the production process of the world system. (Fatton 2014, vii) 

 

The outer periphery is characterized, Fatton (2017, 29) argues, “by the evisceration of state 

capacity, zero-sum politics, deeply unequal life chances, and virtually nonexistent sovereignty.” 

A variety of historical and contemporary factors pushed Haiti into the outer periphery including 

governmental corruption, economic exclusion, and foreign intervention.  

As the first Black republic of the western hemisphere in 1804, Haiti’s independence 

became a symbol of hope and rebellion for enslaved Africans in the New World. Bellegarde-

Smith (2004, 71) writes that Haiti also became a threat to the existing international system of 

profits through slave capitalism and colonialism. Lubin (1968, 282), as cited in Bellegarde-Smith 

(2004, 71), points out that the French foreign minister Prince Charles Talleyrand’s 

correspondence to U.S. Secretary of State James Malson in 1805 stated, “L'existence d'un peuple 

nègre en armes occupant un pays qu'il a souillé par des actes les plus criminels est un spectacle 

horrible pour toutes les nations blanches.” [The existence of a Negro people in arms, occupying 

a country it has soiled by the most criminal acts, is a horrible spectacle for all white nations]. 

Due to Western fear, Haiti became “politically quarantined, maligned by many, [and] assisted by 

few” (Knight 2012, 140). The United States issued trade bans and embargos in 1805 and 1806, 
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crippling the Haitian economy (Mattewson 1996). In 1825, the French granted recognition of 

Haitian independence in exchange for an indemnity of 90 million francs13 (reduced from 150 

million francs) to former slave masters who lost their “property.” This debt was eventually paid 

off in 1947 with high-interest loans. The isolation from the global economy and its political 

networks restricted Haiti’s ability to advance its position among world powers. As a result, along 

with corruption and mismanagement from the Haitian government, Haiti could not reach full 

self-sufficiency and full-fledged, substantive independence. 

I turn to Dupuy (2014), who provides a thorough analysis of the economic and political 

history of Haiti that has influenced country’s current state of underdevelopment. To sum, he 

argues that the Haitian revolution was a Pyrrhic victory for the peasants (former slaves) who 

mostly occupied lands with no legal titles, or they rented the land from the government or large 

landowners. Although peasants had access to land and could block full proletarianization, they 

became economically and politically powerless and, therefore, vulnerable to exploitation. In 

addition, since peasants gained access to land (either as owners, with or without legal land titles, 

or as sharecroppers), controlled the means and processes of agricultural production, and the rate 

of their exploitation, the Haitian bourgeoisie could not transform former slaves into proletarians. 

As a result, the ruling class could not expand and develop the national infrastructure needed to 

integrate the national economy. Instead, the bourgeoisie relied on commercial and trade 

relations. Dupuy (2015) argues that this led to the stalemate of the Haitian ruling class. Haiti, as a 

peripheral state in the capitalist world system, functioned as a weak state due to conflicts 

between the two factions of the dominant class: the affranchis (free people of color) of property-

owning mulattoes and nouveaux libres (newly freed) consisting of black military officers of the 

                                                 
13 The indemnity, adjusted for inflation and a minimal interest rate, is estimated to be US $20-40 billion. 
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revolutionary army. Successive governments borrowed money from foreign governments and 

banks to operate. The reliance on foreign capital reinforced international dominance in Haiti.  

To continue the conversation on internal and external factors, I draw attention to the mid-

20th century until now. According to Dupuy (2014), the US occupation (1915-1934) was another 

major transformation of the national landscape of Haiti. During this period, the United States 

replaced France as the dominant economic and political power in Haiti through the “process of 

proletarianization and new forms of capital investments in agriculture, mining, and garment 

manufacturing industries for export,” with the latter becoming the principal source of foreign 

investment from the 1970s onward (Dupuy 2014,5). Also, the legacy of the Duvalier regime 

(Trouillot 1990a) has shaped today’s economic and political landscape in Haiti. After recapturing 

the Black bourgeoisie and middle class, Dupuy (2014, 66) continues, François Duvalier or Papa 

Doc alienated the mulatto bourgeoisie, along with US and Western powers who provided direct 

financial and military aid. To attract new foreign investments and military aid, Duvalier offered 

overtures to the mulatto bourgeoisie and foreign investment advantages, including tax 

exemptions, an abundance of cheap labor, and a peaceful labor climate due to the suppression of 

all independent labor organizations and the banning of strikes.  

After Jean-Claude Duvalier or Baby Doc assumed power in 1971, foreign business began 

to invest in Haiti. The Haitian government soon turned over the formulation of economic policy 

to the USA and the international financial institutions (IFIs)— the World Bank, the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF), and the Inter-American Development Bank, which proceeded to 

transform Haiti into becoming a supplier of the cheapest labor in the western hemisphere. After 

the overthrow of Baby Doc in 1986 and the transition to democracy in the 1990s, structural 

adjustment policies destroyed Haiti’s near food sufficiency. While the Duvalier dictatorship 
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welcomed assembly industry, it resisted demands to remove the 50 percent tariffs on food 

imports, which allowed Haitian farmers to continue their livelihoods. After the overthrow of 

Baby Doc in 1986, the US government successfully pressured the Haitian government to 

“liberalize” the Haitian economy by slashing import tariffs and reducing subsidies to domestic 

agriculture (Dupuy 2012, 24). During the 1991-1994 economic sanctions against Haiti, 

agricultural exports (e.g., from coffee, mango, and sugar) fell sharply, and the food imports of 

humanitarian assistance (exempted from the sanctions) increased (IICA 1997). Haiti currently 

imports fifty-one percent of its food needs (Dupuy 2012, 26). 

Dupuy (2014, 68) notes that the political and economic classes of Haiti have become 

more subservient to and dependent on the international community since the January 2010 

earthquake. Even with the establishment of the Interim Haiti Reconstruction Commission 

(IHRC) to implement reconstruction projects during an 18-month period, the Haitian government 

did not lead in those decision-making efforts (Dupuy 2010, 2014; Fatton 2014, 2017; Willems 

2012). While the commission comprised 26 members equally drawn from Haiti and the 

international community, foreign powers, especially the United States, who controlled the 

financing, made all of the critical decisions (Dupuy 2014, 116). Predictably, the IHRC and the 

international community pursued neoliberal policies that exacerbated Haiti’s poverty, 

inequalities, and dependence on foreign aid and capital. Dupuy (2014, 68) argues 

The objective of those policies had never been to generate sustainable and equitable 

development in Haiti, but to serve the interests of foreign investors to take advantage of 

the lowest-cost labor for garment production in the hemisphere, as well as US agricultural 

exports for which Haiti has become the largest importer in the Caribbean region, rice in 

particular. 

 

Foreign aid and investment allowed international financial institutions to shape Haiti’s 

economic policies. As a result, Haiti is subservient to foreign capital and under foreign 
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domination. Fatton (2014) states that the imperial world inflicts “the scourge of neoliberalism” 

(Bourdieu 1998, vii) on countries like Haiti. This is realized in Haiti’s manufacturing factories, 

making the nation the fifth largest supplier of knits and woven-based garments to the United 

States. With only one of the 23 factories in Haiti unionized, wages remain low (Dupuy 2014, 69). 

Recently, in mid-May 2017, nationwide protests and strikes of thousands of textile workers 

closed the operations of garments factories in Haiti to demand higher daily minimum wages 

(from 350 gourdes [US $5.80] to 800 gourdes [US $13.33]) and social benefits (meal, 

transportation and housing subsidies) to keep up with the increased cost of living. A study by the 

Solidarity Center (2014) reported the average cost of living for an apparel worker with two 

children in Port-au-Prince to be roughly US $607 per month. Therefore, based on the standard 

48-hour work week (eight hours per day, six days per week), workers must earn at least 1,514 

gourdes [US $25.29] to meet the needs of their families. 

To conclude, neoliberal policies have failed Haiti. Virtually all national institutions 

suffered, causing the creation of bidonville-s14 (urban slums), neglect of agriculture, divestment 

in social welfare programs, and reinforced massive corruption of the State15. To supplement its 

shortcomings, the Haitian State must rely on foreign institutions and organizations for financial 

support. Therefore, the capitalist dynamics of risk continue to influence the livelihoods and 

personhood in Haiti. Also, these processes reveal the power structures that exist in and outside of 

Haiti. Fatton (2002, 15) notes that “Those who rule are not necessarily those who have power, 

and those who have power are not necessarily those who rule.” The international community of 

                                                 
14 This dissertation uses nouns in Haitian Creole within English sentences. To indicate the nouns in its plural form, I 

utilize “-s”. For example, chapo means hat. In its plural form within an English sentence (She bought many chapo-s 

from the merchant), I use the hyphen “s”. 

 
15 Here and elsewhere in my dissertation, I use “State” in capitalized form to reference the Haitian government 

(l’etat or leta). 
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financial institutions and organizations may not be the face of the Haitian State. However, they 

do have the decision-making capacity to undermine the Haitian state and development of Haiti. 

The Considerations of Power 

To engage discussions of the State and state-like actors (e.g., international institutions) 

and their influence on disaster risk and the shaping of personhood, a conversation about power is 

warranted. Simply, power is the ability to achieve an outcome (power to do) and the control over 

a person or persons (power over) (Heywood 1994, 79). Power prescribes and regulates social 

norms within a society. Noted by Scandlyn, Thomas, and Brett (2013), critical and conflict 

theories offer additional explanations to understand the differential access to power and 

resources. Outlined in The Communist Manifesto by Marx and Engels ([1848] 2002), conflict 

theory claims society is in a perpetual state of conflict due to the struggle for power and 

resources between classes. Those with wealth and power influence the social order (i.e., socio-

cultural norms and behavior) by controlling resources and occupying prestigious positions within 

society. As a result, it is advantageous for the powerful (e.g., capitalist elites) to exploit the 

working class to maintain the status quo, which sustain the elites’ privileged positions and 

interests. This conflict draws attention to inequalities and power relations among social 

categories including race and ethnicity, class, gender, and sexuality. Also, conflict theory 

provides a macro-level analysis to understand how marginalized populations are positioned 

within the global capitalist system where world inequalities continue to rise since the past two 

centuries (Fatton 2014, 25).  

Within these conflictual relations, as highlighted by Wisner (1993, 129), “power takes the 

form of ownership of resources and monopoly of lethal force (material), but also the ability to 

control information and to define agendas (nonmaterial).” Those in power can control and 

influence the material elements of society, which includes its natural resources, wealth 
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distribution, the construction of infrastructures, and the advancement of science and technology. 

The control of resources has direct consequences on how a population responds to the impact of 

a natural hazard. For example, this is highlighted by Jacques, a 30-year-old DJ, computer 

scientist, and painter (interview, October 6, 2015) as he shared his experience dealing with 

flooding in Cap-Haitien: 

If you survey the problems in this community, you will always try to look for 

opportunities and make connections with others to live a better life. In Haiti, it’s not so 

easy for you to find someone to help you the way you want. But this does not prevent you 

from finding a way to go to Lameri (the mayor) and MTPTC16, which are the concerned 

entities. They [the government] never tell us anything, but we never stop persisting them.  

 

I can say that flooding is the most significant thing that impacts me because when it 

comes, in 2014, it came twice. I can talk about last year. The first time, it didn’t affect 

me. Simply, when the water came, my birth certificate didn’t get wet. My identification 

card didn’t get wet. But the other time, the water left a lot of damage, because the 

electronics items broke; a lot of things suffered circuit shock, you understand. A lot of 

devastation in the area and many other areas too. 

 

We would not want to stay like this; we do not wish to stay in this situation. And I think, 

at this same moment too… what arrives in my mind is we usually encounter flooding 

around this time. We experience flooding in October, November, and December. 

Meaning, this moment is when everyone should prepare so that they don’t flood. But we 

come to find this to be difficult to do. In Haiti, the leaders do not allow us to succeed – 

the youth aren’t allowed to flourish. Meaning, while there may be a person who has the 

possibilities, the leaders of the community are only thinking about their pockets, their 

family, and their friends. They forget about other people in the society. This problem, 

they don't want it to end. They see each year as a way to amass a lot of money from 

flooding. Annual flooding is a pleasure for them because they have interests in it. 

Meaning, if you experience flooding, it is not a concern for them. They tell you that 

assistance is coming to the people impacted by the flooding, but they are lying; the 

money doesn’t come to the people. They receive the aid and find a place to give some 

things to people. They must showcase that they have used the aid, but they really keep it 

for themselves. 

 

With everything I said, the most significant problem we endure in this country of Haiti is 

flooding. If we encounter flooding, we wouldn’t be able to protect ourselves. Imagine if 

there is a catastrophe, you understand, I would have to experience it, and that is a big 

problem that we all experience. It is a big problem for us. I can say that flooding hurts us 

here because each year will end with flooding. 

                                                 
16 Ministère des Travaux Publics, Transports et Communications or Ministry of Public Works, Transports, and 

Communication.  
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Jacques’ story speaks of his disaster experience and his thoughts regarding the political elite in 

Haiti. As echoed within other disaster narratives, my research collaborators felt that the 

politicians and local officials benefit from the recurrent floods in Cap-Haitien; when there is 

flooding, my informants claimed, the leaders profited from local and humanitarian aid and 

resources. Fatton (2002) argues that Haiti is a “predatory republic”; “honest men and women” 

turn into “big eaters” or politicians who take public resources for social mobility and private 

gains. The disaster narratives, like Jacques’ above, revealed that power is relational and is 

dependent on socio-cultural, political and economic connections with others. Also, power 

highlights privilege and is grounded in inequality (Gill 2013).  

Scandlyn, Thomas, and Brett (2013, 44) note that inequality is an inherent feature of the 

social structure, which includes institutions such as schools, religions, financial markets, the 

government, businesses, hospitals, and marriage and the family. Moreover, this structure forms 

the context of our lives: it determines the social conditions of individuals and the resources 

available to them. Lock and Scheper-Hughes (1996, 44) argued that “wherever inequalities and 

hierarchy are institutionalized, the will of necessity [will] be imposed by means of a dominant 

cultural ideology, which is likely to inflict a negative self-image, distress, and often ill health on 

the underprivileged and disenfranchised.” Ideology and beliefs become vital features to 

understand structure and inequalities. The nonmaterial features of a social structure include 

beliefs, symbols, and knowledge, which, as argued by Scandlyn, Thomas, and Brett (2013, 45), 

play a crucial role in maintaining and perpetuating inequality and exercising power.  

Following Marxist philosophy, ideology is perpetuated by the elite or the ruling class. In 

the German Ideology, Marx and Engels posit that (1970, 64), “The ideas of the ruling class are in 

every epoch the ruling ideas, i.e., the class which is the ruling material force of society, is at the 
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same time its ruling intellectual force.” In this sense, the intellectual force or ideology is more 

than just a collection of ideas. Ideologies (e.g., gender, political, ethical, economic) shape 

culture, thought, and expectations, along with dictating how members of a society behave. For 

example, the State, international organizations and agencies, the media, and multinational 

corporations have the power to produce, influence, and maintain ideologies for their self-

interests. This speaks to what political scientist Joseph S. Nye (1990, 31-35) calls soft power or 

indirect, co-optive power. This type of power can dictate intangible resources such as culture, 

ideologies, and institutions. Nye (2002) expands his ideas stating soft power is a source of 

influence and is more than persuading others to do something, but the ability to entice and attract 

others to comply with your ideology or reproduce expected behavior.  He posits, “soft power 

arises in large part from our values. These values are expressed in our culture, in the policies we 

follow inside our country, and in the way we handle ourselves internationally” (9).  

A Gramscian perspective extends the conversation on soft power and ideology to 

consider how the powerful elite have “manufactured legitimacy” (Heywood 1994, 101) and 

impeded revolutionary thinking and action to challenge their positionality in the capitalist 

system.  Ideology can be packaged as international aid, foreign diplomacy, media, music, 

entertainment, academic exchanges, and sports. Also, with technological advancements that 

enable the process of globalization, ideologies can be easily transmitted through digital media 

and online communication tools such as email, social media, and messaging apps. The 

construction and maintenance of ideologies by the elite can reify certain stereotypes and dictate 

expectations in society. In addition, these ideologies by the state and state-like actors (i.e., 

foreign states and agencies) can “rationalize and mystify the alienation and oppression that mark 
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the lives” (Harrison 1997b, 104) of marginalized populations. Alternatively, they can inspire 

protest that challenges the power structures in society (see Chapter Seven). 

Both material and nonmaterial features of society are shaped and structured by power and 

are manifested as opportunities and risks for various groups across social categories including 

race, ethnicity, sex, class, and gender. Eric Wolf (1990) identified four modalities of power, 

including structural power that shapes the political economy of a society. Structural power is 

two-fold: it produces “measurable effects” in society by controlling natural and social resources, 

and it constructs public symbols, ideas, and views. Wolf (2001, 175) writes, “The ability to 

define what things are is also the ability to define what things are to be had by whom, how, 

when, and where, with whom and against whom, and for what reasons.” With power, there is 

authority, or the right to control, dictate, and to exercise power. Through ideology, the elite and 

powerful actors in Haiti can shape structures and produce views that reinforce and perpetuate 

inequalities.  

Structural Violence  

According to Scandlyn, Thomas, and Brett (2013, 44), the institutionalization of 

inequality generates structural violence. In her discussion on Jamaica, the informal economy, and 

the effects of internationally-imposed structural adjustment policies, Faye Harrison (1997c, 457) 

defined structural violence as “the symbolic, psychological, and physical assaults against human 

subjectivities, physical bodies, and sociocultural integrity that emanate from situations and 

institutions structured in social, political, and economic dominance.” Paul Farmer (1996) viewed 

structural violence through poverty and disease, later noting that the term allows one to study 

“the social machinery of oppression” (Farmer 2004, 307). Structural violence, comprising 

systemically-induced assaults that are multiple and interrelated (via socio-economic and political 

pressures), is manifested in socio-cultural contexts in which marginalization and 
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disenfranchisement prevail (Harrison 2008, 44). The unnecessary and preventable material 

consequences of structural violence include injury, illness and disease, psychological trauma, and 

death.  

Farmer (2004, 311) writes, “In Haiti, structural violence continues to play itself out in the 

daily lives and deaths of the part of the population living in poverty. People know about the body 

count because they bury their kin.” By considering the fatal material consequences of structural 

violence as highlighted in Figure 1-2, deaths in Haiti can mostly be characterized as preventable 

and disproportionate compared to other populations around the world. The exposure to death 

considers a feature of Achilles Mbembe’s (2003) notion of necropolitics, which he defines as the 

relationship between sovereignty and the power to dictate who lives and dies. This dissertation 

focuses on the concept of vulnerability by also considering the enduring policies of neoliberalism 

(Dupuy 2012; Fatton 2014, 2017), power relations, and structural inequalities that have shaped 

flood experiences in Haiti. The following chapters describe vulnerability and risk through place 

and space (i.e., the Mapou River and Robo Basin) and share experiences and views from 

individuals who are situated in precarious locations.    

To conclude, to engage questions of how global and state institutions shape the 

livelihoods of the most marginalized populations in Haiti, disaster social scientists should use a 

critical approach to expose the underlying causes of the political economy of vulnerability. Not 

only is it important to study people at-risk, but one must look at the histories, disaster narrative 

experiences, and multi-scalar processes and structures to understand people’s experiences within 

social inequality. To follow Maternowska (2006, 39-40), “Making the connections between the 

macro-level political economy and micro-level ethnography would further explain the 

interconnectedness of structure and agency, so that the full effects of global scale forces might be 
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explained in more corners around the world.” Therefore, exploring the macro-micro linkages of 

inequalities through narrative research and ethnographic methods allows one to consider how the 

interconnectedness of structures impact thousands of lives in the face of an environmental crisis. 

My dissertation considers these linkages in the northern city of Cap-Haitien. 

Research Site of Cap-Haitien 

 

Figure 1-3. Map of Haiti. Map Data: Google, US Dept. of State Geographer, Image 

Landsat/Copernicus, Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO.    

The second largest city in Haiti, Cap-Haitien or Au Cap is home to over 200,000 

residents. This coastal city is the capital and administrative center of the North Department and is 

a central site for the northern region of the country. Historically described as “the Paris of the 

Antilles,” Cap-Haitien was known for its grand architecture and cosmopolitan flare (King 2001). 

As an essential port of the booming plantation economy, Cap-Haitien became the wealthiest city 

in the Caribbean. After independence from the French, political and economic transformations, 
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and the 1842 earthquake, Cap-Haitien’s grandeur diminished. Today, remnants of the city’s 

French colonial history are intermingled with on-going unplanned development and bustling 

population growth.   

Cap-Haitien, along with other cities and towns throughout Haiti, encounters a high level 

of exposure to hydrometeorological hazards such as flooding and landslides. During the rainy 

season, which extends from June 1 to November 30, communities are impacted by severe 

flooding, strong winds, and tropical storms. Due to Haiti’s mountainous topography, it is 

subjected to a heightened geodynamics which influences the chance of floods and landslides. As 

reported by CDGRD (2014), since 2010, cholera is also a risk associated with the rainy season. 

Also, even outside of rainy and cyclonic seasons, floods occur due to the lack of drainage 

channels, inadequate infrastructure, uncontrolled housing construction on mountain slopes, and 

poor waste management. These factors have contributed to severe flooding in Cap-Haitien.  

I selected northern Haiti as my research site because of my familial roots—my father is 

from the countryside of Cap-Haitien. In addition, decentering research from Port-au-Prince, 

Haiti’s capital, extends knowledge and perspectives on other locations and communities in Haiti.  

With family still in the city, I made several trips for fieldwork without a financial burden. Before 

my doctoral fieldwork, I conducted 7.5 months of exploratory research in Cap-Haitien on 

disaster management. This preliminary research helped me formulate questions and concerns 

regarding disasters and emergencies. Also, I built rapport with multiple individuals and 

organizations, including the North Department’s Directorate for Civil Protection (DCP)17, a 

government agency managed by the Ministry of Interior and Territorial Communities. The 

                                                 
17 DCP is equivalent of the United States Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). 
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Haitian Civil Protection (HCP) office in Cap-Haitien agreed to provide the resources and 

information for me to undertake the proposed research project.   

An Emerging Urban “Frontier”  

My research led me to collect disaster narratives near and in the Mapou River. I build off 

work in frontier studies to describe my research site as a “frontier,” a peripheral area in relation 

to the center of Cap-Haitien. Archaeological studies conceptualize frontier within a “colonialist 

perspective of core-periphery developments,” which is “characterized by macroscale analyses of 

world systems” (Lightfoot and Martinez 1982, 471). While the concept of frontier has been 

integral in military planning, territory expansion, and colonialism, Pullan (2011, 15) notes that 

frontier studies have extended to investigating urban areas. By looking beyond established 

borders, frontiers, as Pullan (2011, 15) writes, “become more elastic, they develop profound 

spatial implications for the structure, orientation, and growth of cities.” Studies of frontiers focus 

on “the peripheries or edges of particular societies, and the characteristics of the groups 

occupying that space” in order to address “questions about the causes of political and economic 

expansion into new habitats, and its effects on indigenous societies and ecological systems” 

(Green and Perlman 1985, 4). I frame my research site as a frontier in order to focus on space 

and place of this peripheral location.  

While discussions of frontiers vary across disciplines, I draw from anthropologists 

Bradley J. Parker and Lars Rodseth (2005, 10) who write,  

A frontier is a vaguely defined boundary—a region rather than a line [border]. Most 

frontiers are zones of transition between two core areas, each of which contains a 

population center and usually a center of political power. Some frontiers, however, divide 

a core area from a wilderness in which there are few or no human inhabitants.  

 

In other cases, the authors posit, a frontier may not be a boundary between the population center 

or a “gateway into open wilderness”; it may just develop when one society borders another 
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society with less or more skills in technology, weaponry, social, economic and ideological 

organization (Parker and Rodseth 2005, 10-11). I utilize the concept of frontier to focus on the 

expanding and shifting areas and communities near Cap-Haitien’s Mapou River. There you will 

find the manifestation of structural inequalities, along with hopes and aspirations from those who 

aim pou chèche lavi (to find a better life). I am concerned that without governmental 

intervention, risk will heighten and recurrent flooding will impact the area, the surrounding 

communities, and the city on a much larger scale.  

As noted earlier, my research question is, “What do disaster experiences, narrated by 

those who live in peripheral communities in northern Haiti, reveal about disaster risk, structural 

inequalities, and hope for the future of Haiti?” My work relies on narrative research to 

understand the lived experiences, local concerns, and varied possibilities of communities that 

occupy spaces in some of the most at-risk areas in Cap-Haitien.  In this dissertation, I highlight 

how vulnerability and risk can manifest itself through the shaping and making of a peripheral 

space and place in Cap-Haitien. I describe areas around the Mapou River as zones of flood risk, 

while highlighting the experiences and perspectives of those who suffer through structural 

inequalities and survive with hope.    

Trajectory of the Dissertation 

In Haiti, the shaping of the environment—natural, political, socio-cultural, and 

economic—continues to impact people’s quality of life, their well-being, and their level of 

vulnerability. With a rise in disaster risk for the most marginalized populations in Haiti, my 

research considers what excess injuries and mortality reveal about vulnerability and risk within 

the Haitian context. Inspired by Harrison’s (1982, 1991, 1997a, 1997b, 2008) ethnographic 

contributions to the urban and political anthropology of the Caribbean, specifically in Jamaica, 

and writing on structural violence, this dissertation shares observations and disaster narratives 
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from individuals from Cap-Haitien regarding the socio-economic and political conditions that 

shape their lived experiences. Through the use of anthropological tools, perspectives, and 

methodology, vulnerable communities and their struggles are placed within broader contexts to 

examine the social reality of disaster risk. As a result, greater awareness may be warranted to 

understand the processes that produce and exacerbate rights violations and inequalities for 

marginalized populations. 

In the second chapter, I outline the objectives of my doctoral research. I discuss narrative 

research and its importance to disaster studies. I then detail my methods to show how I 

approached narrative research and analysis. I conclude the chapter by addressing ethical issues 

that arose during data collection. In the third chapter, I present the results of my narrative 

research by highlight the emergent themes from my participants’ stories. I provide excerpts for 

additional contextualization to narrative themes.  

The fourth chapter describes the creation of the “frontier,” its vulnerability and risk, and 

the flooding of November 2014. I share my observations and visual aids to provide additional 

context and understanding of space and place. From this chapter, I discuss my positionality and 

reflexivity in the fifth chapter. I also explore moments of discomfort experienced during my 

fieldwork in northern Haiti. As I feature my lived experience as an anthropologist in Haiti, I 

provide additional insights and ways of knowing the structures of risk and vulnerability in the 

context of Haiti.  

In the sixth chapter, I draw upon theories of the State to argue that our bodies reflect the 

socio-economic and political structures in society and the world in which we live. As Harrison 

(2017a) underscores, “Neoliberalization has spread beyond the market to nearly every aspect of 

everyday life. Accompanying this process is the reconstitution and commodification of 
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personhood.” Therefore, as a representation of meaning and a metaphor of understanding, the 

body can be translated into an indicator and used as currency in state and global governance. In 

this sense, the Haitian State and state-like organizations can use numerical representations of 

people or what I call body statistics. This chapter considers how Haitian people and their 

suffering can be translated into representations of inequality that perpetuates and reinforces 

dependency and negative images of the Haitian people.   

The seventh chapter surveys the ways in which Haitians articulate and manifest 

themselves in protest. While the themes of poverty and hopelessness are often projected by 

global media outlets and, at times, confirmed by international organizations, foreign travelers, 

and even members of the Haitian Diaspora, counter-narratives of Haitians as active agents within 

the process of development and resistance are prevalent in Haiti. Displays of agency range from 

discourse regarding the State and the international community in public spaces to rasin (roots 

music) that cry out resistance to neoliberal policies and cultural assimilation. This suggests that 

suffering may not, in fact, be internalized within the Haitian imagination, but is confronted by 

concerned citizens of the Republic.  

As Haiti’s second largest city of Cap-Haitien further submerges into an ecological crisis, 

thousands of lives remain vulnerable and at-risk to the impacts of natural events such as flooding 

and hurricanes. While I present my observations and insights, this dissertation highlights the 

voices from the north of Haiti to share their stories and concerns about the recurrent flooding. To 

further our understandings of vulnerability, it is critical to draw from narratives and stories from 

those whose livelihoods are threatened by crises and environmental hazards. Emerged from 

multi-vocal analysis of narratives are individual and collective experiences that reveal 

discussions of power and structural inequalities that shape disaster risk. The inclusion of local 
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experiences can aid in our conceptualization of vulnerability, while presenting opportunities to 

consider the ways in which people manifest as active agents who strategize against the 

consequences of governance and neoliberal policies. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY AND ETHICS OF NARRATIVE RESEARCH 

Oliver-Smith and Hoffman (1999) share that one of anthropology’s contributions to 

disaster studies is the use of ethnographic methods that include the elicitation of narrative and 

participant observation. An ethnographic approach allows the anthropologist to understand local 

perspectives of a disaster event through narrative experience and the socio-economic and 

political factors that contribute to the shaping of crises and inequalities. To enrich my 

understanding of disaster impacts in Cap-Haitien, my methodology relied on extensive fieldwork 

with the use of the following methods: 1) direct observation and participant observation, 2) semi-

structured interviews, and 3) archival research on disaster management plans, projects, and 

initiatives. Over the course of 27 months of doctoral fieldwork in Haiti, I pursued three 

objectives: 1) to identify common themes, categories, and associations regarding structural 

inequalities; 2) to document the collective discourses and understandings in public spaces that 

invoke the themes of agency or suffering; and 3) to locate spaces in Cap-Haitien and northern 

Haiti in which political discourses and citizenship are encouraged, expressed, and engaged on the 

individual and grassroots level. From these objectives, I approached this project through 

narrative research and analysis.  

Narrative Research with a Decolonizing Stance  

I consider my participants’ interview responses as disaster narratives which I characterize 

as personal stories and episodes of disaster experiences and witnessing. Creswell (2013) notes 

that narrative research is both a method and the phenomenon of a study. As a method, narrative 

research is used to analyze stories, written or spoken, of individuals. People’s experiences are 

captured in order for the researcher to understand the stories lived, told, and expressed by 

participants. Also, a phenomenological approach to narratives allows the researcher to synthesis 
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individual stories to understand a phenomenon (e.g., flooding) as experienced by the research 

population (e.g., residents of the Mapou River). My dissertation employs narrative research as 

both a method and as a study of phenomena to document individual and collective experiences, 

along with cultural perspectives, of suffering and surviving. 

Narrative research relies on interpretation, representation, and meaning; assumes 

positionality and subjectivity (Riessman 2008); and takes a postmodernist stance (Bruner 1986, 

Josselson 1993, Riessman 1993). With a narrative approach, as Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, and 

Zilber (1998, 2) posit, “…there is neither a single, absolute truth in human reality nor one correct 

reading or interpretation of a text.” In regard to the former point regarding truths, I acknowledge 

that my interpretation of narratives offers one point of reference, while a reader may interpret the 

text in another way. Through my own interpretation, my goal is to contribute to more inclusive 

knowledge by engaging local perspectives and ideas. In this way, postmodern and postcolonial 

stance in disaster narrative research contests and disrupts power dynamics found in Euro-

androcentric scholarship and methodologies that are often reproduced and monopolized within 

academia. Anthropologists and other scholars who depart from “exclusively ethnocentric 

(mis)understandings” (Cohen 2010, S201) of the “Other” can provide diverse, inclusive 

knowledge. As a result, this knowledge will contribute to a rich understanding of indigenous 

ideas and practices.  Faye Harrison (2008, 12) argues for a “decolonized anthropology” that is 

“internationalized” and offers a multidimensional strategy to “rework” anthropology. Building 

on the work of Wolf (1982), Harrison (2008, 37) states that the first strategy of a reworking 

anthropological project is for it to be “committed to rehistoricizing anthropology, rethinking and 

reconstructing our historical understanding of both the researchers and those who have been 

researched.” 
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Therefore, my work in narrative research is not merely a method and a study, but a 

decolonizing project to contest the paternalistic nature and effects of Euro-, andro-, 

heteronormative scholarship within Haitian studies (see Chapter Five regarding Haitian 

exceptionalism). There is an unequal balance on who is represented, what is told, and how the 

histories and agency of peripheral groups are shaped and communicated to consumers of 

knowledge of the Other. For example, this is reflected in journal issues on the African and 

African Diaspora experience with no contributions from Black scholars1. The exclusive authority 

over knowledge production and histories only furthers self-interests, legitimates power 

dynamics, reifies the canon of knowledge production, and reproduces erasure and partial truths. 

Therefore, the inclusion and usage of Other voices and Other researchers offer new ways of co-

authorship with the Global South and peripheral communities in the Global North. I characterize 

those who shared their stories as collaborators; my participants graciously contributed to this 

doctoral project, and I view them and their voices as producers/products of knowledge. 

Recognizing that there is no absolute truth, this research offers local narratives and perspectives 

to challenge dominant modes of meaning-making and knowledge production.  

While conducting narrative research, I directed attention to how I should understand 

narrative truths and fictions. As I listened, observed, and documented stories of suffering and 

surviving, I considered how I would approach the “veracity” of their narratives in my 

dissertation. Quoted in Reissman (1993, 22), the Personal Narrative Group (1989, 261) writes: 

When talking about their lives, people lie sometimes, forget a lot, exaggerate, become 

confused, and get things wrong. Yet they are revealing truths. These truths don’t reveal 

the past ‘as it actually was,’ aspiring to a standard of objectivity. They give us instead the 

                                                 
1 The erasure of voices continues to ignite questions and concerns in and outside of academia. In 2015, the launching 

of the Somaliland Journal of African Studies (SJAS) included the absence of contributions from Somalis. The peer-

reviewed journal on East African scholarship launched without a Somali editor, advisory board member, or article 

contributor. The Journal of Political Philosophy devoted part of its June 2017 issue on a “symposium” on Black 

Lives Matter movement with articles from white scholars.  
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truths of our experiences. They aren’t the result of empirical research or the logic of 

mathematical deductions. Unlike the reassuring Truth of the scientific ideal, the truths of 

personal narratives are neither open to proof nor self-evident. We come to understand 

them only through interpretation, paying careful attention to the contexts that shape their 

creation and to the world views that inform them.  

 

Reissman (1993, 2002) discusses the “truth” in narratives and reminds us that “[t]here is no 

canonical approach to validation in interpretive work, no recipes or formulas (2002, 706).”  

Therefore, narrative research must take into account that a person may change the interpretation 

of their life events and experiences over time. In other words, as Mishler (2006, 36) states, “The 

past is not set in stone, but the meaning of events and experiences is constantly being reframed 

within the contexts of our current and ongoing lives.” As a result, I recognize that meaning and 

interpretations of narratives (by the researcher and teller) are fluid expressions of life experience.  

Also, there are limitations of representation regarding what is told and how the information is 

transcribed and analyzed. Riessman (1993, 15) writes, “Tellers select features from the ‘whole’ 

experience to narrate but add other interpretive elements. A similar process occurs with 

transcribing, analyzing, and reading.” Riessman furthers, “…the agency of the teller is central to 

composing narratives from the personal experience, but so are the actions of others—listener, 

transcriber, analyst, and reader.”  

Data Collection in Haiti 

I relied on assistance from my key collaborator Max, who works at the Civil Protection 

Office of Northern Haiti (located in Cap-Haitien). After sharing my dissertation project with 

him, Max graciously provided the resources and opportunities to facilitate my dissertation 

research. The Haitian Civil Protection (HCP) Agency, which is the equivalent of the United 

States Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), has the sole responsibility for Haiti’s 

domestic disaster response efforts, and offices are located throughout the country to address 

regional disaster emergencies. Serving as an essential resource, the HCP office provided me a 
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valuable opportunity to observe first-hand accounts of decision-making, planning, and 

collaboration within disaster management in Cap-Haitien. During my collection of narratives, I 

worked with two research assistants who accompanied me to the research sites. They helped me 

collect narratives, guided me to additional areas to observe and collect data, and shared their 

socio-cultural knowledge of Cap-Haitien and Haiti.   

After achieving language proficiency, building and establishing relationships, conducting 

primary interviews and engaging in informal conversations, observing and documenting socio-

economic and political life in Haiti, I formally collected fifty-one semi-structured interviews2 

from October to December 2015. I recorded all the interviews except four; these participants 

wished not to have their voice recorded. Nonprobability, purposeful sampling was conducted to 

select research participants to answer interrelated questions regarding their experiences with 

disaster emergencies, inequalities, and hope in northern Haiti. Patton (2002, 230) argues 

The logic and power of purposeful sampling lie in selecting information-rich cases for 

study in depth. Information-rich cases are those from which one can learn a great deal 

about issues of central importance to the purpose of the inquiry, thus the term purposeful 

sampling. 

 

To avoid the disruption to daily activities, I approached participants who were not occupied with 

work or house chores. On a few occasions, some participants walked up to me to inquire about 

my presence and then volunteered to narrate their experience after I introduced myself and 

research project.  

                                                 
2 Five interviews have two or more participants. In one interview, the research participant (male) asked three of his 

neighbors (male) who were walking by to come sit to share their experiences. Three interviews included two women 

each who equally collaborated within the interview: one woman provided information to one question and the other 

answered another question or contributed additional details to a question. In another interview, the narrator (male) 

shared their experience. A younger male listened in and offered a comment for additional details. I collected these 

experiences, rather than restricting these narratives, in order to observe the performative nature of collective 

storytelling. In addition, I wanted to see if there were any commonalities among stories told and shared in unison. 

Through my fieldwork, I quickly learned that it is acceptable, and at times, welcomed, for anyone to insert 

themselves into a conversation. Therefore, from these collective and collaborative narratives, I learned that data can 

be flexible and can reflect culture.  
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I collected experiences and perspectives from 39 men and 25 women, with the average 

age of all participants at 38 years old. The average household size of my participants is 6 people. 

Only three participants (women) noted that they did not work or have a profession. The criteria 

for recruiting and selecting research participants for this project was that informants must have 

lived and experienced flooding in communities near the Mapou River, my research site in Cap-

Haitien. Their average length of time living in or near this river is 17 years. The duration of the 

interviews ranged from 12 minutes to 67 minutes. My interview guide consisted of twelve, open-

ended thematic questions to allow participants to narrate and share their experiences of flooding 

and inequalities, along with perspectives of the State and appropriate approaches to development 

and disaster risk. Also, I asked additional questions that may not have been addressed during my 

participants’ storytelling. From these questions, extended stories and local knowledge emerged. 

The Process of Narrative Analysis 

The analysis of interviews utilized both inductive and deductive approaches. With 

inductive reasoning, I observed socio-economic and political life and surveyed preliminary 

questions of disaster risk, inequalities, and the State. From this starting point of narrative 

research, I collected interviews to discover overall themes that emerged from the initial data. I 

then developed explanations and drew upon theories and concepts to make sense of my findings. 

Alternatively, I devoted a few weeks to confirm these theoretical conclusions by using deductive 

reasoning. With the concepts of vulnerability, the State, and power in mind, I consulted existing 

and newly established research participants about my findings through semi-structured 

interviews. This allowed me to re-structure original research inquiries for further data collection 

and provided a new lens for documenting the salient themes in disaster narratives in Cap-Haitien. 

All audio-recorded interviews were transcribed in their entirety. Upon return to the 

United States, I committed to the detailed analysis of my narratives to consider the relationships, 
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similarities, and differences among narrative experiences. Responses to each thematic, 

categorical question expressed common experiences about flooding and highlighted themes of 

personal and social vulnerability, loss of items, perspectives of the government, and ideas of 

Haiti’s future. My analysis focuses on the themes that are communicated within these narratives, 

rather than how the narrative is structured (Riessman 2008). Building on Touhy and Stephens’ 

(2011, 2012) disaster narrative research of older adults, transcribed data from interviews were 

analyzed using thematic analysis. As noted by Bernard (2011, 337), “the themes are related to 

one another and how characteristics of the speaker or speakers account for the existences of 

certain themes and the absence of others.” I utilized Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase 

process3 of thematic analysis to identify, analyze, and describe patterns within my data.  

My analysis included reading my transcribed interviews line by line to create initial 

codes. I used Microsoft Excel to create a workbook of coded data. Within the workbook, I 

inserted a sheet, then labeled that sheet as a code (ex. children or thieves). Within each sheet of 

codes, I added applicable phrases, sentences, expressions, or paragraphs of thoughts from the 

interviews. I then labeled these phrases by the interview number, the page number of the 

transcriptions, and gender of my research participant. From twelve thematic questions, I 

generated thirty-four individual sheets of coded data. Using MindMup, a free online mind-

mapping tool, I then organized the codes into nine categories. I reviewed and refined these 

descriptive categories and produced three common themes (that are reflective of my research 

objectives) expressed from the data: 1) experiences of flooding highlight social and personal 

                                                 
3 Braun and Clarke (2006) provide an outline guide of the six phases of thematic analysis: 1) familiarize yourself 

with your data with transcription (if necessary) and re/read data to note any preliminary ideas; 2) generate initial 

codes; 3) collate codes into potential themes; 4) review and refine themes; 5) define and name themes; and 6) 

produce the report.  
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vulnerability and structural inequalities, 2) within structure, there is agency and hope, and 3) 

attitudes and perspectives of the State. I selected to complete my analysis by hand because of the 

closeness I wanted to maintain to my data. In a way, narrative analysis became an archeological 

exercise in which stories and perspectives became textual (and audio) artifacts. I handled the 

transcriptions with care—reading line by line to gather important symbols for interpreting 

meaning. The analysis revealed a matrix of codes and themes, integral to my understanding of 

disasters and crises in northern Haiti. In the next chapter on narrative analysis, I highlight the 

perspectives and knowledge from those who are considered the most marginalized in Cap-

Haitien.  

Ethics and Related Considerations 

Exploring disaster narratives requires responsibility, sensitivity, and accountability on the 

part of the anthropologist4. These ethical and methodological considerations demonstrate the 

concerns for participants’ personal risk and dis/comfort during interviewing, which are in many 

ways, as Montalbano-Phelps (2004, 23) describes, “times of intimate disclosures.” In her 

introductory chapter, feminist scholar Gesa E. Kirsch (1999, ix) asks, 

Can researchers understand and represent the experiences of others without 

misrepresenting, misappropriating, or distorting their realities? What are researchers’ 

responsibilities toward their research participants and toward their readers? How can 

research be made more accessible to wider audiences and more beneficial to research 

participants?  

 

My research, fieldwork, and continued engagement in Haiti is guided by ethical considerations 

of my interactions and commitments to my research participants and collaborators. I use these 

terms to describe those who contributed to and played an active role in my doctoral research and 

                                                 
4 Also see Ruthellen Josselson’s (2007) article for extensive discussion of ethical principles and practices in 

narrative research.  
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cultural learning experience. They are not just passive “subjects” of my inquiries, rather 

welcoming teachers who taught me about a variety of themes including disaster risk, inequalities, 

governance, and Haitian culture.   

Over the course of my fieldwork, I have captured at least a thousand photos and 

numerous videos to capture culture and society in Haiti, primarily in Cap-Haitien. Some images 

and videos illustrate joy and tenacity, while others highlight misery and suffering. In my 

dissertation, I include some of these photos from the field to serve as visual representations to the 

text. While I can solely talk about the areas in and near the Mapou River, along with protest and 

symbols of agency through “thick description” (Geertz 1973), I think it is important to provide 

readers with additional context through visuals. All photos and videos (accessible through links 

provided) in this dissertation are mine. Most photos do not include the likeness of a person’s 

identity. Individuals in photos are in public spaces (i.e., downtown and on a neighborhood 

street). In addition, these images of persons are included to capture scale in relation to the scene 

in the photo.  

With ethical considerations, my goal for the photos is not to objectify anyone who lives 

and experiences any precarious situations. Development literature has shown that organizations 

can perpetuate inequalities and reinforce singular narratives of groups and populations by 

reproducing images of suffering and hardship. These photos of suffering and victimization are, 

then, commodified and appropriated within socio-cultural institutions for political, economic, 

and moral reasons (Kleinman, Das and Locke 1997: xi). Therefore, as an anthropologist, I will 

not contribute to what Plewes and Stuart (2007, 23) describes as the “pornography of poverty,” 

“the worst of the images that exploit the poor for little more than voyeuristic ends and where 

people are portrayed as helpless, passive objects.” Therefore, drawing back to one of Kirsch’s 
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(1999) initial questions, I consider one of my duties as an anthropologist with cultural ties to 

Haiti is to avoid presenting a singular view of Haiti’s exceptionalism (see Chapter Five). As we 

learn from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s (2009), “The single story creates stereotypes, and the 

problem with stereotypes is not that they are untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make one 

story become the only story.” Haiti’s narrative is multi-dimensional and deserves additional 

context of why inequalities are perpetuated and reinforced. For this reason, I used narrative 

research and fieldwork to explore further explanations of risk and vulnerability in Haiti.  
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CHAPTER 3 

EMERGENT THEMES FROM NARRATIVES OF FLOOD EXPERIENCES 

 
 

Figure 3-1. Photo of standing water near the Mapou River. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 

2015. 

What can we learn from events that shape human experience? What collective themes 

emerge from narratives and disaster accounts? How do local perspectives and experiences aid in 

our understanding of social inequalities, power dynamics, and the consequences of neoliberalism 

for peripheral populations? These research queries prompted my curiosity to learn about the 

individual and collective experiences of flooding events in Cap-Haitien. Narratives provide 

additional ways of knowing how crises emerge. Also, these personal accounts can serve as a vital 

point for social inquiry. As reminded by Langellier (2001, 700), “Embedded in the lives of the 

ordinary, the marginalized, and the muted, personal narrative responds to the disintegration of 

master narratives as people make sense of experience, claim identities, and ‘get a life’ by telling 
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and writing their stories.” This chapter highlights disaster experiences as situated narratives 

which enables additional contextualization of disaster events, risk, and structural inequalities.  

 In Haiti’s north department, recurrent rains cause disruption to daily life for thousands of 

people. Communities affected may encounter a loss of life, property damage, and devastation to 

crops. To understand the shaping and consequences of these emergencies that pose significant 

threats and challenges for those in at-risk areas, disaster anthropologists can consider both 

hazards and the experiences of those who encounter these events. An “anthropology of events,” 

as Philip Carl Salzman (1999, 3) argues, allows a scholar to understand the human experience, 

positing that an event (e.g., drought, flood, famine, and warfare) “redirects lives, shapes them, 

terminates them, [and] liberates them.” When these events are recurring and socially known and 

understood, Salzman (1999, 4) notes that events can “express lives” by “manifesting the forces 

that underlie people’s lives.”  Not only can the anthropologist find additional ways of knowing 

by studying (and experiencing) the events of environmental hazards and other crises, she can 

also utilize narratives that provide insights into the events. These events can reveal historical and 

contemporary experiences of survivors and victims, along with exposing the socio-economic and 

political conditions and realities in everyday life.  

To complement the “anthropology of events,” I consider the “anthropology of 

experience” through disaster narratives. At the confluence of these “anthropologies,” hazard and 

narrative research extend conversations of risk and vulnerability while making sense of 

inequalities of those who live in and near the Mapou River. Edward M. Bruner (1996, 9) reminds 

us that the people anthropologists study interpret their own experiences as expressions, 

representations, and articulations. As a result, as Bruner further illuminates (1996, 10), 

experience and its manifestations serve as indigenous meaning, which allows the people (not the 
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researcher) to establish the basic unit of analysis. Emerged from my interview guide are 

narratives that underscored the experiences of the individual and the collective. Tellers spoke of 

their own experiences in flooding events, along with highlighting those within their community 

and in Cap-Haitien. Therefore, while I turned my attention to those who live near the Mapou 

River, additional discussions of Cap-Haitien and of Haiti emerged within the narratives. In this 

chapter, I present the various common topics that appeared from coding my narratives.1 I will 

include quotes and short excerpts from my participants for additional context. Important to note, 

the themes and categories below are not presented in any prioritized order. At the end of the 

results, I will provide a summary to discuss the themes in context.  

Results of Narrative Analysis 

Theme 1: Social and Personal Vulnerability and Structural Inequalities 

Several codes and categories highlight the themes of social and personal vulnerability and 

structural inequalities. Impacted by socio-cultural institutions and interactions, social 

vulnerability centers on the vulnerability of communities, populations, and/or societies. Also, 

personal vulnerability refers to the individual level of vulnerability. These vulnerabilities can be 

heightened by socio-economic and political structures that produce inequalities and the 

devastating impacts of hazards and crises. From the narratives, this theme generated several 

topics including 1) impacts of flooding, 2) pre- and post-disaster actions, 3) understanding of risk 

within the river communities, and 4) and religious faith to explain and cope with inequalities and 

disaster risk.  These categories discussed below underscore the experiences and effects of 

flooding events in Cap-Haitien. 

                                                 
1 The coding and analysis of disaster narratives were guided by the work of Montalbano-Phelps’ (2004) narrative 

analysis of abuse survivors.  
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Impacts of flooding 

Narrators detailed the floods that impacted their livelihoods and te fè anpil dega (caused a 

lot of devastation) in the surrounding community. One teller descriptively stated, “Inondasyon an 

manje nou isi paske chak ane pral fini, nou inonde”2 (interview, October 6, 2015). This 

statement highlights the severity of flooding during each rainy season. Narrators used descriptive 

words such as gwo dlo to describe flood events after heavy rains. In addition, flooding could also 

emerge from raising standing water (see Figure 3-1)3. Participants spoke to a variety of issues 

experienced after flood events. These impacts include disruption to work or school, devastation 

in their neighborhood, loss of property, effects to health, and discomfort to children. With the 

discussion of property loss, participants noted that evacuated homes are subjected to theft. 

Regarding notable gender differences among narrators, one out of three women discussed 

children in their interviews compared to one out of five men. Even in disasters and emergencies, 

narratives can speak to gender roles and norms society. From this category regarding the impacts 

of floods, disaster narratives emerged. Below are examples of experiences from those who live 

near and in the Mapou River: 

Excerpt 1: The water is dirty – it brings mud, meaning that the floods leave a lot of 

devastation that we must clean up. When the water rises, people cannot stay. There are 

insects in the water that bite people, and then there are electrical currents in the water. 

You don’t know how high the water will rise, so you must leave the house and go to the 

public school [a designated evacuation shelter]. The water does not rise too high in the 

school and the church [because the buildings are two stories]. The local authorities come 

give aid to some people in the neighborhood.  

 

Flooding makes things difficult for us. You don’t know if there will be flooding, so if you 

do not have mwayen nan men w [the economic means], you will suffer. Depending on the 

person, you can find solace in someone’s house. If that person has a good heart, then he 

                                                 
2 The literal translation is “The flooding is killing us here because every end of the year, we get flooded.”  

3 Participants stated that it doesn’t have to rain in their community for them to have flood. Rather, the water comes 

from rainfall in the countryside and because of deforestation and the lack of canals, their communities can swell up 

with water. This may result to flooding. 
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or she can help you because they are also in pain. And I haven’t lost anything, but other 

people have. When they evacuate and go to another place, thieves come in their homes to 

take anything they can because no one is in the house. They bang down the door to enter.  

 

In regard to work, I take a canoe. Without canoes, it is impossible for me to go to work. 

In the case of illness, people get sick because of the water passes through several places 

such as cemetery ... outhouses. Meaning several germs come along with the floods. It 

usually gives bumps on your legs. Sometimes, people typically go to the hospital. Other 

times, when the floods rescind, people usually come by with medicine for any sicknesses.   

 

—Male, 25-year-old carpenter (Interview November 3, 2015)  

 

Excerpt 2: In this area, everyone evacuates during flooding. Where I live, the water can 

just enter the house. I bought land, and I’m building my house, over there [she points to 

the construction]. I can’t finish my house because of the rains. So, I stay in the mountains 

for now. Floods affect me because I can’t escape them. When it floods, there’s hunger 

because my children and I don’t have any food in the house. My brother-in-law in Vertier 

[a nearby neighborhood] brings us food. So, then my children can eat. And they get sick; 

they can’t walk in the water. Everyone gets an infection. I went to the hospital with my 

small child who had an infection, because after the water rescinds, we’re impacted by 

what is left after the flooding. I also can’t go to work. Even when the front door stays 

closed, the strong currents took my children’s clothes, my clothes… we didn’t have any 

clothes left. I also lost our birth certificates, and I had to get new ones. My brother-in-law 

is knowledgeable, so he went to Eta Sivil [public bureau of vital records] to get new ones 

for us.  

 

—Woman, 38-year-old merchant (Interview, October 5, 2015) 

Pre- and Post-Disaster Actions.  

Narrators outlined their actions before and after flooding events. This involved whether 

the narrator evacuated during flooding, how they received weather forecast information, and if 

and how they prepared. Four out of five participants left their homes during every flooding 

event. These narrators noted that they evacuated to a designated shelter (e.g., church, school, or 

the downtown gymnasium) or a neighbor or family member’s home. Only three participants 

lived in two-story homes in which they could retreat to higher ground without evacuating their 

property. However, even these three narrators shared that sometimes they have had to leave to a 

more secure location (e.g., neighbor’s home or family members’ home). Most narrators received 

warning and alerts from the radio. Following the radio, several narrators noted that local 
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authorities (e.g., Civil Protection Office personnel) came to their area to provide information 

about weather forecast conditions. A few narrators mentioned other sources including the church, 

radyo bouch (chatter in the neighborhood), the Haitian Red Cross, television, and the internet. 

Also, emergency preparedness entails storing important documents and identification papers in a 

safe, dry place and not necessarily buying food and other emergency items. Participants often 

prefaced their response to emergency preparedness with “a person can prepare food and buy 

materials if they have the economic means to do so.” The following narrative excerpts highlight 

actions taken before and after flooding events:  

Excerpt 3: We usually go to the public school, the church, or to an area that is not 

flooded. I have not stayed in the church overnight, but I have slept at the school 

one time. There are also times when I go stay with my family. There is no one in 

the community to tell us about any potential dangers when it rains. Since we can’t 

save any money, we can’t prepare for emergencies. We just can’t prepare for that. 

The flood can come, and we wouldn’t know. It doesn’t have to rain here for it to 

flood, so we don’t prepare anything for that. 

 

—Woman, 40-year old homemaker (interview, November 3, 2015) 

Excerpt 4: I can’t say that I prepare because for you to prepare, fòk ou gen nan 

men (have money). If you don’t, you cannot prepare. Meaning, sometimes when 

you must evacuate, you can’t grab anything. Other times, you and children just 

leave with what you are wearing. We learn about any weather issues on the radio. 

Sometimes people come to our house to give us more information.  

 

—Woman, 36-year old homemaker (interview, October 23, 2015) 

Excerpt 5: When there is flooding, I don’t leave. I just stay here because the water 

doesn’t usually rise as high. We typically put everything upstairs so that they won’t get 

wet. We also buy everything we need. So, when you see that there’s water coming, we go 

out to buy what we need and take upstairs. When we prepare, we don’t have to leave 

again when it floods.  

—Man, 26-year old electrician (interview, October 9, 2015) 

Understanding risk within the river communities.  

The media can present populations that are impacted by disasters and crises as passive 

victims who are unaware of their risk to hazards and threats. Narrative research reveals that 
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Haitians who live near and in the Mapou River do, in fact, realize and understand their level of 

vulnerability and the cause of flooding. During one interview, one participant characterized his 

community as “yon teren dlo li ye” to describe his area at-risk to flooding (see Figure 3-1). Three 

out of four participants provided an explanation for the causes of flooding in the area. Regarding 

the frequency in responses, participants pointed to four main interconnected factors that heighten 

flood risk in their communities: the water canals, the pervasiveness of trash, the increasing layer 

of silt in the Mapou River, and the improper construction of homes. Out of the four factors, half 

of the narrators pointed to the lack of canals as a cause of risk. Without stream channelization, 

rain water cannot properly flow out to sea. If there are water canals, they are often clogged with 

garbage, topsoil from deforested mountains, and other debris. This trash, the second most noted 

factor, pervades the area. Without adequate sewage and sanitation, trash ends up in water canals 

and in the Mapou River (the third factor). Narrators highlighted that the river is currently shallow 

because of trash and debris. Also tying as a third factor is the construction of homes in and near 

the Mapou River. In the next chapter, I will describe and provide photos of homes that occupy 

space near and in the river.  Other mentions included the bridge (also see Chapter Four), 

deforestation, and the lack of ranbleye (backfilling) in the community. Below, narrators discuss 

the causes of flood risk in further detail:  

Excerpt 6: When the water flows from the mountains and into the river, it does not stream 

out to sea because there are no water canals. Since there is not enough space for the water 

to flow appropriately out to sea, flooding devastates the area. Also, I’m not talking only 

about water; the water isn’t anything. I am also talking about the amount of trash. When 

you look near the river, it’s just trash [review photos in the next chapter]. You see with 

the trash, there’s not a place for the water to flow. If there is not a place for the water to 

flow, then a lot of water will flood the homes. Without canals, the water just inundates 

homes.  

 

—Man, a 30-year-old DJ, computer scientist, and painter (interview, October 6, 2015) 
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Excerpt 7: Deforestation. Old, makeshift construction in the hills… deforestation is going 

at a speed that’s vertiginous in the mountains. The second problem is no one clears out 

the water canals. Everyone who throws their garbage in the canals contributes to the 

canals clogging up. Especially when the canals are clogged like this, the water cannot 

find a place to flow. Therefore, all of this causes flooding. You know when the mountains 

do not have trees, they cannot keep the soil in place. One time, there was old construction 

on the mountains, and with nothing to keep the soil in place, there were landslides when 

it rained. And afterward, there was flooding because the water didn’t have a place to go. 

And there is the bridge near Rue 5, which also causes flooding. Many times, when there’s 

rain in Odikap [a rural commune of Cap-Haitien], we don’t have rainfall here. This area 

is threatening because when the rain falls in Odikap, the water just swells up near Rue 5 

because of the bridge. This causes flooding. And every house from Zò Vinsan and 

Odikap are flooded.  

 

—Woman, 29-year-old teacher (interview, October 7, 2015)  

 

Excerpt 8: The water comes, and it cannot flow out to sea because of the bridge. First, it 

rains in the countryside. Then, the river’s streams intensify because the water continues 

to flow from the mountains. Here, it is the bridge prevents the water to swiftly flow out to 

sea. And then there’s improper construction. We are people who live in an at-risk area. 

We have lived near this part of the river for a long time – this area is composed of 

standing water, and we don’t have electricity. People who live in front of the river know 

that the mountains do not hold water, so the flooding comes with trash and waste matter.  

 

—Man, 39-year-old carpenter (interview, October 20, 2015)  

 

Faith and Religious Beliefs.  

There is a discussion of faith within the narratives. Some participants referenced Bondye 

or l’Etènèl (God) to explain and cope with inequalities and disaster risk. Drawing from disaster 

research in the South Pacific, Fletcher et al. (2013) find that faith-based systems are entrenched 

in culture and society and can build resiliency. Also, as highlighted by the authors, churches play 

a crucial role in disaster management by serving as emergency shelters, sites for post-disaster 

counseling, and sources of resources, volunteers, and welfare programs. In the interviews, a 

church in the community was often mentioned as a designated evacuation shelter. In considering 

how Haiti could advance as a country, some narrators said, “Only God can change Haiti.” The 

disenchantment with the Haitian government, along with distrust in man, led participants to 

explain that only God can address the problems in the country. While I have integrated selections 
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from these categories elsewhere in this dissertation, below are quotes from interviews that 

referenced God:  

Excerpt 9: If a person living here [in the river community] says that s/he is not sick, it is 

because God protected her/him.  

 

—Man, a 30-year-old DJ, computer scientist, and painter (interview, October 6, 2015) 

Excerpt 10: Only God can change Haiti because I don’t see change in the hands of men. 

Therefore, only God can change Haiti.  

 

—Woman, a 30-year-old seller (interview, November 2, 2015)  

 

Excerpt 11: God cares about us more than someone who has money. Because when we 

go to the market to find medicine, we’ve already recovered from the sickness. After God, 

we [inthe absence of the State] protect ourselves.   

 

—Man, 41-year-old painter/mason (interview, October 8, 2015) 

 

Theme 2: The State 

 My ethnographic fieldwork prompted questions related to the State and its influence on 

shaping disasters and vulnerability. From my inquiries, the second theme of the State revealed 

three areas including 1) conversations about and support from the State after flooding, 2) 

criticisms of the State, and 3) local perspectives of recommendations for the State. For example, 

some narrators who discussed aid also provided criticisms of the State. The critiques centered on 

the State’s inaction in aiding victims after flooding events. Out of all my participants, only three 

narrators (women) did not share their perspectives on the State. Compared to men, most women 

participants did not provide extended responses to questions of the State. For example, a 50-year-

old female participant replied,  

I don’t want to talk about politics, pitanm (my child). It is not something I can discuss. 

With things I don’t know, I can’t talk about them. The last time I voted was during the 

period of Aristide. After that, I haven’t voted because there’s too much involved in 

politics. So, I can’t talk about politics.  
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While this dissertation is not focused on the topic of gender and politics, additional research 

towards gender and political engagement, interests, and information (Verba, Burns, and 

Schlozman 1997) in Haiti could offer further valuable insights in exploring questions regarding 

the State. The sixth chapter explores additional features of the State. Below I will highlight the 

main categories and recurrent topics for context.  

Criticisms of the State.  

While revealing the experiences of flooding, narrators shared their thoughts about the 

Haitian government. Various interrelated subjects covered discussions of governance including 

the in/action and absence of the State, the government’s economic and political means to 

spearhead change and progress, and corruption and cronyism. While Haiti is often depicted as a 

weak State, three out of four participants indicated that they believe the State has the capacity 

and the means to develop Haiti. One woman stated, “The government can put in measures to 

help us. They just don’t want to” (interview, November 25, 2015). This implies disinterest in 

helping the citizens because she claims those who work within the State take the country’s 

resources to benefit themselves in their family. The narrator continues, “We don’t find any aid. 

They [the local authorities] give it to their family. They keep the aid in their house and separate it 

for everyone in their family. This is what they do, and we don’t get any assistance.” Participants 

also spoke about their frustrations with the Haitian government, while urging the government to 

take a more active role in protecting its citizenry. While I highlight these criticisms of the State 

in Chapter Six, below is an excerpt of a critique of the State:  

Excerpt 12: If I had the power to speak with the government, I would tell them that they 

usually don’t manage things well. If there were a State presence here, it would be good. 

There are just a few people who live downtown, but in the site yo4, there are more people 

who live here than they do downtown. So, in this sense, we do not have a State; a 

                                                 
4 This is the plural form of cite or affordable housing developments near the Mapou River. To address migration 

from the countryside to the city, the Haitian government created cite-s in the 1980s.  
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government that is present. The government that we have now is all about helping their 

family and making money. They choose not to help the people.  

 

—Woman, 31-year-old merchant (interview, November 30, 2015) 

 

Local Recommendations for the State.  

While there is pervasive criticism of the Haitian government, narrators did provide 

recommendations and suggestions for the State.  To reduce risk, participants stated that the 

government needs to clean the debris and trash from the river. In addition, attention should be 

directed towards relocating those who live in the Mapou River to safer areas. Other responses 

mentioned more water canals must be built, backfilling and asphalt could develop the areas, and 

the bridge, believed to be an obstruction to the river, should be fixed. Echoing the quote above, 

another woman stated that the government should be more present in the community. She 

exclaimed, “[the government] never visits us to see how we’re living. So, they should visit us 

more to see how we’re impacted by the water” (interview, November 3, 2015). The quote below 

highlights additional ideas for the government: 

Excerpt 13: The State should come with the tractors to dredge the river so anytime there’s 

a lot of water, it will appropriately flow out to sea. If the government did this, it would 

create a wall from Rue 5 to Odikap, and I believe this would be good. Also, there are ti 

pòv malere (poor people) who build their little homes near the river, and they are not 

built well. But because they are poor, they are obligated to build what they can. If the 

state did its job, it would prevent people from building their homes like this. 

 

—Male, 45-year-old mason (interview, October 8, 2015) 

 

Conversations on Aid and Support after Flooding.  

In the interviews, only two participants stated that they received some type of aid and 

support from the government. Narrators did focus on the problem with aid distribution (see 

Chapter Four). Some participants stated that central government does send aid after flooding; 

however, those who are victims of flooding do not actually receive any aid and support. As one 

participant recalled, “After flooding, the government usually sends food. But sometimes the 
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people who are flood victims do not receive the food” (interview, November 3, 2015). Narrators 

explained that those who are not victims, such as troublemakers, become recipients of food. 

Other narrators claimed that local authorities typically sell the aid and insisted that you can find 

the aid for sale in the street markets. The common thread among responses centered on the 

absence and lack of assistance from the State and that the government needs to take a more 

active role in helping citizens with aid and protecting them by reducing risk. In the following 

excerpts, narrators share their frustrations with emergency aid and assistance:  

Excerpt 14: We don’t really find aid. If they really wanted to give aid and assistance, they 

would appear at every house. When the water rescinds, the TV, mattress, and other things 

are wet and destroyed. And then, you must restart your life. The government should not 

have to help you 100 percent, but they should help! I remember one time when it flooded; 

they gave us a piece of paper for us to go to the gymnasium. People received rice and oil. 

That was a good experience because no one was fighting.  

 

—Man, 51-year-old baker (interview, November 24, 2015)  

 

Excerpt 15: After flooding, the government usually sends food. Sometimes people who 

are victims of flood do not find the aid. Instead, it is more chimè [gangsters, 

troublemakers, etc.] who find the aid. They go to fight. For victims to find aid, the 

government should go to each house that is affected and mark it. After the water recedes, 

they can bring something for that person. However, when the water receding, the 

government goes out to the streets and separates the aid. And if this is the case, you won’t 

find aid if you’re impacted. It is only the troublemakers who find the aid.  

 

—Man, 25-year-old carpenter (interview, November 3, 2015)  

 

Theme 3: Agency and Hope 

Despite the structural inequalities that contribute to disaster risk and vulnerability, 

narrators acknowledged agency and highlighted ideas of self-determination and dignity. Also, 

participants addressed the citizenry in Haiti and the need for collective action. The third theme 

includes two categories: 1) self-reliance and 2) discussions of hope and change in Haiti. The 

seventh chapter highlights examples of agency and self-determination that I observed (and 
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participated in) during my fieldwork. While I integrate the voice of narrators into that chapter, 

below I include excerpts from interviews that highlight the categories of agency.  

Self-reliance.  

In the absence of the State, narrators discussed examples in which they relied on 

themselves, neighbors, family members, and community organizations and institutions. The 

horizontal relationships are critical in addressing the impacts of hazard events. Narrators reported 

that they have evacuated to family members’ and neighbors’ homes in times of flooding. 

Discussed in Chapter Seven, one participant noted that a local community organization provided 

Aquatabs in his neighborhood because no other assistance would likely be present. Highlighting 

how social networks can be essential in providing support, below are two narrators who 

commented on how they opened their homes to those in their community:  

Excerpt 16: We do not evacuate. We stay here. The rains don’t raise much. Other 

neighbors who live below come to find refuge in our house and the church, you 

understand. We provide shelter. 

 

—Man, 39-year-old carpenter (interview, October 20, 2015) 

 

Excerpt 17: I live in a two-story house, and there are 8 rooms. I have a lot of people who 

stay with me when it floods. I close everything downstairs, and I make everyone come 

upstairs – this includes my neighbors too. I make them go upstairs. Some people who 

stay with me have a little food. In the morning, we put the food in a big pot to cook, and 

everyone eats what we make.   

 

—Woman, 32-years-old seller (interview, November 1, 2015) 

 

Hope and Change in Haiti.  

Conversations on hope in Haiti revealed insightful discussions on agency and collective 

action. Three out of five narrators stated that only Haitians can change Haiti. This must be 

accomplished by collective action (tèt ansanm), Haitian unity, and the realization of Haitian 

strength (pran konsyans). One out of three narrators invoked their spiritual beliefs and stated that 

change could only come through Bondye. Just three narrators believe that change can only come 
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by way of the international community. Forty percent of participants did offer criticism of 

foreign involvement in Haiti, stating that change must evolve from Haitians and not from the 

foreign entities. The following passage from the below interview highlight such sentiments:  

Excerpt 18: When I look at society and our people, I believe that if Haitians pran 

konsyans, we can change Haiti. However, when I look at our leaders, we need someone 

to get these leaders out. If they can’t, they need to get them out by force. I hear people 

talk about dictatorship; however, I wasn’t born yet to really understand. When I learned 

about dictatorship, I knew it was not anything that left Haitians in a good state. But for 

democracy, Haitians did not transition to it well. Democracy is good, but it has given us a 

lot of problems. In Haiti, people use democracy wrong; it is used to do things that people 

shouldn’t do. This makes the democratic system a failure for us Haitians.  

 

—Man, 23-year-old student (interview, November 12, 2015) 

 

Excerpt 19: It is Haitians themselves who can change Haiti. I say this because foreigners 

will not agree to leave their assets in their country to help us here. The biggest problem in 

Haiti is we [Haitians] still believe in what foreigners can do for us, but we’ve never 

imagined that our misery is something that we must address! It is us that must pran 

konsyans and for us to say, “no” [to foreigners]! We cannot stay waiting on foreigners to 

save us. An obvious example is you’re at home, cooking for your wife and child. Will 

you go give your neighbor food before your child? No! You will feed your child first, 

then afterward you can see what you can do for your neighbor. This is the same with the 

international community. They must manage their own country first; then they can see 

what they can do for your country.  

 

So, Haiti can change. If every Haitian starts to think that we [as Haitians] are bad, then 

we would just stay in a critical state. However, to remove us in this state, we must think 

differently so that we can raise awareness in our minds.   

 

—Man, 26-year-old agronomist (interview, October 7, 2015) 

 

Discussion of Themes 

As highlighted by the excerpts above, floods impact people in significant ways. Narrative 

research reveals common experiences that demonstrate the significance of mitigating the impacts 

of floods for people who live near and in the Mapou River. These stories emphasized 

descriptions of floods by highlighting the floods’ severity and its devastating effects. Narrators 

explained their actions taken to plan for recurring rains. While participants noted that they tried 

to keep their birth certificates and identification documents in plastic bags to ensure that they did 
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not become wet and eventually ruined, narrators also discussed their economic limitations to buy 

food and other needed items. Tellers detailed loss, an evitable consequence for those who did not 

live in two-story homes. Important to note, narrators discussed the risk of their communities and 

neighborhoods by focusing on issues with the water canals and the pervasive trash. The 

importance of these insights is to show that those who live in at-risk do, in fact, know and 

understand the causes of that risk. To cope with flooding, narrators turned to neighbors, friends, 

and God. Conversations of the State provide additional perspective on how people view the 

in/action of their government during times of crises and need.  

To conclude, narrative research allowed me, as a disaster anthropologist, to 1) further 

understand how personal and social vulnerability influences a populations’ risk, 2) explore 

examples of agency and hope, and 3) survey the attitudes and perspectives of the Haitian 

government that shapes life and opportunity in Haiti. The narratives spoke to individual and 

collective experiences that offered additional ways of examining risk. Placing local knowledge 

and experiences at the center of disaster research provides critical insights in understanding the 

notion of vulnerability. Also, narratives present an opportunity to learn about individual agency, 

collective action, and coping strategies that disrupt the way we view victimization and 

survivorship.  

Reflexive Questioning During Fieldwork 

After collecting the stories and experiences of flooding, along with documenting the 

storytellers’ thoughts and feelings towards the State and the international community, I often felt 

helpless. My research collaborators welcomed me into their lives with a smile and chair to sit5. 

                                                 
5 After sharing my introduction to my respondents, I was immediately offered a chair to sit. In Haitian culture, if you 

are offered a chair, you are welcomed.  
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They offered their lived experiences, vulnerabilities, and hopes for the future. Pillow and Mayo 

(2012) note:  

The lived status as outsiders/within also, however, provides a unique lens of analysis. 

Ethnographers who find themselves to be ‘insiders/outsiders’ or ‘outsiders/within’ in 

their research face unique, conflicting, and productive issues; the issues faced by all 

researchers—issues of relationships, reciprocity, representation, and power—are 

heightened in research settings where one identifies with or is perceived to be a part of 

the research site or subjects. 

 

These issues emerged when I encountered research collaborators and friends who commented 

about what would be the fruits of my research and efforts in Cap-Haitien. For example, I met 

Anna, a 28-year-old street vendor who experienced flooding in her community near the Mapou 

River. In her disaster narrative, she spoke of the hardship of flooding such as losing all of her 

belongings, even her merchandise. After she narrated her story, Anna told me, “M ta swete lè w 

ta va fini ou gradye ke w pase la, ke nou benefisyan. Nou menm se poud lakrè n ap manje la.” 

This translates to “I would hope that when you finish graduating, you will come back here so that 

we benefit. It’s powered chalk that we eat here.” The powdered chalk provides vivid imagery 

that there is nothing to eat. Feeling complete emptiness in my heart and frustration welling up in 

my head, I thought, “What could my research do for her? What tangible thing could this project 

offer?” Her words struck me, and still do today. 

Another moment of reflexive question occurred during a social setting with friends. 

Often, I have expressed my frustrations and research woes with my Haitian American friends in 

Haiti. They came to work for NGOs, to start a business, or to do doctoral research. We all came 

to Haiti to invest our time and energy, hoping that our modest contributions provide some 

“change” in whatever form that could take. As friends, we were also each other’s support system. 

We lived in a place that had several challenges, but also many opportunities. We talked about the 

good. We talked about the bad. We talked about what we loved. We talked about what we would 
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do to change the trajectory of the country. On one occasion, months before my departure to the 

United States, some friends and I were discussing politics, the economy, and issues in Haiti. I 

talked about some themes that kept coming up in my fieldwork. One of my friends asked me: 

“So, Crystal, what will your doctoral research do for Haiti?” For a few seconds, I thought as I 

often did, “What would this research do for Haiti?”  

I felt disheartened after he posed his question, and I stumbled to come up with some type 

of response. He wanted an answer. He wanted a little hope. I could not provide a sufficient 

response because I still do not know what impact my work will have for those suffering and 

surviving on the frontier and beyond. Concerned with reciprocity, I envision how I want to 

impact those in need while considering the connections I need to make in order to make this a 

reality. I view anthropology as a parasitic field in which its practitioners collect observations, 

experiences, and narratives to transform them into academic currency (i.e., degrees, theses, 

projects, and publications). We take from others, but what do we offer in return? Also, if 

anthropologists witness socio-economic inequalities only to write about them, is that enough? 

What approaches prove to be useful to not only contribute to academic knowledge but also to 

advocate for human rights violations, social injustices, and inequalities? Therefore, I wonder 

within my own research, how can I be more engaged and active as an anthropologist in Haiti? 

Would my public anthropological research be warranted, solicited, and/or accepted?  

Reflecting on these questions, medical anthropologist Ann McElroy (1996) speaks of the 

identity of anthropology and the “expectation” of being an activist in and out of the field. She 

writes,  

The politically correct stance is to be activist and committed to social change, whether 

one is doing empirical work or reflexive, critical analysis. Many anthropologists are 

indeed concerned with social injustice, but they may choose to address such issues in 
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community service and their personal lives rather than through research. (McElory 1996, 

519) 

 

McElroy also suggests, every anthropologist may not find the need or be compelled to advocate 

for their studied population. While anthropological engagement allows the ethnographer to 

connect with various people—particularly those that are marginalized and disenfranchised—not 

all scholars are committed to engaging in socio-cultural issues that these groups may face. 

Therefore, I consider if anthropologists utilize methods to research “problems” within a society, 

are they ethically obligated to address and confront these issues beyond theoretical and 

interpretative analysis?   

Drawing from Farmer (2003, 224) and his work in health and human rights, I cannot only 

engage the issues of structural inequalities, disaster risk and vulnerability, and human rights 

abuses in a classroom, reducing me to a “seminar-room warrior.” Due to the material 

consequences of socio-economic and political structures that shape risk and vulnerability in 

Haiti, I must go beyond conventional modes of theorizing injustices6 and disseminating my work 

to only privileged academic networks. In fact, due to the application of my research to policy and 

reform, I can share a multitude of experiences and perspectives on critical issues in Haiti with a 

variety of audiences. For my work to contribute to current discussions of disaster and risk 

reduction, the theories and concepts that I use must, as Harrison (2017b, 47) argues, “be situated 

in or aligned with solidarities that translate and mobilize ideas into meaningful and sustainable 

social action.” Therefore, my research has the potential to reach beyond academic dialogues. 

However, I have wondered would anyone listen to my research collaborators’ narratives, along 

                                                 
6 See Faye V. Harrison (2016) who offers an insightful discussion on the ways in which scholars and researchers 

have decentered dominant modes of theorizing through their multi-vocal and intercultural practices. When theory is 

applied to real-life challenges, it can inspire and shape social practice. Therefore, theory and practice need not to be 

thought as separate terms, but as interrelated. 
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with my insights? If so, what could or will come out of these efforts? I understand that this type 

of reflexive questioning will further my personal and academic journey in Haiti.  

 I consider a rights-based approach should be employed to tackle the triggers to socio-

economic inequalities in and near the frontier characterized as a landfill of discarded materials 

and hopeful opportunities. The frontier not only poses a threat to health such as contracting 

infectious diseases such as cholera and typhoid fever, but it also shapes how people 

conceptualize their country, their nation. I often heard people characterize Haiti as a “peyi sal” 

[dirty country] because of the pervasive sighting of trash and dust that inundate the air in the 

cities. By exploring the conditions of the residential areas of the Mapou River, human rights can 

be placed within broader contexts to consider the macro-processes that shape micro-level 

experiences. 

Rather than considering human rights declarations as mainly legal instruments under 

international law, they should also serve as moral imperatives that advance the cause of human 

dignity and self-determination. The role of anthropologists within human rights discourse and 

initiatives can range from producing ethnographic case studies that show the interconnectedness 

of global, national, and local processes to contextualizing human rights violations to assist 

human rights lawyers (Messer 2004). Whether through disaster research or garbage studies, I 

hope any modest effort through my writing, presentations, and advocacy may offer some 

“change.” With a sense of cultural investment in Haiti, I believe in this work and my labor. I 

trust that this life project to engage the consequences of risk and inequalities is important. By 

actively approaching my work as a means of enacting advocacy and offering insights to those 

beyond academic spaces, I hope to turn my frustration of feeling helpless into positive change for 
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those who occupy peripheral spaces. However, the question remains, “How will I go about 

translating my commitment and efforts into valuable change?” 
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CHAPTER 4 

ON THE FRONTIER: THE MAPOU RIVER AND ROBO BASIN 

Introduction  

 
 

Figure 4-1. Photo of Cap-Haitien. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015.  

With each trip to the northern coastal city of Cap-Haitien, I find an aspect of the urban 

landscape intriguing. Whether it is new housing construction in the mountaintops or increased 

traffic due to more kamyonèt-s (pick-up trucks) and taxi moto-s (taxi motorcycles) in the rugged, 

narrow streets, the city steadily transforms with unplanned urbanization. As an American, it is 

liberating to return to what my Haitian family considers to be my second home. However, I am 

always reminded that parts of this Caribbean country conflict with its scenic paradise. While 

maneuvering through the streets of Cap-Haitien, you can see how modern-day issues of 

development intersect with Haiti’s distinctive architectural personality. The city’s lively and 

vibrant artistry is displayed on buildings, storefronts, and public transportation. Yet, the deadness 

of trash, the deforested mountains, and poorly constructed homes conflict with Haiti’s 
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possibilities and speak volumes of the nation’s socio-economic challenges and environmental 

crisis. 

 
 

Figure 4-2. The Mapou River and Robo Basin of Cap-Haitien. Map Data from Google (2016); 

DigitalGlobe (2017) 

 

These challenges are highlighted by Cap-Haitien’s unplanned communities1 along the 

Mapou River (also referred to as the Haut-du-Cap River), the site where I conducted my 

fieldwork (see Figure 4-2). This river crosses the center of the commune2 and the city’s most 

densely urbanized areas, and it flows into the Atlantic Ocean near the port docks of Cap-Haitien. 

The Mapou River serves as the main drainage basin for the city and the Great Plaine du Nord 

alluvial plain, draining both the Montalibord and Champion rivers and an abandoned canal 

further west (Groupe IBI/DAA et al. 2013). The river is overlapped with three bridges: the Pont 

                                                 
1 These river communities have extended beyond the several neighborhoods such as Blue Hills, Cite du Peple, Fort 

St. Michel, Fourgeolle, Shada I, and Shada II.  

 
2 Cap-Haitien is one of 145 communes of Haiti. A commune is an administrative territory (Olivier 2015). 
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Neuf in the city center, the Laury (or Colonial bridge) in the south, and a newly constructed 

bridge near the city’s coast that is not yet operational. Before flowing out to sea, the Mapou 

River forms a lake called the Robo Basin. Essential to water management of the city, the Robo 

Basin is surrounded by mangroves, which allows the river to manage the surface waters and to 

protect the coast from bad weather. 

Unfortunately, for several decades, the Robo Basin and the Mapou River have been 

subjected to significant changes. Areas around the basin and river have been considerably 

reduced by the deforestation of mangroves, the sprawling of trash, and the emergence of human 

settlement. These areas represent a frontier, or as what Parker and Rodseth (2005) describe as a 

“shifting zone,” “a backwater,” and “a land of opportunity” that “separates peoples and brings 

them into contact; it preserves traditions and generates innovations” (4, 16). Drawing from this 

description, the Mapou River of Cap-Haitien represent both struggle and aspiration for 

communities that have emerged without governmental approval. These communities comprise 

moun andeyo, or people from the countryside, who have moved to Cap-Haitien pou chèche lavi – 

to find a better life. Haitian cities symbolize the opportunity of earning a higher income and 

having access to resources such as electricity and education. Unfortunately, migration changed 

the landscape of Haitian cities. For example, social anthropologist Michel S. Laguerre (1987) 

reports that rural-urban migration is the major cause of “slumization” of Port-au-Prince during 

the Duvalier administrations; inner-city slum and squatter settlements emerged at the periphery 

of the capital. Feuer (2016, 18) notes people attracted to a frontier and seeking sanctuary are 

described as those “less satisfied with or committed to the status quo.” Therefore, driven by 

socio-economic reasons, some of the people from the countryside make a new life near or in the 

Mapou River.  
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Figure 4-3. Photo of a “For Sale” sign on the frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 

 
 

Figure 4-4. The Frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 
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As a place and process, the frontier of the Mapou River is a zone fueled by social 

expansion and land created by trash and garbage from Cap-Haitien. Collected by the local 

government, the trash from the population center is channeled to the Mapou River. The 

waterfront serves as a landfill and has become an area where informal dwellings have emerged. 

Along the river, there are bamboo sticks that signify “plots” for sale (See Figure 4-3). These 

plots can be purchased for roughly US $100, which is space significantly cheaper than land 

bought in more desirable areas throughout the city and countryside. After buying a plot, my 

research participants informed me that one can pay up to 200 gourdes3 to purchase trash from 

SMCRS.4 The trash is dumped in the water and then covered with ranble (backfill made of dirt, 

gravel, and/or discarded debris) to create land for new residents to occupy.  

While on the frontier, I asked Pierre, a 42-year-old brick mason (interview, October 5, 

2015) about flooding and the process of creating land in the basin. He shared the following with 

me: 

When you hear that there’s rain, it’s a time that impacts us a lot – it is the rain that forces 

us to leave. The water takes our homes, and it takes our animals. Sometimes the animals 

leave to go to higher ground – meaning, if they leave, we might not be able to find them. 

There have been times when it has flooded, and we did not have a chance to ranble. 

Moreover, there have been times in which we've told the government trash collectors 

that. If they would have put some ranble for us, then we would take it. However, the 

trash collectors really don’t throw away in the landfill; they sell it. I have bought a truck 

full of trash for 100, 150, 200 Haitian dollars. We buy the ranble because we don't have 

the means to build the area. Still, there have been times when the mayor come say that 

they would give us help and assistance. We never see them. They come to just to bay 

pawol (e.g., sweet talk or tell someone what we what to hear). They tell us what they will 

do for the area. After that, we don’t see them again.  

  

Meaning, it is us that have a little money. We collect the money to contribute to the area; 

we buy ranble to make the community nice. However, the problem we have here is with 

Odikap – the river gives us problems. The government did some work in the river, but we 

                                                 
3 As of March 15, 2017, $1 US equals 69 Haitian gourdes. 

 
4 Le Service Métropolitain de Collecte de Résidus Solides (SMCRS) is the Haitian government solid waste 

collection service. 
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saw that they stopped. They didn’t finish the job. So, this is where we must live; we don't 

have another place for us to go. Meaning, so when these little houses are built, you’ll just 

you see a small wooden house here and a little wooden house there. This is where we can 

buy land. We cannot go to other places. With the bit of what we have, we’re obligated to 

take it and fill it up.  

 

With each plot, there is an owner, who is likely a person who already lives in the area. Once 

someone buys a plot and creates new land, they can extend their “property” into the river, adding 

bamboo sticks to draw out a new plot for sale. This process has created an unbounded territory, 

extending beyond the city center and into the natural limits of the Robo Basin. Without state 

intervention to halt the informal settlements, the frontier continues to expand more into waters—

inviting more residents pou chèche lavi on a landfill of discarded materials and hopeful 

opportunities. 

Contextualizing Trash and Waste   

“Solid waste,” “garbage,” “refuse,” “waste material,” “trash,” or whatever name we give 

unwanted, discarded materials presents greater implications and meaning for populations and the 

environment. Rathje and Murphy (2001, 4) highlight that landfills represent “valuable lodes of 

information that may, when mined and interpreted, produce valuable insights—insights not into 

the nature of some past society, of course, but into the nature of our own.”  Waste materials serve 

as artifacts; they are a part of humanity’s legacy. Therefore, garbage is symbolic. It represents 

meaning that can be interpreted to understand the human activities in a socio-economic, cultural, 

and political context. While waste materials serve as valuable information to understand our 

world, waste can be harmful to communities and the environment. 

If not properly managed, solid waste can present various problems to our climate, natural 

environment, and health. The amount of waste increases with population expansion, 

industrialization, and rises in incomes. Solid waste management has become a challenge for 

developing nations, specifically in Africa and Asia (Bhuiyan 2010; Henry, Yongsheng, and Jun 
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2006; Onibokun 1999; Zia and Devada 2008). In Haiti, the waste collection rate for cities is less 

than 50 percent (Philippe and Culot 2009, 74), and even smaller for rural areas.  According to 

Philippe and Culot (2009), solid waste management is generally undertaken by local authorities 

in developing countries. With limited financial resources, inadequate services can only provide 

partial services for communities. In the absence of the government, local organizations and 

associations can be found volunteering their time and services to clean their neighborhoods. In 

the cities, it is common to see piles of trash that have accumulated in water canals, which pose a 

risk of flooding. To get rid of trash, some people elect to burn the piles of garbage. Boadi and 

Kuitunen (2005, 35) note that waste burning contributes to localized and citywide air pollution 

problems. Residents may develop respiratory issues from inhaling particulates such as carbon 

monoxide and nitrogen dioxide.   

Solid waste can create dangerous consequences after a natural environmental occurrence. 

Due to Haiti’s mountainous landscape, constructed water canals for outsourcing rainwater are 

found throughout cities. After rains—whether light or torrential—you will see sewage canals 

clogged with debris and waste caused by rain runoff. If rainwater is not drained properly, the 

result could lead to flooding. Therefore, some water canals cannot serve their primary purpose. 

From a public health perspective, Boadi and Kuitunen (2005, 35) state, “stagnant waters in 

blocked drains provide breeding grounds for disease vectors and pathogens, including the 

anopheles mosquito, which transmits malaria.” In 2010, there were 84,153 malaria cases in Haiti, 

compared to 3,414 in neighboring Dominican Republic with a slightly larger population (WHO 

2012).  

While the photos highlight recycling materials such as cardboard, Styrofoam containers, 

and plastic bottles, research has shown that solid waste, specifically in Cap-Haitien, is made of 
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mostly organic matter. By sampling 116 households (with a total population 699) in three 

residential wards, categorized and divided by high, medium and low socio-economic status, a 

study by Philippe and Culot (2009) in Cap-Haitien revealed that households produced an average 

of 0.21 kg per capita of solid waste per day. The composition of household solid waste (HSW) 

shows that 65.5 percent consisted of organic matter5, followed by an average of 9.2 percent of 

plastic, 9.0 percent of paper/cardboard products, 5.8 percent of glass, 2.6 percent of metals, and 

7.9 percent other materials. In developing nations, the percentage of organic matter found in 

waste is generally higher than waste from developed countries. For example, in the United 

States, organics, plastic, paper, glass, and metal components averaged 37.8, 15.8, 23.8, 4.9, and 

1.4 percent of discarded Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)6, respectively (Staley and Barlaz 2009). 

This waste composition of Cap-Haitien is due to higher consumption of fresh vegetable, fruits, 

and meats. Noted by Kinnaman (2010), as income rises, food consumption changes, demands 

grow for prepared, processed and packaged foods, and more paper, plastic, and glass products 

are accumulated.  

By understanding the source, volume, and nature of solid waste, a greater emphasis 

should be placed on technologies and strategies to manage waste. Philippe and Culot (2009) 

recommend that the promotion of recycling and compositing would be a sustainable opportunity 

for the city of Cap-Haitien. Recycling can be found in Cap-Haitien. Some people repurpose 

plastic bottles and containers or collect them to sell in Port-au-Prince. Composting would serve 

as an environmentally friendly solution since organic matter can be found in open containers 

                                                 
5 Household/domestic organic matter includes food scraps (cooked or uncooked) and garden waste such grass 

trimmings.  

 
6 The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) characterizes municipal solid waste (MSW) as waste 

from residential, multifamily, commercial, and institutional (e.g., schools, government offices) sources. This 

excludes materials including combustion ash, water and wastewater treatment residuals, construction and demolition 

(C&D) waste, and nonhazardous industrial process wastes (Staley and Barlaz 2009, 1). 
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such as baskets and plastic bags, making home storage unhygienic. High temperatures cause 

discarded organic matter to decompose rapidly and produce unpleasant odors which can attract 

disease-carrying rodents and insects. Boadi and Kuitunen (2005) explain that houseflies are 

vectors for various infectious diseases and transmit diseases through food contamination. The 

high incidence of diarrhea among children under six years of age is related to food contaminated 

by flies.  

 
 

Figure 4-5. Recycling in a river community. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 

A mention of human waste is also warranted. I learned that many people who lived in or 

near the frontier did not have personal toilets or latrines. To relieve themselves, some used 

community latrines or elected to use plastic bags. While collecting narratives in the river 

communities, my research assistant would often warn me to “fè atansyon” or to be careful, so 

that I did not step on a discarded plastic bag of waste. On one outing, after we finished collecting 

interviews for the day, my research assistant Willy and I took a break to sit at a community park 

near the Mapou River waterfront walkway, paved in concrete. We “people watched” and 
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discussed the upcoming elections and Haitian culture and society. In these moments, I would 

learn more about the city of Cap-Haitien, along with the realities and inequalities that people 

experienced. During our conversation, Willy drew my attention to directly across the river with 

also a paved waterfront, where a “landfill” of accumulated trash bordered the walkway (Figure 

4-6). He pointed to three figures and casually stated that people were relieving themselves on the 

landfill. I looked at him perplexed and in confusion. He directed my gaze to witness his 

observation, but I could not see with my outdated prescription glasses. Still in disbelief, I took 

my DSLR camera and zoomed in towards the opposite of the river. Sure enough, three male 

figures, spaced approximately 10 feet apart, were squatting down to relieve themselves. I shook 

my head in regret and said, “Damn.” 

 

Figure 4-6. Trash in the Mapou River. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 

While conducting fieldwork near this area of the Mapou River, I saw open defecation 

again, which is reported at a 19 percent rate (UNICEF and WHO 2015) in the country. I share 

this observation to highlight the reality of what some individuals near and in the frontier 

experience. Structural inequalities not only reveal themselves with food insecurity, low 
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unemployment rate, and poor building construction; they also include issues of trash and 

sanitation. With an average of just 28 percent of Haiti’s population using improved sanitation 

facilities,7 data from UNICEF and the World Health Organization (2015) also show that 34 

percent of Haiti’s urban population use sanitation facilities, compared to 19 percent in rural 

communities. 

The more I learned of people’s experiences during flooding, the more I understood how 

trash and solid waste presented serious challenges for those who lived on the frontier. To 

illuminate trash and the fears of solid human waste during flooding, here is an excerpt from an 

account provided by David, a 23-year-old student (interview, November 12, 2015):  

When there is flooding here, it is caused by this water canal [located in front of his 

home], a series of canals. We have this canal here that is built improperly. When there is 

rain, the water rises, and it floods throughout the area entirely. Since the canals aren’t 

clean, there is a lot of disgusting trash. All the garbage rises with the water. There are a 

lot of people who do not have toilets. So, they use plastic bags as their toilets, and they 

throw the bags in the canals. When all the bags of fecal matter raise up near people’s face 

[pause to express frustration] … bagay tèt chaje nèt, tèt chaje8.  

 

The inadequacy of solid waste and sanitation management has failed Haiti and its population in 

numerous ways including health. David further stated in his interview, “Some people usually 

have a problem with their health because if they walk in the floods, they are allergic to the water. 

The floods usually give you stomach issues. Some people also get typhoid.” Therefore, not only 

does poor solid waste management and sanitation compromise health such as contributing to the 

spread of infectious diseases (e.g., cholera), it also poses a threat to the quality of life and 

highlights Haiti’s systemic weaknesses and risk.  

                                                 
7 Improved sanitation facilities include flush/pour flush toilet, ventilated improved pit (VIP) latrine, pit latrine with 

slab, or composting toilet. 

8 Tèt chaje is a common used expression that literally means the head is charged or loaded. This statement expresses 

worry, difficult situation, stress, or shock.  
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Flooding in the Mapou River 

With solid waste challenges, along with unplanned settlement, Mapou River is an area-at-

risk. Formerly a river that sustained the livelihoods of fisherman and provided the local 

community with a variety of fish, it is now a large clogged up water canal that is blocked with 

dirt, soil, and even trash. With an already narrow river bed in urbanized areas, ranging in average 

from 30 to 70 meters, the Mapou River can widen up to several hundred meters during periods of 

heavy rainfall. As a result, the river operates as “zones of varying widths” (Donnan and Wilson 

1994, 8) with its increased settlement and recurrent rainfall.  

 Flooding of the frontier impacts the bordering neighborhoods, especially during the rainy 

seasons. Encumbered with garbage and debris, the river requires regular and consistent cleaning.  

Moreover, deforestation exacerbates flooding. Deforestation causes an increase in surface runoff 

because of the lack of trees to intercept the rainfall when it rains. With a rise in of surface runoff 

that exceeds the carrying capacity of the river, the surrounding communities around the Mapou 

River are subjected to flooding. Also, the topsoil from the deforested hills and mountains is 

washed away into the river by rains and deposited on the riverbed. This gradually raises the 

height of the riverbed, increasing the chance of flooding. Therefore, deforestation, unplanned 

urbanization, and poor sanitation have all contributed to flooding, causing serious material 

damage and preventable human losses. 

As Montz (2000, 125) notes, due to hydrologic and socio-economic reasons, flooding in 

urban areas is increasing: “small floods are becoming large floods, and large floods are 

becoming disasters.” Montz explains the process that gives rise to flood hazards and disasters in 

urban areas. She states (2001, 116) 

As urban areas grow, both geographically and demographically, the flood hazard 

increases, in part because there is more at risk, but also because the process of 

urbanization itself alters flood hydrology. In addition, the nature of the flood hazard and 
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ultimately of the disaster is influenced, for better and for worse, by social, economic and 

political factors, as [much as] it is by physical and hydrological factors. 

 

Referencing Figure 1-2 in the introduction, flooding associated with tropical storms can 

cause significant causalities. Mortality is caused by drowning, floating debris, and other 

accidents. Also, cascading impacts, such as water-borne diseases (e.g., cholera), can increase 

mortality rates. Noted in Parker and Thompson (2000, 196-197), other characteristics can 

increase the chance of death in flooding, among them include: the absence of warning, high 

floodwater velocities, rapid speed of flood onset, deep floodwaters (more than 1 meter deep), 

long duration of floods, the flood has more than one peak, debris load (carried by floodwaters), 

and accompanying weather (e.g., windy or unusually cold or hot). Moreover, not only are 

residents of near or in the Mapou River at risk of flooding, but also the bordering homes around 

the river. The urgency of exploring risk through local voices and perspectives to understand 

vulnerability and risk of this frontier required ethnographic inquiry and methodology.  

My work focuses on the frontier and the people that occupy this peripheral space, which 

signifies historical, political, and socio-economic density; the area is composed of thick layers of 

complexity and contentions. The depth and breadth of shifting and conflicting forces that propel 

individuals to seek new possibilities on the terrain speaks to broader concerns and implications 

of vulnerability and disaster risk. With a reflexive lens, I witnessed the everyday insults of 

structural inequality and risk. To witness is to acknowledge the realities of social ills that impact 

the livelihoods of some of the marginalized populations in Cap-Haitien. One key element that 

shaped my role as a witness is the learning process (Fernandes 2013, 129); the frontier became 

my classroom, and my research participants became my teachers. Observations and disaster 

narratives imparted knowledge, while also channeling affect, allowing me to consider the 

implications of flooding in Cap-Haitien.   
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Nou Gen Lapli 

The advantage of having a field site near your home base is the ability to leave and return 

whenever necessary. After conducting fieldwork for five months in Haiti, I went back to the 

United States for a couple of weeks to mentally recharge. While away from my field site, I 

continued communication with my friends in Cap-Haitien via WhatsApp, an instant messaging 

application. A few days before returning, I received messages about the rains that poured down 

in the north. “Nou gen anpil lapli; li pap kanpe, non9,” said a friend, sharing details of the heavy 

rains that seemed to have no end in sight. I did not think too much into the rains and its potential 

damage; during this time, it was November, a part of the rainy season.  

After two weeks of being away from my field site, I landed back in Port-au-Prince. Not 

wanting to waste any time in the capital, I made travel arrangements for the next day to go up 

north. Rains in Port-au-Prince did not prohibit travel to and from the north; therefore, I left a bus 

station for Cap-Haitien around noon. With the expectation of traffic and accidents, this 4.5-hour 

drive on Route National #1 took over 7 hours to trek. From ice grey skies to thick, darkened 

clouds, heavy rains appeared once we made it towards Plaissance, a town roughly 1.5 hours 

away from Cap-Haitien. The closer we got to our destination, the more turbulence we 

experienced. Torrential rains poured with rage and pounded the bus and windows. The bus tires 

bounced and leaped over potholes and unleveled pavement that disappeared in larger pools of 

water. Tension and anxiety overwhelmed the bus as people moaned and exclaimed their 

amazement at the heavy rains and flooded water canals. As stated, I did not think too much about 

the rains, but that all changed once I witnessed the rain’s intensity and the potential implications 

if the rain did not cease.  

                                                 
9 English Translation: We have a lot of rain, it will not stop. 
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We soon arrived at the bus station located on Route National #1, a principal road that 

leads to and from downtown Cap-Haitien. It appeared that the rain kicked up before we arrived 

because there were still vehicles cautiously passing in the flooded street. Moto drivers in 

ponchos and oversized jackets led people out of the city. A few over packed kamyonet-s people 

made their final rounds of transport and anxiously maneuvered along to get people to their 

homes. Some people elected to walk in muddy streams to reach their destinations. I, along with 

other passengers, gazed in amazement at the rains. Some people got off the bus immediately to 

make their way to a taxi or moto. A few passengers, including me, stayed on the bus to figure out 

how we could avoid getting drenched in the rain; none of us had an umbrella, boots, or any 

protective covering. Before leaving the bus, I wrapped my laptop with layers of my clothing, 

rolled my pants up to my calves, and took off my tennis shoes to put on my Teva® sandals. 

Luckily for me, my brother lived directly behind the bus station, so I did not have to walk in 

muddy streams or be uncomfortable under the cold rain for too long.   

For days, the rain continued—through the day and through the night. As a result, 

neighborhoods in Cap-Haitien and other surrounding towns in the North department flooded. 

Muddy waters rushed down from the deforested hills and mountains. Trash and debris clogged 

up the canals. Cloudy gray skies made Cap-Haitien dark. The robust city eventually halted, with 

merchant women being absent from the markets and fewer vehicles and moto-s occupying the 

usually crowded streets. Children could not go to school, and people did not go to work. Those 

who did venture outside could not avoid streams of muddy water; a few people waded the waters 

in boots, some walked in sandals, and others decided to remove their shoes to tread barefoot10. In 

                                                 
10 A video of the rains can found here on my Instagram account: https://www.instagram.com/p/u_aTlZQVA9/. The 

canals are blocked up with topsoil from the mountains and trash.  

https://www.instagram.com/p/u_aTlZQVA9/
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the center of my brother’s neighborhood crossed a large water canal, measuring about 4 feet 

wide and 5 feet deep. As the rain carried away trash and debris from the communities in the hills, 

neighbors took turns entering the canal to sweep the garbage further down the water canal, away 

from people’s homes. Many residents placed buckets and containers on their cemented roofs or 

outside of their homes to collect the rainwater to use for other needs. Joyful screams from 

children playing soccer and running naked echoed throughout the area and clashed with the 

sounds of rain from the tin roofs. 

 

Figure 4-7. Water collection. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2014. 
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Figure 4-8. Children and their “pool.” Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2014. 

 
  

Figure 4-9. Trash swept away in a water canal. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2014. 
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Since the rain sheltered many in place, having electricity proved to be a sure way to keep 

us entertained and occupied. EDH, the national electrical company, did not provide consistent 

service to all neighborhoods in Cap-Haitien; some areas could have 15-20 hours of daily service 

while other areas would have as little as two to three hours every other day. In my brother’s 

neighborhood, electricity usually connected early in the morning for a few hours and then 

reconnected in the late afternoon and early evening for a few more hours. It was not uncommon 

to hear shouts when the electricity was reconnected. In fact, during the rains, electricity brought 

heightened excitement. Once the lights came on, and the sounds of TVs and radios appeared, 

children screamed, “Yo bay kouran! Gen kouran!” to let everyone know that there was 

electricity. My brother’s neighborhood did not experience flooding in their homes or any impacts 

to their belongings. Overall, we were fortunate, while others were not. 

After the Rains 

On Wednesday, November 5th, the rains finally stopped. The city woke up to the sun 

piercing delicate white clouds that complimented the clearest blue skies. Adult chatter and 

children’s laughter echoed throughout the neighborhood. Noise from the early stream of traffic 

shrieked from the main street. Eager to see the functioning of the city, I went outside after I 

finished my breakfast. From the neighborhood entrance that connects to Route National #1, I saw 

the city’s clean-up crew clearing up mud, debris, and trash from the water canals. Due to 

urbanization in the hills and mountains, along with poor sanitation management, the soil and 

trash from the communities above flooded and overwhelmed the water canals, streets, and 

pathways below. As people maneuvered around puddles and piles of dirt and debris, construction 

trucks, personal cars, and vehicles for public transportation made their way to the city. The foot 

traffic of merchants selling beverages, sunglasses, and other items occupied the streets. That 
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morning, increased movement, sounds, and flows of people indicated the return of the hustle and 

bustle of Cap-Haitien. 

 
 

Figure 4-10. Blue skies after the rains. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2014. 

 

Figure 4-11. Clean up immediately commenced. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2014. 
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I decided to go to the next street over to sit at my family member’s boutik, a small store 

that sells everyday items. During my research, I found that boutik-s are not only places to buy 

food, beverages, and hygiene products; they are also spaces to build comradery and to share and 

exchange political and socio-economic dialogue. As expected, a few neighbors were sitting in 

the boutik chatting about the floods. One resident stated that he heard that a lot of areas in the 

northern department flooded out. Another person exclaimed that the construction of the new 

bridge downtown is preventing the water from flowing out of the city. One of my friends turned 

to me and stated, “Crystal, you study disasters, right? You experienced the heavy rains, and the 

flooding is here. Go out and talk to people so that you can know what happened.” After he 

summoned me, I called my close friend Pierre to take me around the city in his truck. My friend 

was right; I needed to see and observe the impacts of the flood.  

Pierre and I went to the waterfront of downtown Cap-Haitien to see if the partially 

finished bridge exacerbated the flooding in the city. When we arrived, there was a crowd of 

people on the Boulevard along the waterfront, watching the muddy water and trash rush out to 

sea. The local government removed the bridge11 to allow the water to flow out of flooded 

communities. Like others, I was in complete amazement; the water seemed trapped within the 

city, and the removal of the bridge seemed necessary to allow the water to break free. I went to 

the fire station close by to see if I could gather information about the flooding. In speaking of the 

bridge, a local firefighter shared that some people believe that the construction of the bridge 

caused the flooding. Instead, he argued that this is a rumor that influenced the government to 

                                                 
11 A video of the removed bridge can be found here on my Instagram account: 

https://www.instagram.com/p/vCAHLZQVHi/?taken-by=phelima  

https://www.instagram.com/p/vCAHLZQVHi/?taken-by=phelima
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remove the base so that the water could flow out more rapidly. The flooding, he stated, is caused 

by structural issues—factors that existed long before the construction of the bridge.  

My friend then took me to Gymnasium Champs De Mars, a designated emergency 

shelter. Merchants posted along the gate of the gym, selling food, beverages, and sweets. Moto-s 

stayed across the street to wait for customers. While the gym provided protection for those 

impacted by the flood, it did appear over packed. I was eager to enter the gym to observe the 

shelter’s conditions and make sense of loud noise of commotion and chatter that inundated from 

the gym’s gated entrances to the neighborhood. Unfortunately, I could not pass through the gate 

to enter the gym because it was closed off to unauthorized individuals. Only personnel with 

orange Civil Protection Office shirts walked in and out of the gymnasium. After a governmental 

SUV drove towards to the entrance, my friend and I decided to leave.  

 

Figure 4-12. Photo of the gymnasium (a designated shelter) after the flooding. Taken by Crystal 

Andrea Felima, 2014. 
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Figure 4-13. Photo in Champin. The water canals are completely covered. Taken by Crystal 

Andrea Felima, 2014. 

Later that night, I went to see my sister in Champin, a neighborhood near the Mapou 

River. The usual foot traffic occupied the main neighborhood street. Some people made their 

way to refill their empty jugs with water. Others were waiting on kamyonet-s to go downtown. A 

few were sweeping water from out of their homes. The closer I made my way to my sister’s 

house, the more I could see the water that had still not entirely descended into the river. 

Although her third-floor apartment is near Route National #1 rather than towards the river, her 

neighborhood was still impacted by flooding. A large water canal, roughly 7 feet wide, separates 

her home and others from the neighborhood street. She explained that the water became so high 

that you could not see the drainage canal. As a result, some people fell in the water canals (see 

Figure 4-13). When I arrived, some of the water descended towards to sea, so I was able to go 

upstairs to see her. One of my friends in the neighborhood brought me towards the edge of the 

descended water. I wanted to venture in, but she told me, “No! Everything is in the water.” I 
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looked perplexed, and she explained, “Trash, fecal matter… everything. You might get sick from 

the water.” While I knew of Haiti’s sanitation and sewage issues, at that moment, I did not think 

twice about going into the water.   

Over the upcoming days, I followed online reports, the radio, and updates from friends 

and family regarding flooding in Cap-Haitien. According to reports from the Haitian Civil 

Protection office and UN Development Programme (UNDP), the floods impacted thousands 

of people and affected over 2,200 hectares of crops. According to official reports, heavy rains, 

floods, and landslides killed 17 people, including five children, and flooded over 15,000 houses, 

with 90 destroyed and 800 severely damaged. More than 6,500 people evacuated to temporary 

emergency shelters such as the designated city gymnasium, community churches, and local 

schools.  

The central government in Port-au-Prince declared a state of emergency, calling for the 

mobilization of state and local response agencies, along with the support from the international 

community. AlterPresse and radio stations reported that the Haitian government would provide 

34 million gourdes (US $ 1.00 = 47.00 gourdes, in November 2015) to assist families of the 

North department. The Haitian government activated the National System of Management Risks 

and Disasters (SNGRD) to mobilize additional financial resources to respond to the floods. 

Various ministries and agencies, including DINEPA and FAES12, along with international 

organizations and agencies, mobilized aid, including food, supplies, and Aquatabs. The need for 

assistance and resources seemed great. For example, days after the floods, while I was sitting and 

chatting with friends in front of the boutik, a few gunshots caused people to run in the 

                                                 
12 DINEPA or Direction Nationale de l’Eau Potable et de l’Assainissement is Haiti's national water and sanitation 

agency. FAES is the Economic and Social Assistance Fund. After the floods, FAES distributed food and supplies in 

temporary shelters.  
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neighborhood from Route National #1. Someone in the boutik exclaimed, “Someone is stealing 

food!” About a minute after the commotion lessened, a few taxi moto drivers carried away large 

sacks of rice, labeled with the name of an NGO.   

 Some days later, I managed to reach one of my main research collaborators, Max of the 

Haitian Civil Protection Office to collect more information about aid distribution. When I arrived 

at his office, to my surprise, I noticed that the metal fence surrounding the Civil Protection 

Office was damaged. Max explained that a few days ago while a truck full of aid supplies was 

leaving the office, some people were waiting outside the fence. Those people forced themselves 

through the gate, breaking the lock and taking the aid. Max said with regret that their targeted 

victims did not receive any help. Behind the HCP office, there is a depo that stores emergency 

kits and response supplies. I saw that near the depot, the fence was also damaged. Max said that 

some people tried to force themselves over the fence to get aid from the depot. I asked him to 

share more details about aid distribution in Haiti. He narrated:  

We live in a place where people outside of an emergency are in need. So, in times of 

distribution, those people may not be victims of an emergency – but they still want to 

take something because they are in need too. These people stay on the road, they stop the 

aid vehicles until they receive aid. So, this is the problem that we have regarding 

distribution. Sometimes we are unable to get to the victims – they may come to a 

distribution center, and they may not find anything because other people have already 

stolen the aid.  

  

Curious to know how the distribution should be handled, I asked how the office could correct the 

issues with aid distribution. He continued:  

Well, at a specific time, we didn’t have a car, an appropriate vehicle for aid distribution. 

A delegation, with the Minister of Interior, came in 2014 to see the problem. Then 

afterward a vehicle was provided to us. However, the vehicle was not in the plan because 

we do not have adequate security at the office at night. We leave the car at the navy base.  

 

We have a vehicle, an appropriate truck to put the aid in – without anyone looking so that 

we can transport. But that is not easy because sometimes even if you have a vehicle that 

is secured, people can still stop the truck. People break the door to take the aid.  
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We can make a definite plan of distribution before an emergency. For example, we had a 

plan for distribution, but we did not consider any potential looting that could happen in 

the streets while we were going to transport aid.  

 

But now with this experience, we learned that when we’re are faced with an emergency, 

we must have a plan of distribution that says that when we go to those areas in need, we 

need about 10 police officers. We do not have the police with us because there aren’t that 

many. We have police, but there aren’t as many. Because of this, we are going to 

strengthen security with the police, with some officers of MINUSTAH (the United 

Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti), if they are here.  

 

I wish that there is no emergency while MINUSTAH is here. I hope that there is no 

emergency at all; with the times that we’ve been impacted by crises, there isn’t one that is 

better than the other. However, MINUSTAH is here to help us. Therefore, if there were a 

problem tomorrow, we would count on MINUSTAH, and we would rely on PNH 

(National Police of Haiti). They enable us to reinforce security in the places we distribute 

aid.  

 

Then there is an issue with those who are victims. When they come and receive 

emergency aid, they must return to their homes. Some people travel far to get the aid. 

However, looters have taken from those victims – straight out of their hands. Therefore, 

with these issues, there are some parameters that we come to see for us to collect 

information with those impacted by the problems of distribution. It allows us to reflect on 

their accounts.  If there is an emergency, we must have more… or security that is 24 

hours a day. 

 

Max’s insights on the institutional support that provides aid and assistance to victims reveal that 

Haiti is a country where many are in need. Therefore, looting may transpire during distribution. 

Would survivors be more sympathetic to the Haitian State if they knew the issues with 

distribution? Would their characterization be different if they knew some of the challenges?  

The rains and floods reveal many challenges of the city, along with issues that could 

manifest in Cap-Haitien’s future. In the next chapter, I will share more of these issues with 

additional photos of the frontier, personal observations and reflections, and disaster narratives. 

These narratives, as Button and Schuller (2016, 2) note, provide additional understanding of the 

broader, processual context of emergencies and crises. By considering further insights from those 

who are suffering and surviving, my goal is to illuminate socio-economic, political life through 
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the words of Haitian women and men themselves, who have much to share about their 

experience, their country, and their future. 
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CHAPTER 5 

REFLEXIVITY AND POSITIONALITY THROUGH FIELDWORK EXPERIENCES  

Introduction 

 
 

Figure 5-1. Poze on the frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 

The lived experience of the anthropologist with cultural ties to the research site is filled 

with contestations and conflicts. Fieldwork activities are challenged, and research inquiries 

become more intimate as they are amplified by emotions and introspection. This chapter 

highlights my experience of capturing disaster narratives while discovering my narrative as an 

engaged anthropologist of Haitian descent. I share moments of discomfort that revealed self-

reflexive thinking. Fonow and Cook (1991, 2) note that reflexivity serves as a “source of 

insight,” which allows one “to reflect upon, examine critically, and explore analytically the 

nature of the research process.” Therefore, while highlighting a disaster narrative, I feature my 

observations and considerations as an anthropologist on the frontier, a shifting space and place. I 
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aim to provide additional insights and ways of knowing the structures of risk and vulnerability in 

the context of Haiti. As I explored this site of anthropological inquiry, my research allowed me 

to draw attention to my feelings and observations. While my research collaborators continued to 

exist on the frontier of structural inequalities, vulnerability, and disaster risk, constant thoughts 

of hopelessness and guilt consumed me as I entered and exited my field site effortlessly and on 

my own volition. Through reflexivity, my positionality as a privileged global citizen is revealed 

and interrogated. 

Being on the frontier permitted me to see how socio-political and economic processes 

manifest themselves for some of the most marginalized groups in Haiti. From them, I collected 

their narratives. Some people shared how they suffered. Others discussed how they survived. All 

of them had a story to tell. I found my way to the frontier after receiving some leads from Max at 

the Civil Protection Office.  He listed areas in Cap-Haitien, mostly communities surrounding the 

Mapou River, which are usually subjected to flooding after heavy rains. With these leads, I 

ventured to these zones in search of people who wanted to share their experiences. As a 

phenomenon and a method, narrative, as Connelly and Clandinin (1990, 2) argue, provides a 

holistic quality that focuses on the human experience.  

Development and disaster literature can be overwhelmingly theoretical and technical, 

lacking narratives and life stories to provide additional socio-economic, cultural, historical and 

political context to inequality and risk. Therefore, as an anthropologist, I find it troubling to read 

about communities’ marginality and conditions if there is no mention of the local, the lived 

experience, and the people. It is imperative to share the narrative experience rather than solely 

relying on statistics and indicators to explain a community or population’s story. Drawing on 

what St. Clair Drake (1980, 29) concluded in his article on the anthropology of African 
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Americans, “beyond the black experience lies the human experience.” Therefore, scholars and 

researchers should avoid publishing development and disaster reports, articles, and books on 

marginalized groups without incorporating local knowledge and perspectives. Instead, we must 

include the lived experiences of the local to offer additional context to the processes and 

structural configurations of disasters, crises, and inequalities that impact people’s lives and 

livelihoods.  

Important to note, this dissertation does not aim to essentialize Haiti or the experiences of 

those impacted by disasters in Haiti. Because, at times, when scholars and journalists write of 

Haiti, they fall into the trap of producing what anthropologist Michel Rolph Trouillot (1990b) 

argues is Haiti’s exceptionalism. Simply defined, exceptionalism means the perception or 

condition that something is exceptional or unique. The framing of Haiti continues to shape, 

produce, and reify singular narratives and specific interpretations of Haitian people and culture. 

The media reinforces these interpretations and narratives after the impacts of environmental 

crises. The earthquake, and most recently Hurricane Matthew, brought critical attention to the 

Haitian government, international and local organizations, journalists, and social scientists 

regarding development, reconstruction and disaster preparedness in Haiti. However, the need to 

intervene on behalf of “saving” Haiti from herself propels many people’s interests in the country. 

In a recent edited book regarding Haiti exceptionalism, Schuller (2016b, 28) notes, “Haiti has 

become an ‘exceptional’ case in the interests of dehumanizing the Haitian people, or helping to 

point fingers about the management failures of the post-quake humanitarian aid.” A “discourse 

of crisis,” as positioned by Deborah Thomas (2016, 138-139) in the same volume, prevents 

“long-term engagement with the histories and political economies that produce the everyday 
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conditions leading to intermittent crisis.” With this exceptionalism, Haiti continues to be 

infantilized and framed as a nation in need of paternalism.  

Trouillot (1990b, 3) argues that when journalists and scholars write about Haiti’s “special 

status,” then there may be hidden intellectual and political agendas rather than genuine interest. 

However, as Clitandre (2011, 148) echoed, there is a “distinction between the negative Haitian 

exceptionalism grounded in nineteenth-century racist thought and Haitian exceptionalism as 

counter-discourse.” With cultural ties and an academic and personal commitment to Haiti, I do 

not have an alternative motive of perpetuating racist ideologies when I research and write about 

my father’s country. In fact, as an extension of the people I study, I represent myself as I 

represent the “Other.” Considering indigenous or native anthropology, Kuwayama (2004,19) 

states, “Natives are often compelled to protest against outsiders’ representations because they 

live the culture being studied, not simply observing it at a distance.” Therefore, as what Slocum 

(2001, 129) counters to Narayan’s (1993) opposition to the label of native anthropology, a 

scholar’s “politicized identity may engender a sense of responsibility that extends beyond the 

professional realm.” My obligation as an anthropologist of Haitian descent is to highlight the 

multiple narratives of Haiti rather than reifying those we commonly consume via news circuits 

and social media platforms (Ulysse 2012, 2015).  

I argue that Haiti serves as an exemplar of how the historical legacies of inequalities, 

along with political and economic structures, shape disaster risk, livelihoods, and more 

importantly, personhood. That is, Haiti serves as a vital starting point to understand how the 

global political economy produces material consequences in terms of loss and death for some of 

the most marginalized populations in the country. Also, Haiti is exceptionally valuable to 

understand agency and dignity of a nation that is often reified in negative images (See Chapter 
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Six). Therefore, to reference Clitandre (2011) again, Haitian exceptionalism can be used as 

counter-discourse. To return to the theme of this dissertation, the discussion of vulnerability and 

risk aims to be specific to Haiti in order to zone-in on varied vulnerability, to add depth with 

disaster narratives, and to showcase counter-narratives of suffering. Where are the multiple 

narratives of Haiti and why not include them in our ethnographic writing to highlight more 

inclusive, multi-dimensional stories of Haiti and her people? Some disenfranchised groups and 

individuals may not be able to maneuver and manage within the global capitalist system due to 

the intersectionality of social forces that have shaped their social conditions. However, these 

groups, specifically those located within certain geographic spaces and social classes, maneuver 

and find alternative paths to surviving and striving.  

I observed these alternative paths in Haiti and chiefly along the frontier. Through 

conversations I had with residents who live in and near the Mapou River, they characterized the 

community as an “abandoned zone” in which the State is not present, and the people governed 

themselves. As stated in the previous chapter, the Haitian government has not halted or 

prevented settlement in the Robo Basin. Without governmental intervention, anyone can move in 

at will – and virtually build structures as they wish. Therefore, people continue to chèche lavi 

and build new homes in and near the frontier. I characterize the frontier as a site of incredible 

innovation and grit; people transform discarded materials to live and provide for themselves and 

their families. Due to economic constraints, they have no other options but to occupy this space. 

They are unable to purchase land in more desirable areas within the proximity of the city. For 

example, I spoke with Pierre, a 60-year-old komèsan1 or seller who lives in a neighborhood 

along the frontier for over 25 years. He explained that in the 1980s, newly planned communities 

                                                 
1 Komèsan (masculine) or komèsant (feminine) means merchant, seller, or retailer. The term is designated for 

anyone who sells products, particularly at home, on foot, or in a market.   
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along the Mapou River emerged. These inexpensive housing areas with basic infrastructure 

welcomed migrants from the countryside. Unfortunately, Pierre could not move into one of these 

neighborhoods. He states:    

When they were planning to make Cite EPPLS2, I wanted to rent a house. However, 

when the homes were distributed, I didn’t have the opportunity to get a home; a gwo nèg 

(big shot) took the homes and rented them out instead. The poor people did not have a 

chance to find a home really. For that, this country is not good because a person that is 

really suffering stays in suffering. Moreover, someone who already has money and things 

is likely to capitalize to get more. (interview, November 30, 2015) 

 

Without the ability to purchase homes in more desirable communities, some people like Pierre 

create a life for themselves and their families in unsafe areas. However, while the residential 

space of the Mapou River is unsightly, people within these communities aim to create a better 

life on the frontier. Therefore, the frontier is home.  

Unfortunately, this frontier is dangerously at-risk from environmental hazards and health 

challenges (e.g., from disease-carrying mosquitoes and water-borne illnesses) because of its 

ongoing construction and increased settlement. As a result of the emotional conflict and 

contestations I experienced while witnessing these challenges, I became more aware of my 

privilege and cultural citizenship as an anthropologist with familial ties to her site. Maneuvering 

along the Mapou River became difficult as I observed how socio-economic and political 

exclusion manifested itself within the field. I felt guilty because I could enter these sites of 

research and observation and leave at will. I sensed helplessness after a teacher who lived near 

the frontier asked if I could provide him with any financial help since his school had not paid 

him in months. I experienced an ocean of sadness and sorrow when I listened to disaster 

                                                 
2 Entreprise Publique de Promotion de Logements Sociaux or Public Enterprise for Promoting Social Housing. 

Created in 1982, EPPLS is a governmental aimed to build and manage housing in Haiti. In Cap-Haitien, there are 

cite-s or affordable housing developments near the Mapou River. From these cite-s, communities have extended into 

the river.  
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narratives, comprising stories of suffering, difficulty, and loss. My fieldwork became more 

intimate and personal, with my research oscillating both outward and inward. I grappled with 

confusion and disheartenment—feelings that emerged from observing and documenting the 

material conditions of marginalization. As a result, my positionality and self-identity emerged as 

themes for inquiry. 

Outward and Inward 

While on the frontier, I found that my anthropologist-self reinforced my outsider-within 

position, defined as the social location or border space I occupy (Collins 1986; 1998). From my 

preliminary research explorations, I realized that foreigners—volunteers, researchers, and NGO 

workers—often operated within spaces of contention in Haiti. While conducting fieldwork, my 

research collaborators made those conflicts evident through their disaster narratives. Therefore, I 

set out not to present my outsider position as a privileged global citizen at the forefront of my 

introductions. To clarify, citizenship is about theory and practice, along with inclusion and 

exclusion (Abraham 2010, 3). Globalization continues to connect the world with the movement 

of people and the exchange of capital, culture, technology, media, and ideas (see Arjun 

Appadurai’s [1990] work on the five dimensions of cultural flows). These interactions and 

connections reinforce transnational political and socio-economic engagement and reinforce a 

sense of kinship with others around the world.  

Due to my birthplace and academic opportunities, I consider my global citizenship as an 

expression of international mobility (for more information, review Schattle’s [2007] book The 

Practices of Global Citizenship). While I challenge the global processes that shape the well-

being and livelihoods of populations across the world, I recognize that my positionality allows 

me to visit a variety of countries around the world and to remove myself from situations that may 

be out of my comfort zone.  To put into perspective, with the most powerful passports in the 
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world, Germany and Singapore rank first with visa-free access to 159 countries. Along with eight 

countries, the United States ties in third. On the other hand, Haiti is ranked 75th with visa-free 

access to 53 countries, the lowest rank in North America (see Figure 5-2). With mobility and the 

economic means based on the privileges bestowed upon me due to my birthplace, I can enter and 

leave the frontier (or Haiti) at will. If there is a disaster event, I could return to the United States 

because I had the means to buy evacuation insurance. If rains shower the city for ten days 

straight in the city of Cap-Haitien, I could comfortably shelter in a place with food and clean 

drinking water that I purchased in advanced. Therefore, while I recognized positionality during 

my fieldwork, I did not want to lead with my privilege of mobility and access when I connected 

with potential research collaborators.   

 

Figure 5-2. World’s Most Powerful Passport 2017. Chart can be found at Charts Bin, 

http://chartsbin.com/view/44554   

 

While I share the same visible marker of chocolate skin as most Haitians, I encountered 

people who noticed my otherness because of my hair, clothing, accessories, and broken Creole. 

In fact, I have more often been pointed out as a blan or etranjè (stranger), dyaspora (Haitian 

http://chartsbin.com/view/44554
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diaspora), or moun Potoprens (a person from Haiti’s metropolitan hub of Port-au-Prince), rather 

than a kapwaz (a woman from Cap-Haitien). Insider/native researchers may be able to blend in 

more easily into a culture or social group. As noted by Barrett (1996, 201), “They have better 

rapport, greater linguistic competence, and greater capacity to appreciate the nuances of non-

verbal, subjective data. They also are less likely to construct misleading stereotypes of people.” 

However, these scholars may still experience indifference, suspicion, and disregard due to other 

factors including education, professional status, and nationality (for more discussion, read the 

fieldwork experiences illuminated in the writings of anthropologists Mysore Srinivas [1966] in 

India and Gloria Marshall [1970] in Nigeria).   

As an outsider/insider working and researching in Haiti, I wanted to distance myself from 

anthropology’s legacy of contributing to colonialism, imperialism, and militarization. Instead, I 

aimed to reinforce my cultural ties as a dyaspora who had come “home” to do her research and 

to collect and share stories regarding flooding in Cap-Haitien. As much as I wanted to know 

more about my participants and their experiences, I also wanted them to know about me and my 

purpose of being in their space and utilizing their time. The introduction before my oral consent 

soon became a script:  

Good morning/afternoon sir/ma’am. How are you? My name is Crystal, and I am a 

doctoral student at the University of Florida in the United States. I am collecting 

information on flooding in Cap-Haitien for my dissertation. I studied flooding in 

Gonaives- -when Hurricane Jeanne happened in 2004. Now, I want to look at the 

flooding here in Cap-Haitien. My father is from Cap-Haitien, so that is why I wanted to 

do my research here. I think more people should know about the situation here. Would 

you be interested in sharing your knowledge or experience on flooding in this area?  

 

The goal of the introduction was not only to provide details of my project but also to connect 

with my research collaborators with my genuine interests in learning more about their lived 

experience. My paternal ties to Cap-Haitien garnered acceptance and allowed me to connect with 
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my research collaborators on the frontier and in the population center. I believe the 

acknowledgment of my cultural connection and the acceptance of my research request closed the 

distance between me as the researcher and them as the participants. 

With an African American mother and a Haitian father, my cultural identity allowed me 

to detach as a researcher and move within “distance and nearness, indifference and involvement” 

(Simmel 1950, 404). I did not enter my field site expecting to reap the benefits of what Beattie 

(1964, 87) calls, “stranger value.” Simmel (1950, 404-405) writes that a stranger (or outsider) is 

objective and “surveys with less prejudice,” which allows her to be free from commitments that 

could hinder her perception, understanding, and evaluation of the study population. Instead, I 

have allegiance to the representation and dignity of my research collaborators because of my 

outsider-insider position as an African American Haitian-Blan (Felima 2013). Delmos Jones 

(1970, 258), one of the earliest American anthropologists to address the contributions of insider 

research and native anthropology, posits that the point of view of insiders should be “admittedly 

biased, in favor of the insider’s own social group” in order to “set the record straight.” 

In addition, my work as an anthropologist is much more personal than academic. I 

selected Cap-Haitien as my field site primarily based on familial ties to the city; my father is 

from the countryside of Cap-Haitien. Among the Haitian boat people, he immigrated to the 

United States in the 1980s. He met and married my mother, originally from towns in Georgia and 

South Carolina. Six months after the birth of my sister, he died in a construction work accident 

while building a school. My mother took us to South Carolina to raise us with the support of her 

maternal family. As noted in another article, “Death and movement created a separation in which 

I grew up with no tangible linkages to Haiti. I disconnected from my Haitian family in Miami—

who served as the direct link to those in northern Haiti” (Felima 2013). I grew up as African 
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American with a unique last name, longing for some connection with my paternal family. 

Purchasing and wearing Haitian flag paraphernalia became my coping strategy in college. I 

continue, “I created a romanticization of my second ‘home’ which was, as Benedict Anderson 

(1983) articulated, an imagined community. Socially and culturally constructed, I imagined a 

community to create and cope with my narrative self, a self that was incomplete and longing for 

some socio-cultural connection to Haiti.” That connection came during my senior year of college 

when I received a message on social media from a cousin, my father’s niece. Since then, I have 

traveled to Haiti to learn my father’s culture and to learn more about myself.  

I recognize that while my personal, cultural pursuit may be viewed as a “liability,” my 

identity also serves as a mechanism to consider questions of social inequality. As Harrison 

(1997a, 91) notes “…a multiple consciousness based on nationality, race, color, class, and gender 

can be heightened by ethnographic experience and then, in turn, converted into a useful research 

instrument.” Anthropologist John Gwaltney (1981, 28) asserted that the inclusion of different 

perspectives from “traditionally ignored perspectives into theory building” opposes “the settler 

social scientist establishment.” These perspectives would include, as Jones (1971, 251) 

describes, “a set of theories based on non-Western [or non-white] precepts and assumptions in 

the same sense that modern anthropology is based on and has supported Western beliefs and 

values.” As a result, “anthropology at home”3 can offer new ideas and concepts on society and 

culture and contribute to decolonizing anthropology (Jones 1970; Harrison 1997a). This allows a 

researcher to contribute to anthropological knowledge with “alternative sets of priorities, visions, 

                                                 
3 See Messerschmidt’s (1981) for more information about “anthropology at home,” which is labeled in many ways 

including insider research, auto-ethnography, indigenous anthropology, native research, introspective research, 

endogenous research, peer-group research, research competence by blood.  
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and understandings,” which are “integral part of the larger struggle for liberation” (Harrison 

1997b, 89).  

To go further, Black women anthropologists can contribute to the discipline and to social 

justice through their writing and self-reflections of identity, positionality, and peripheralization 

of self and the communities we work with and study. Drawing on Charlotte Aull Davies (1999), 

Meta Y. Harris (2005, 39) writes,  

Black women are beginning to experience the documentation of their lives as an 

important way to utilize their experiences and knowledge, for the expansion of their 

knowledge of self and others (Davies, 1999), as well as for sharing this self discovery 

device with others. At the same time, the self-ethnographic process is a form of self-

reflexivity that is at the core of methodological principles, “not in terms of self-

absorption, but rather in order to use the interrelationships between researcher and other 

to inform and change social knowledge” (p. 3). This self reflexivity is a turning back on 

oneself, a process of self-reference (Davies, 1999) in which the writer considers deeply 

the content of her writing with the intent of answering questions that she has about her 

own life story and of anticipating the questions that readers might have. 

  

I am often questioned why I chose Haiti and Cap-Haitien as my field site. My response has 

garnered acceptance and best wishes for my academic and personal endeavors. Therefore, I 

realize that I cannot separate my identity from my research. It fuels my academic and personal 

journey and allows me to question and consider my positionality and privilege.   

Moreover, as an African American and Haitian, I entered my field site as a halfie (Abu-

Lughod 1991) rather than a native anthropologist. Posited by Kuwayama (2004), the native in 

native anthropology is a relational and fluid concept; its meaning is dependent on the socio-

cultural context. While I am of Haitian descent, born and raised in the United States, I am a non-

native to the country, the city, and the community that I researched. In addition, I cannot relate to 

the experiences of those who live near or in the Mapou River and the socio-economic and 

political realities that are lived each day. Therefore, identifying as a native anthropologist, in my 

opinion, presents more personal challenges. I recognize that I have a hybrid identity (Narayan 
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1993); I am the product of multiple socio-cultural configurations as a privileged Black Haitian 

diasporic woman. In many ways, this identity reaches beyond the term “halfie,” because of my 

positionality as a future holder of a Ph.D. with a powerful passport, allowing me mobility and 

more opportunities for connections and interactions with others across cultures and societies.  

With this privilege as an outsider, I could only observe suffering and surviving from afar, 

while aiming to connect with my research collaborators with my insider position. My 

observations proved to be difficult to understand and comprehend. What could I do to support 

those who live in such conditions, but hope for a better future for Haiti? What was my role as a 

descendant of this nation, but who has privileges because of my birthplace and education? What 

could I offer, in terms of real change and tangible solutions that would benefit some of the most 

marginalized groups in Haiti? These reflexive questions emerged while on the frontier as I 

witnessed how the socio-economic and political challenges in Haiti manifested themselves 

within the disaster narratives and experiences of those who occupied a shifting and expanding 

space of risk and inequality.  

Disaster Narratives and Disaster Experiences  

From Route National #1 towards Port-au-Prince or Route National #3 to Milot, the 

frontier is a few minutes by foot. The roads made of cement or gravel soon become pathways 

made of a combination of rocks, dirt, and trash. The ground feels like a sponge with the trash, 

ranblè, and dirt beneath your feet. The stench of garbage and waste consumes the Caribbean 

breeze. Large pigs and their offspring feast on food scraps while puddles of water stay still. 

Everyday life continues, and residents of the neighborhood continue with their routine. At any 

time, children who do not attend school could be playing. Women may be washing clothes and 

tending to their babies. Men are often carrying construction materials in their wheelbarrows. 

Others are sitting outside to just poze or relax by themselves or with a few friends. Various 
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sections of the Mapou River and Robo Basin comprise either simple wooden homes with tin 

roofs with four walls or cemented homes with windows and maybe a porch. With homes built 

with simple construction, lives and livelihoods are at-risk of flooding and its consequences.  

 
 

Figure 5-3. A house in the frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 

A Narrative from Manouchea 

I met 40-year-old Manouchea, a machann or small retailer or street vendor who is a 

resident of the frontier. She lived in the area for about 20 years, and she has five children. 

Building from Tania Li’s (2010) article on “surplus populations” in rural Asia and Platzky and 

Walker’s (1985) analysis of “surplus people” in South Africa, James Ferguson (2015) refers to 

individuals like Manouchae as “engineers of distribution.” In this sense, these groups may not be 

able to work within the rural agricultural system of a country and cannot be incorporated within 

the urban industrial work class. He writes that these individuals find themselves within the 

informal economy via exclusion; they are not within the system of production. Therefore, they 
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“engineer distributions of goods produced elsewhere by accessing or making claims on the 

resources of others.” He continues to say:  

Such distributive processes have always been there, of course, but they take on a new 

centrality when more and more people are seeking to make livings without being able to 

rely upon either land-based livelihoods such as peasant production or those based on 

wage labor. Processes of distribution have thus come to acquire an extraordinary salience 

in the lives of those who inhabit the margins of the global economy, even as they have 

remained underdeveloped in our theoretical and analytical protocols. (90) 

 

As part of Haiti’s many surplus populations who fuel the informal economy, Manouchea, 

unfortunately, is not one of the lucky ones who entered the middle class as a komèsant (a seller). 

Instead, the parameters of her socio-economic status restrict her to live on the frontier.  

Her wooden house has a tin roof, and the yard is exposed earth.  A fence made of bamboo 

sticks surrounds her home, separating a pathway of runoff water that leads out to the Mapou 

River. Quiet and partly timid, Manouchea looks older than 40 years old. From my observations 

in Haiti, I have noticed that some people look like they have lived, meaning they have 

experienced some obstacles and hardships that have visibly marked their body. In one instance, 

while visiting another part of Haiti, my friend and I stayed in a hotel with a housekeeper named 

Marie with a sweet, inviting demeanor. At first glance, she appeared young and vibrant. 

However, later I saw that she looked noticeably worn, wrinkled, and tired. Our first conversation 

was her telling me that she needed food for her children, asking if I could give her 50 gourdes. I 

fulfilled her request with no hesitation. She said, “Thank you” with a smile. We later chatted 

while she swept the balcony of the hotel. Looking past her shoulder to make sure the owner was 

not around, she revealed to us that she has six children and that she did not make enough money 

to feed them. She said the hotel owners gave her 1000 gourdes or around $16 US per month. She 

handed us her identification card and offered a little more information about herself. My friend 

looked at her photo ID and pointed out, “You look like a child!” Marie’s responded, “Mizè fè m 
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yon granmoun.” Translated, this means: “Suffering made me an adult.” The stress and tension of 

living, suffering, and surviving become embodied, inwardly experienced and outwardly 

expressed.  

Among the fifty-one narratives I collected, I will highlight the experience of Manouchea 

in this chapter. Noted by Connelly and Clandinin (1990, 2), “people by nature lead storied lives 

and tell stories of those lives.” Therefore, as in Tuohy and Stephens (2012), I consider narrative 

as a method; narratives provide insights into how crises are experienced and interpreted by 

survivors. They provide methodological, theoretical and practical conclusions that can extend 

critical conversations on disaster and emergency management. The narratives collected for this 

dissertation address a variety of themes including suffering, surviving, and the State. Semi-

structured, open-ended questions facilitated an opportunity for tellers to share their truth, 

knowledge, and experience. Their stories focused on their flooding experiences within the 

frontier, the aid response post-flooding, and their attitudes towards the State. The disaster 

narrative from Manouchea details the aftermath of flooding in November 2014. Here is an 

excerpt from the transcript of her extended disaster narrative (October 25, 2015): 

When the flooding comes, we usually leave the area, walking in the water. We go to a 

place where it’s dry, where there’s more security, like someplace beyond the bridge. If 

you can’t stay at your neighbor’s house, then you must go out to the streets. A canoe can 

take you away from the area for 50 gourdes for each person. Everything overwhelms you. 

You can’t stay. There are people that go to the church nearby. If the water is high outside, 

then it will be high inside your house. So, you must close your doors so that the animals 

and trash won’t enter the house.  

 

Me, I didn’t leave. I didn’t leave to go to any church or school. I stayed here. These 

schools and churches can’t support us all with food and toilets. If flooding comes here, 

and you don’t have any money – you just stay as is. If you go to a church or school, you 

can only eat if you have money. I stay here. So, if flooding comes here, and you don’t 

have any money – you just stay as is, in hunger. If you have money, you can eat – it’s all 

according to your pockets. 
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Some people stay because flooding is an opportunity for thieves to profit. They come in 

canoes, and they can steal whatever stuff that they can.  

 

Hunger kills us. We don’t have any food to make. We don’t have anything in the house. 

All of my things became ruined in the flooding. I have lost clothes, bed, TV, radio… 

everything. My children do not have their birth certificates because they were lost in the 

water – they became wet. My merchandise became ruined in the water. So, I just sit 

because I couldn’t go to the market to sell; I couldn’t go to work. Kid can’t go to school. 

We just wait until the water leaves. Even when the water descends, we carry our children 

to school so that they won’t get dirty in the mud. 

 

You feel uncomfortable. The water just gives us all kind of problems. We can’t live. Ah, 

then there will be a lot of mosquitoes and other insects. When you hear that the flooding 

is coming, the mosquitoes are just there. If you don’t have a mosquito net, you’re in 

trouble. If flooding is for three days, you suffer for three days. 

 

The water brings a lot of trash and mess in our house. Everything is in the water. It is not 

good at all – we become sick. Some must go to the hospital. Some just buy a little 

medicine on the streets. There’s cholera, too. Moreover, the children get infections. You 

can get infections in your legs. You know water has a lot of things inside that can 

compromise your health. The last time there was flooding, I was sick. I spent 8 days in 

Milot [at the hospital]. They told me I had cholera because I was vomiting and I had 

diarrhea. Another man and I had diarrhea and vomiting.  

 

Civil Protection doesn’t really come to the area, and I don’t really turn on the radio to 

hear about any aid. So, I don’t know if they give people aid. I don’t ever find anything 

like that. I know that they pass by, but I don’t find anything. When the water passes, I 

usually sit and see the cars pass – a group of them that give some aid, but I don’t know if 

it’s aid. I don’t find anything when it’s flooding. 

 

When the flooding has passed, we have to clean the house. I remove all the water in my 

house. We buy Clorox and Mistolin to disinfect the house because it smells. Sometimes, 

there’s not even 10 gourdes to even buy Clorox, you understand. And everything that is 

wet, we put outside. And anything you have to throw away, you throw away. At the same 

time, more often, you throw away clothes. You know the water comes with mud. When 

clothes are in the midst of the mud and water, you have to throw the clothes away.  

 

Narratives like Manouchea’s enriched my understanding of disasters and their impacts on 

marginalized communities that are in peripheral zones. Documenting her lived experience, along 

with others, provided additional insights that reached beyond what I read in disaster and 

development literature regarding the themes of risk and vulnerability. Her voice, like others, 

needs to be highlighted to understand the processes and consequences of crises and emergencies. 
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She shared her story, which highlights her socio-economic and political conditions on the 

frontier. If she had more income, she would be able to prepare during the rainy season and have 

income and resources readily available when flooding rises in her community. She would not 

have to stay in the water and suffer until the deluge descends. Quite frankly, she would not have 

to live on the frontier if she had the economic means to build her home in another location that is 

not vulnerable to flooding. Manouchea is one of many who continues to be at risk and within the 

purview of vulnerability and risk.  

Reflections and Understandings  

Entering and leaving the frontier from my second story downtown apartment in Cap-

Haitien proved to be difficult, emotional, and exhausting. The routine of the frontier mirrored the 

tasks within the city of Cap-Haitien; daily life continued whether within the population center or 

its periphery. However, the everyday conditions surrounding the ordinary made me feel helpless 

and powerless. At times, I resented going to these river communities because I did not want to be 

dazed by the smell and sights of inequality. During each field site outing, I found myself limiting 

a few hours to the frontier; I often felt overwhelmed by its physical and socio-economic 

environment. The rawness of marginality struck me and made me feel uncomfortable. I often 

become perplexed about my role and my moral duty, if I indeed had one, to my father’s country. 

My research collaborators spoke of misery, and within the frontier, you see how these conditions 

manifest into suffering. As a privileged global citizen, I have not lived within this type of social 

inequality, nor have I witnessed it up close and personal prior to my fieldwork. In fact, through 

conversations with people in the population center and the countryside, I realized that these river 

communities, do, in fact, create a frontier, an area oscillating between opportunity, innovation, 

and marginality.  
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I showed a series of photos of the frontier (see Figures below) to people in the city of 

Cap-Haitien and in the countryside. They thought the photos depicted communities in the capital 

of Port-au-Prince, a city that is often described by people in Cap-Haitien as congested, loud, and, 

at times, cho or hot, due to the crime, conflict, and protests that they listen to via radio and 

observe in social media apps like WhatsApp. After informing folks that these pictures were in 

fact from Cap-Haitien, the viewers became more interested and captivated by the images. In 

disbelief, they exclaimed, “Oh, how are people living like that here?” These pictures sparked 

conversations of varied suffering in Haiti, the reasons for migration, and what chèche lavi (to 

search for a better life) entails for people who live within these spaces of marginality.  

This exercise made me realize that there are different levels of poverty and 

marginalization in Haiti. Poet Jean-Claude Martineau states Haiti is the only country with a last 

name: the poorest country in the western hemisphere (Bell 2001, 9). Books and news stories 

construct a narrative of Haiti being monolithic in terms of its socio-economic conditions; i.e., all 

people in Haiti are poor. However, showing these photos to people in the city that live in more 

secure areas and to those in the countryside, who pride their space as a clean and tranquil 

community highlights that there are different levels of suffering. There are different levels of 

poverty. While there is a collective understanding of mizè, not all those who suffer experience 

the same level of suffering. In addition, not all those in poverty experience the same level of 

being poor. With varied levels, some people are more marginalized than others. Without support 

from family abroad through remittances, or the kindness from neighbors and civic organizations, 

some people are left without anything. Without proper mitigation and more attention to risks, the 

frontier and the surrounding areas will suffer since the rains will continue. 
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Figure 5-4. Photo 1 of the Frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 

 

Figure 5-5. Photo 2 of the Frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 
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Figure 5-6. Photo 3 of the Frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 

 

Figure 5-7. Photo 4 of the Frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 
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Figure 5-8. Photo 5 of the Frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 

 

Figure 5-9. Photo 6 of the Frontier. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2015. 
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The Rains Will Continue 

 

Figure 5-10. Flooding in downtown (Rue A) Cap-Haitien in November. Taken by Crystal 

Andrea Felima, 2016. 

In mid-November 2016, two years later, I witnessed more flooding in the city. I arrived in 

Cap-Haitien to present my research at the Haitian Studies Association conference. Before 

traveling to Cap-Haitien, I foolishly neglected to review the weather report. If I had, I would 

have noticed that there had been rain, and the rains would continue over the next few days during 

my visit. I landed on a humid afternoon with grey cloudy skies, which foreshadowed that the rain 

would come. I went through customs, gathered my bags, and waited for my brother to arrive. 

Once I saw that he made his way towards the arrival area, the clouds opened, and raindrops came 

from the sky. I arrived at my brother’s residence, and large piles of dirt and debris from the 

clogged water canals blocked the sidewalks. Motorcycle drivers in rain ponchos carried people to 

their destination. Kamyonet-s and public vans transported others to and from the city. After 

saying hello to friends and family, I went outside to observe the rains. Wishing that I had bought 
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rain boots to be more mobile during my short trip, I was able to capture a video and photos to 

share my observations with others4.  

Once again, the flooding caused headache and frustration in the city, with waters 

inundating more of downtown, an area that represents the pride of Cap-Haitien (see Figures 

below). The waters inundating one of Cap-Haitien’s main streets (Rue A) in downtown shocked 

me; I had not seen the waters impacting this area.  With the annual conference titled “Haiti’s 

Eco-systems: Focus on Environmental Realities and Hopes,” my work in Cap-Haitien fit 

perfectly within the conference’s theme. I presented my research and concluded that the city 

must take proper mitigation efforts to reduce flood risk of Cap-Haitien. I am concerned that the 

recurring environmental hazards will continue to impact—but on a greater scale—the livelihoods 

and personhood of the most marginalized communities in Haiti.  

  

Figure 5-11. Flooding in down Cap-Haitien. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima 2016. 

                                                 
4 A video of the rains of November 2016 can be found on my Instagram page.  

https://www.instagram.com/p/BMfD_l1jYHZ/?taken-by=phelima  

https://www.instagram.com/p/BMfD_l1jYHZ/?taken-by=phelima
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Figure 5-12.  Motorcycle making its way through flooding in downtown Cap-Haitien. Taken by 

Crystal Andrea Felima, 2016. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-13.  Woman in the waters in downtown Cap-Haitien. Taken by Crystal Andrea  

Felima, 2016. 
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Therefore, what is needed to reduce flooding risk in Haiti, and why have decision makers 

not acted upon this knowledge? Rather than speaking to personnel who work for foreign NGOs 

or international institutions that fund disaster and emergency management initiatives (see 

Chapter Six), I aimed to connect with those who experience hazards and those who manage them 

within the Haitian government or civil society. Max of the Haitian Civil Protection Office, born 

and raised in Cap-Haitien, had incredible insight into his city and the north department in which 

he works. I invited him to talk about risk in Haiti. He stated, 

Risk is transversal. Every sector in Haiti has risk. There’s risk in the agricultural sector. 

There’s risk in public transportation system. There’s risk in our health system. The 

Haitian government must act as an institution of authority that manages and ensures the 

lives and welfare of people.  

 

This means that there are measures that should be taken. There are places where people 

should not build houses. There are ways to dispose of trash adequately. For those 

managing waste, I always say that there are countries that don’t even have the machinery 

to pick up the trash, and their citizens do not throw the trash into the streets. So, this is 

not a question of machines. What is missing to make people litter in the street?  It is a 

matter of education. The government must start educating children in schools about the 

risks so that students can develop a perspective of their home, their country so that they 

know if there are poorly constructed homes, built in the ravines of the river, it is the 

grandparents, fathers, and mothers that constructed the homes that way.  

 

Let’s take the example of Port-Au-Prince. The homes that were poorly built caused a lot 

of deaths [in the earthquake] because the homes were built improperly. In 10 to 20 years, 

while the children are growing up, we need to make sure things like this do not happen 

again; we need to correct the way we build homes. We cannot build homes in the ravines. 

We cannot build poorly constructed homes. We have engineers who study construction 

for us to know how to construct homes properly. The city governments must have an 

office of urban planning where people who are going to construct a building can go to see 

the land they will build on – it is a service that the Haitian government put in place.  

 

This is not to say that a little cleaning in the ravines of the river will reduce the risk; it 

cannot. For us, meaning people that live in this country, we must change the way we 

construct our homes… the way we eat. For example, illnesses emerge from the way 

people eat. People on the street usually litter. If a person buys a piece a candy, they eat it, 

and then throw away the trash. The same with juice. They buy it and throw away the 

container in the street. If you have 20 people doing this, then you have 20 plastic bottles 

on the ground. If you have 600 people, then you have 600 bottles. The bottles end up in 
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the canals, clogging them up. Therefore, the State must take measures to allow people in 

this country to change their behavior.  

 

The same way people don’t throw trash in their living rooms, they shouldn’t throw the 

trash in the street. The street is the first place you see that is beautiful. So, if a visitor 

comes to this country and sees the streets, they will think that we are dirty as well. 

Therefore, it is the State that manages this issue. There are some programs to develop, but 

if we do pledge to do things little by little, the risk will always stay with us.  

 

While Max is an extension and representative of the State, he is also a concerned resident of his 

birthplace. Through various formal and informal conversations with him, I learned that he 

believes that correcting the structural issues that create risk must be resolved through both State 

action and citizen empowerment. Max is critical of his government while believing in collective 

action to address and tackle some of the challenges in the country. He argued that the State must 

increase its capacity to manage risk because they are at the forefront of decision-making. 

However, the State has not intervened due to politics. For citizens in Haiti, he urges people to 

take an active role in protecting their neighborhoods, communities, and cities, which will foster 

development in the country. These efforts will not only benefit disaster and emergency 

management initiatives but also benefit individuals like Manouchea who live in peripheral spaces 

of inequality.
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CHAPTER 6 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HAITIAN STATE AND STATE-LIKE 

ORGANIZATIONS IN DISASTERS 

Introduction 

To understand disasters and emergencies in Haiti, I draw attention to the Haitian 

government by considering its representations and practices through narratives and theoretical 

concepts within the anthropological study of the state. As noted in the earlier chapters, the 

Haitian Civil Protection Office in the North, under the Ministry of Interior, oversees risk and 

disaster management in the department. Disaster and emergency management is a discipline and 

process of managing risk from the adverse impacts of environmental, technical, and human-made 

disasters. One of the cornerstones of disaster and emergency management is decision-making 

that can be made by an individual, a team, or organization. These various levels of decision-

making can facilitate a collaborative approach in disaster and emergency management, which as 

a field must utilize networks to deal with complex emergencies (Kapucu and Garayev 2013). 

Broader implications of this approach consider whether decision-making is shared as a 

partnership in Haiti or whether State1 governance is preempted or precluded by international 

actors. If the latter is evident, I ask “How are Haitian citizens used to strengthened state-like 

governance? How does network governance shape and influence individual lives?” 

Waugh (2000, 4) highlights that disaster and emergency management constitutes a 

network of actors (i.e., stakeholders), including local, national, and international governments, 

organizations, and institutions; survivors and civil society; and private organizations—business 

and industry. The advantages of a network consisting of enhanced learning, more efficient use of 

resources, increased capacity to plan for and address disaster impacts, and better services for 

                                                 
1 As noted earlier, I use “State” in capitalized form to reference the Haitian government (l’etat or leta). The 

lowercase “state” signifies it as a concept.  
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survivors. With zero funds received from the Haitian government, the Haitian Civil Protection 

(HCP) Office in the North operates without a budget2. Therefore, the HCP must work within a 

network of international actors such as international financial institutions (e.g., the World Bank), 

foreign development agencies (e.g., the United States Agency for International Development), 

and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). NGOs are defined as not-for-profit organizations 

or institutions that perform public functions and are independent from States. What is the 

relationship between the Haitian government and NGOs in working on disaster management 

services and initiatives? Max of the HCP expounds: 

We have activities with some NGOs. It is the NGOs that implement the projects. We (the 

HCP) contribute to coordination. We do not implement projects. We do not do any 

projects; that is not our role. We merely coordinate with NGOs, with all partners that will 

intervene during times of emergencies, and those that participate in civil protection 

activities. For example, there are some NGOs that work in this department; you have 

OXFAM, World Vision, CRS [Catholic Relief Services], and German Agro Action, 

which is a German organization that usually works here. There is CECI,3 an NGO that 

works in the area of cooperation with the Canadian government. The organization 

provides support to the national assistance of a country. All of the activities that the Civil 

Protection does is with the NGOs because they have the money to fund the programs.  

 

For example, at this moment, there’s no electricity. I can’t buy fuel because there is no 

budget money for that. When there is an emergency, such as a hurricane and flooding, we 

[the HCP] stay in place. There is a small fund that the Haitian government puts in each 

department. Again, there is a small fund; it’s the Minister of Finance that is in charge of 

it. We [the HCP] do not manage the fund, which is about 1 million gourdes4 for the first 

emergency response. Anything that happens in the 19 communes (in the North 

department), this small fund goes towards the first emergency response; it does not go 

directly to us.  

 

Therefore, in terms of the means to function or the funds to function, we do not have that; 

the office does not have the funds to function. Moreover, it is the same for the national 

office [of the Haitian Civil Protection Agency]; they do have a fund to function. They 

don’t have anything like this at all. We don’t know for the future if the government will 

                                                 
2In a recent conversation with Max, I learned that the HCP will receive a budget from the Haitian government in 

2018 (phone conversation July 17, 2017). 

 
3 For more information of Centre for International Studies and Cooperation (a Canadian NGO), visit 

http://www.ceci.ca/en/ 

 
4 Less than $16000 US.  

http://www.ceci.ca/en/
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decide to direct funds to the Civil Protection Office to allow us to function. Because now, 

we don’t have anything, so we sometimes function with aid from NGOs.  

  

Therefore, the role of the Haitian Civil Protection office in Cap-Haitien is to assist organizations 

and institutions in coordination. When organizations want to fulfill a project regionally or 

locally, they seek assistance with the Haitian government to accompany the implementation of 

their efforts. Through coordination, governmental officials and local authorities may provide 

additional support to help facilitates a project or activity.  

Also, the support from a network of actors is critical for the functioning of some 

institutions and organizations in Haiti. In some cases, without the financial support, local 

organizations and the State would not be able to operate and carry out their projects and 

initiatives without relationships and connections with national and international (political and 

economic) partners. For example, within the development context, organizations create 

relationships and networks to exchange information (e.g., training and seminars), resources (e.g., 

goods), and funds. During my fieldwork, I learned of local grassroots organizations that received 

funds from USAID to implement community projects and an American NGO stationed in Haiti 

that was awarded a grant from MINUSTAH to complete the construction of their compound. The 

financial support underscores the interactions within networks of international and local actors. 

These relationships—whether collaborative, cooperative or coordinated—may even ensure the 

survival and operation of organizations and agencies.  

In addition, NGOs and foreign actors may provide essential resources to the Haitian 

government and local authorities. These partnerships between the Haitian government, NGOs, 

and foreign institutions are often highlighted on posters, flyers, and banners (see Figures 6-1 and 

6-2). I learned that the newly constructed Haitian Civil Protection office that I often visited for 

data collection was constructed by United States Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM) of the 
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Department of Defense. Furthermore, the Haitian government works with a variety of 

international organizations and institutions to support projects and initiatives in the country. 

When the Haitian government organizes a project or activity, the State may partner with an 

organization or institution that financially supports the initiative.  

 
 

Figure 6-1. Cholera flyer. Published in October 2010, during the emergence of the cholera epidemic 

(a bacterial infection usually spread through contaminated water) that has claimed nearly 

10,000 lives and sickened nearly 800,000 people in Haiti (Gladstone 2017), this poster 

informs citizens what to do if someone has diarrhea. The principal sponsors are the 

Haitian Public Health Ministry (Le Ministère de la Santé Publique et de la Population, 

MSPP) and Water and Sanitation Agency (Direction Nationale de l'Eau Potable et de 

l'Assainissement, DINEPA), along with other organizations including USAID and 

UNICEF (mentioned at the bottom). Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2013.  
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Figure 6-2. Training for Hurricane Simulation with the Haitian Civil Protection Agency,  

Projet de Reconstruction et de Gestion des Risques et des Désastres (PRGRD), and the 

World Bank. Taken by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2013.  

 

Networks and partnerships of institutions and organizations provide valuable insights to 

understanding disaster and emergency management. Drawing from the work of Adia Benton 

(2012, 11) on HIV in Sierra Leone, 

[The] anthropological project of mapping networks, institutions, beliefs, and conceptions 

must simultaneously hold subjective, lived experience in focus. When experience is held 

in focus, it is possible to uncover and interrogate the fantasies, motivations, and desires 

that shape development initiatives on the ground. 

 

This approach, she continues, “offers the possibility of critique from the perspectives of people 

whose lives are affected by the large-scale social [economic and political] processes.” Therefore, 

if a network of is so vital to supporting the efforts of the Haitian State, do these actors 

(specifically those characterized as transnational with a central office and multiple posts in 
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various countries) operate and govern with state-like properties? If so, what do Haitians think 

about these relationships and the capacity of the State?  

Widely recognized by scholars (Alter and Hage 1993; Brass et al. 2004; Huxham and 

Vangen 2005), networks are important forms of multi-organizational governance. Governance 

encompasses not only the State, but also a variety of organizations and institutions (public, 

private, religious, financial, and business) that aim to work together for the pursuit of public 

interests (Kamarck 2004). Benton (2015, 11) posits, “Modes of state governance are shaped by 

international imperatives for record-keeping, hierarchical organizational structures, planning 

models, and the like.” Therefore, network governance can provide additional insights into 

decision-making, bureaucracy, and the effectiveness of the State.  

Network governance is defined as “governing with and through networks” (Rhodes 2007, 

1246). Disaster and emergency organizations are often involved in networked governance in 

which shared goals and responsibilities, along with coordinated and unified actions, produce a 

concerted effort to manage the impacts of disasters. As a result, these networks are “collaborative 

by nature” (Kapucu and Garayev 2013, 315). Kamensky et al. (2004, 8) define collaboration as 

the process in which “people from different organizations produce something together through 

joint effort, resources, and decision making, and share ownership of the final product or service.” 

Among the network of disaster and development actors, the involvement of these multiple 

stakeholders requires a horizontal and vertical communication and coordination to create, 

implement, and maintain disaster management initiatives and programs (Kapucu, Arslan, and 

Demiroz 2010).  

Due to the nature of a network environment, Kapucu (2012, 51) posits that there is no 

single decision maker because decisions are made by several actors. Through decision-making, 
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collaboration, and cooperation, international NGOs and foreign institutions in Haiti may be 

considered state-like in nature (Trouillot 2001b; Hansen and Stepputat 2001). Haiti is 

characterized as the “Republic of NGOs” (Kristoff and Panarelli 2010) due to the pervasive 

presence of NGOs in the country. NGOs make their existence known with their logo-embellished 

Land Cruisers, gated office buildings, and expatriates that occupy the organization’s key 

positions.  In specific rural communities and cities in Haiti, NGOs are present in everyday life. 

However, attitudes toward NGOs vary. As argued by Benton (2012, 9-10),  

For some, NGOs represented an avenue for economic opportunity, employment, and 

social change; for others, they constituted a threat to existing social and cultural 

institutions. There is also a way that international NGOs and donors were simply part of 

an ever-shifting institutional and cultural landscape, in which they exerted varied levels 

of influence on social, economic, and political realms of everyday life. 

 

Through their influence and practice, NGOs can shape culture and life in regions, communities, 

and countries in which they work.  

To further the argument, “NGOs are only the most obvious cases begging for an 

ethnography of state effects,” as posited by Trouillot (2001b, 132). Focusing on the practices of 

NGOs in Haiti, Schuller (2009) highlights these effects by arguing that NGOs function as 

intermediaries that can legitimize neoliberal globalization, undermine government capacity, 

reproduce inequalities by creating an NGO class of educated, middle-class transnationals, and 

buffer between elites and the impoverished masses, which can de-mobilize local participation. 

Therefore, following Hilhorst (2004, 61), disasters and crises reinforce existing power relations 

when those in power—mainly the State and state-like actors—manage to profit from poverty and 

vulnerability. This speaks to Naomi Klein’s (2007) discussion on “disaster capitalism.” 

Therefore, investigating the practices and effects of the State and state-like organizations through 

disaster narratives, while observing socio-economic and political life, can provide a lens on how 
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these actors produce, perpetuate and enforce power and authority over Haitian people, their 

livelihoods, and their dignity.  

This chapter considers a Foucauldian perspective that “power is everywhere” (Foucault 

1988, 93), not only within the State but also within foreign institutions and international NGOs 

that occupy space in Haiti (Schuller 2016a). By understanding how authority, functions, and 

roles of the State are also dispersed and concentrated in international actors, especially in places 

like Haiti, I aim to further conversations on stateness, audit culture, and bodies. Sociologist John 

O’Neill (1985) argues that vital issues produced by complex human relations, nature, and social 

institutions can be approached through studying the human body. He posits, “the human body is 

an intelligent and critical resource in the anthropomorphic production of those small and larger 

orders that underline our social, political, and economic institutions” (O’Neill 1985, 16). This 

chapter considers O’Neill’s (1985, 18) inquiry, “What is to be learned about the body that could 

possibly aid us in our understating of the larger issues of social order, conflict, and change?” 

Using the body as a metaphor, I turn to conversations of the State to understand Haitians 

positioned in the global capitalist system.  

To investigate power and governance, along with political and socio-economic 

inequalities in Haiti, the body, as discussed in narrative and communicated though audit culture, 

serves as a site for study; it “mediates all reflection and action upon the world” (Lock 1993, 

133). The body inscribes meaning from events and inscribes itself to other surfaces—whether 

through force or volition. It engages in events: both as a performer for others through decision-

making or as a puppet, controlled by a puppeteer. It is a giver and receiver of symbols, illnesses, 

and power. It is both active and passive as a storyteller, sharing stories inscribed on the body or 

personal narratives of resistance. This chapter considers how Haitians have been constructed, 
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used, and reproduced by the Haitian State and within the disaster and development agenda. I 

argue that there is no single body, but multiple bodies (as a collective symbol) that are 

represented in a discourse defined as “an institutional practice of meaning-making” (Giblett 

2008, xl). Discourses about the body characterize the body as a machine, illness narrative, as a 

battlefield, and a site of institutional inquiry. I contend that our bodies are reflections of the 

socio-economic and political structures of our society and the world in which we live. As a 

representation of meaning and a metaphor of understanding, the body—in this case, the Haitian 

body—can be translated as an indicator and used as currency in state and global governance.  

The State and state-like organizations can reduce Haitians to “body statistics,” defined as 

the numerical representations of people impacted by structural violence, vulnerability, and 

inequalities. These statistics represent the structures of power and inequality that perpetuate and 

reinforce present-day acute poverty, sub-standard living, health inequalities, and preventable 

death in Haiti. During my fieldwork, a variety of questions regarding the body, power dynamics, 

and the State emerged: How is the body situated in state institutions and social life in Haiti? How 

do the State and international actors shape the understanding and discourse of Haitian people? 

How does state(less)ness facilitate understandings of the body, personhood, humanity, and mizè 

(suffering) in Haiti? What state effects influence “body effects” and meanings of life in Haiti? 

How are bodies situated within the patterns of power and knowledge re/production? By raising 

questions concerning the State through the lens of disaster vulnerability and environmental 

disasters in Haiti, I consider the image and practices of the Haitian State and state-like 

organizations (e.g., NGOs and international institutions). In addition, I draw attention to how 

Haitians are translated into statistics of suffering and then used by decision-making actors in 

Haiti and abroad. 
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Discussions on the State 

The State and state-like organizations are constructed and embodied within the lived 

experiences of Haitians. I find that the production of cultural and political forms, representations, 

discourses, and practices in relation to State politics and power highlights new opportunities for 

anthropological research. Narratives reveal the Haitian state is culturally constituted, and state 

culture impacts populations.  Inquiry on the state serves as an opportunity to provide some 

understanding of the political imagery of the State. Sharma and Gupta (2006, 5) argue that the 

anthropology of the State focuses on two themes: (a) everyday practices and (b) representations 

of the state, which yield anthropology to be disciplinarily distinctive in its study of the state. By 

adapting Bourdieu’s concept of “field”, Migdal (1994, 15-16) defines the state as “a field of 

power marked by (1) image of a coherent, controlling organization in a territory, which is a 

representation of people bounded by that territory, and (2) the actual practices of its multiple 

parts.” Rather than approaching the study of the state by resorting to static independent 

variables, Migdal argues that anthropology is needed to approach the various parts, processes, 

and interactions of the state, which all reach profoundly and widely into everyday life. In sum, 

practices are shaped by routine and repetitive bureaucratic procedures in which people learn 

about the state, and representations and performances are constructed and produced in which 

people perceive the nature of the state (Sharma Gupta 2006, 11, 18).  

Aretxaga (2003, 395) asks “How does…  [the state] become a social subject in everyday 

life?”  She later responds, 

The state as phenomenological reality is produced through discourses and practices of 

power, produced in local encounters at the everyday level, and produced through the 

discourses of public culture, rituals of mourning and celebration, and encounters with 

bureaucracies, monuments, organization of space, etc. (Aretxaga 2003,398) 
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In the case of Haiti, the presence of the government and state-like institutions is embedded in the 

lives and experiences of those who live near or in the frontier. As a representation, some of my 

research collaborators described a familial relationship with the State using kinship metaphors 

such as “Se leta ki papa nou” (the Government is our father). This highlights the State’s role and 

responsibility (not expectation) “pou pwoteje vi moun yo” (to protect people’s lives), “pou voye 

je sou nou” (to watch over us), and “pou pran swen nou” (to provide care). While a few 

interlocutors characterized themselves as “pitit leta” or children of the government, many 

expressed that the Government does not exercise its “caring power” defined as “a mode of power 

that operates through care, that is, a commitment to the well-being of others” (Drenth and Haan 

1999, 11). Within a neoliberal world, Sharma and Gupta (2006, 25) contend,  

We are living in a moment when states are doing less and less in terms of the care and 

welfare of their national populations. We need to analytically rethink ‘the state’ in a 

context where (a) the national space is transnationally defined, and (b) many functions 

traditionally tied with ‘it’ are being carried out by non-governmental organizations which 

do not necessarily operate within a national structure. 

 

To learn know more about people’s perception of the State, I asked my research 

participants, “What are your thoughts about the response from the Haitian government? Do you 

think that they care about flooding in Cap-Haitien?” Jean Marie, a 51-year-old baker, stated with 

conviction, “Pa gen sa! Nan peyi sa, tout moun viv pou tèt nou. E yo fè pou tèt yo. Yo pa konn 

anyen de ou. Si w la, ou la. Si w pa la, yo pa konn anyen de ou” (interview, November 24, 2015) 

(There’s no such thing. In this country, everyone lives for themselves, and they do for 

themselves. Moreover, they [the government] do not know anything about you. They do not care 

whether you are here or there). My research participants echoed this sentiment regarding the 

absence of care from the Haitian State. Evens, a 30-year-old student, expressed much passion 

when he discussed his opinions on the State. He responded, 
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Mmmmh, it’s not true [that the State cares]! The Haitian state…no matter if you hear 

from the president, the deputies, the senators ... they say they love the country, it’s not 

true. They don’t love the country! The government officials are trying to put money in 

their pockets! They’re trying to cripple the country! They’re trying to so that they can 

weaken the country! In the case of flooding, if the Haitian government took 

responsibility, you would see the leaders come to the areas. MSPP [Ministère de la Santé 

Publique et de la Population] should be available, caring and helping people who have 

been flooded. Or they could make a home; when there is flooding, you need to shelter 

people who have experienced flooding. The government, it just... [pause to express 

frustration] … if a country gives aid, instead of giving it to the poor, they take it. They do 

not care about handling the situation. 

 

The frustrations and discontent with the Haitian government permeated throughout the 

narratives. Many of my participants highlighted their disapproval of the Haitian government 

because of the lack of action in post-flooding situations. Introduced in Chapter One, Jacques 

provided a critique of the Haitian government in relation to its capacity to care for the country. 

Following the same views as Evens, Jacques exclaimed: “Gouvenmen ayisyen pa travay pou pèp 

vreman. Yo travay pou fanmiy yo, pou poch yo, pou zanmi yo – chèf leta d’Ayiti kap dirije peyi 

sa, yo wè selman pou poch yo” (The Haitian government does not truly work for the people. 

They work for their family, their pockets, their friends—the governmental officials of Haiti who 

are leading this country, they’re only concerned with money). The lack of action and care from 

the Haitian government became a recurrent theme from disaster narratives. Rather than assisting 

those in need, tellers explained that the governmental officials redirected money and aid supplies 

to benefit themselves and to give to their families and friends. Building on his concept of 

“predatory republic” (Fatton 2002), Fatton (2011) explains that the dominant class operates by 

the pursuit of their own political and material interests while extracting resources for the poor 

majority.  Therefore, the domestic and global interests of the ruling and the powerful have had 

devastating impacts on the Haitian population (e.g., the January 2010 earthquake).  
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My fieldwork revealed that neglect, in/action, and dependency of the State can be 

mediated, exacerbated, or contested by the State or state-like institutions such as international 

financial institutions and foreign agencies. Through decision-making and funding, the Haitian 

government operates within state(less)ness, leaving international actors the ability to operate 

with state-like capacity, practically through their finances (e.g., the Interim Haiti Recovery 

Commission, highlighted in Chapter One). Simply defined, state(less)ness is a state’s capacity 

(or lack thereof) to govern populations. Anthropologist Chelsey L. Kivland (2012, 250) writes 

“the notion of statelessness serves to express both the need for a normal or proper ‘state’ of 

public life and the inability to locate a sovereign authority that is responsible for providing this 

life.” With stateness, a country can govern with sound policies, provide institutional support to 

social welfare agencies, provide protection and security to its citizens, build and maintain 

bureaucratic efficiency, and uphold human rights and dignity. In other words, as expressed by 

research collaborators in the case of flooding, stateness allows the State to “pran responsibilite” 

[take responsibility] so that they can “fè entèvansyon” (intervene), “vizite zòn yo ki inonde” (visit 

flooded areas), “ranbleye site a” (backfill the housing development community), and “drage 

rivyè a, fè l pi fon e netwaye li” (dredge the river, make it deeper, and clean it). While the Haitian 

government has capacities to operate with stateness, the reliance on foreign governments and 

international actors for aid and institutional support highlights the limitations and the perimeters 

of governance of the Haitian State. In addition, it also illustrates the workings of state-like 

organizations. 

Due to its weak socio-economic and political infrastructure shaped by historical 

exclusion within the global capitalist system and neoliberal policies, Haiti continues to be a site 

for international involvement and assistance. Foreign actors have become leaders in major 
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decision-making, which is seen by some Haitians as a violation of state sovereignty. Hall (1984, 

17) defines sovereignty as “the state [being] the supreme power, subject to the rule neither of 

some external power nor of a rival power within its own boundaries.” By undermining Haiti’s 

sovereignty, international financial and development institutions can control the country’s 

finances and dictate its economic interests (Schuller and Morales 2012, 35). Therefore, stateness 

of foreign actors, as Fukuyama (2005, 85) points out, often weakens domestic actors’ ability to 

create and maintain their own institutions. As the protagonists, foreign involvement can undercut 

and de-legitimize the State and may inadvertently discourage Haitian actors from being pro-

active in the country’s national interests (Gauthier and Moita 2010, 37). Bélizaire (2012, 37) 

argues support from IFIs and Western powers is always tied to specific conditions that reinforce 

and encourage dependency and foreign domination. Therefore, foreign organizations may be 

intimately connected to decision-making, which may have direct consequences on the 

livelihoods and personhoods of Haitians who live in the most marginalized areas in the country.  

Drawing from Marxist ideas, the state is articulated as “a form in which the ruling class 

asserts their common interests” (Marx 1978, 187). Due to power and influence, I consider the 

ruling class not only as Haitian government officials and the bourgeois but also foreign actors 

who operate within the development and humanitarian agenda.  Therefore, the ruling class can be 

characterized as transnational; those in power extend or operate beyond Haitian borders. 

Anthropologists have described the state as an apparatus of power in society (Hansen and 

Stepputat 2005, Smith 2012, and Trouillot 2001b). Althusser (1972) expands the notion of the 

State apparatus in which the state is a repressive and an ideological entity. The repressive and 

ideological state apparatus provide additional understanding of critical notions of the state, 

knowledge, and power. Hall (1984) explains that the function of the state is about rule. 
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Therefore, with sovereignty, there is supreme power, which “involves the subjection of its 

subjects to the powers of the state, its domination over them” (Hall 1984, 14). He further notes 

that the state has a hierarchical relationship with its citizens where the state’s powers are 

exercised downward towards society (Hall 1984, 15).  Hence, state power is secured, reproduced, 

and exercised by the ruling classes. Referenced in Claessen (1979, 8), a common definition of 

power draws from Weber (1964, 38), who defined power as the capacity to limit (by force, 

threat, or manipulation) the behavioral alternatives of people.  This correlates to Foucauldian 

concepts and understandings of governmentality, bio-politics, discipline, and surveillance. 

Foucault’s (1991) governmentality, defined as governance through the bureaucratization 

of behavior and conduct of the populace, speaks of the art of government or, simply, 

management and administration. To manage its citizens, the state may utilize a variety of 

techniques including laws, regulations, coercive force (i.e., police), and ideological persuasive 

(i.e., patriotic rituals). This research considers indicators in which the state employs statistics or 

“the science of the state” (Rabinow 1984, 16).  Das and Poole (2004, 9) argue that statistics-

gathering practices of the state are intended to consolidate state control over subjects, 

populations, territories, and lives. In this sense, statistics provide a new political rationality and 

reinforced bureaucracy. Weber (1968, 225) posits that “bureaucratic administration means 

fundamentally domination through knowledge.” Echoed by Barnett and Finnermore (2004, 30), 

“bureaucracies are often the authorities that classify, label, and invest meaning in information.” 

Therefore, serving as political rationality, statistics provide technical knowledge that ensures 

extraordinary power to bureaucratic organizations. This power provides the State and 

international actors the ability to construct ideas and information by giving meaning and 

providing (or withholding) services and resources for populations.  
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Figure 6-3. Under surveillance. MINUSTAH Troops in downtown Cap-Haitien. Taken by  

Crystal Andrea Felima, 2013.  

 

Bodies in Conversation 

Risk and vulnerability can be utilized within the administrative apparatuses of the State 

and state-like organizations. The bureaucratic functions of these networks of actors must exploit 

statistics to plen pòch yo (literally means to fill pockets) and maintain their existence and power 

in Haiti and over Haitian people. Also, these actors exploit the affective dimensions of risk and 

vulnerability. As a result, representations of suffering and despair become commodified and 

quantified to maintain the presence of the State and foreign actors in Haiti. This chapter attempts 

to add to the existing literature on the commodification of suffering and audit culture by 

incorporating considerations given to the Haitian body. 
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The body emerged as a philosophical consideration in the nineteenth century by German 

philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900). Other scholars expanded discourses of the body 

including Descartes, Deleuze, Freud, Blondel, Mass, Douglas, and Foucault. From these 

scholars, I direct philosophical and cultural inquiry to human life. Using sociology and a critical-

interpretive perspective in medical anthropology, the body can be conceptualized in terms of 

three domains: the individual body, the social body (symbol to think about nature, society, and 

culture), and the body politic (regulation, surveillance, and control of bodies, specifically 

regarding sickness) (O’Neill 1985, Lock and Scheper-Hughes 1996). These bodies, which 

capture life, death, wealth, poverty, and so forth, are influenced by power dynamics that directly 

and indirectly shape how a person sees and values bodies across social and geographic spaces. 

Anthropologist Franciso Ferràndiz (2009, 48) suggests that “bodies may be used as analytical 

road maps, as entry- and exit-points to and from social, political and economic processes.” 

Conversations concerning the physical body, the body politic, and body symbolism provide 

additional depth to understanding how the body is negotiated in power and governance with 

administrative apparatuses.  

O’Neill (1985, 17) states that the physical body (corporeal body) and communicative 

body (lived body) are inseparable; “the human body is a communicative body whose upright 

posture and audiovisual articulation opens up a symbolic world that enriches our experience 

beyond any other form of life.” The physical body can represent a moral imperative, reaching 

beyond physicality. Humans aim to treat the physical body as one of respect, care, and help. For 

example, it can be protected with health insurance, sunscreen, medicine, clothing, shelter, and 

food. Therefore, according to O’Neill (1985, 17), the physical body serves as a moral body: 

“society strongly sanctions the protection of bodies.” Society creates punishment for those who 
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inflict pain and danger on bodies; there may be criminal punishment and moral punishment. The 

author further posits that the physical body is a site of moral training—that is, humans using the 

body as a guide for conduct and behavior in social settings.  

While this may serve as a general observation for human society, analysis of the physical 

body as moral should be centered and placed within context. Where is the Haitian State and 

state-like organizations in relation to the physical and moral body of the Haitian collective? If 

society is punished for harming a body, are governing actors—with constitutional obligations to 

protect its citizens under the moral imperatives to the right to life and health—upheld to the same 

expectations? The lived experiences of those near the Mapou River reveal that Haiti’s 

constitutional commitment to civic and political rights is not translated into reality. For 

additional context, I asked Roseline, a 30-year-old seamstress (interview, October 6, 2015), if 

she received any flood warnings from the local officials. She replied, 

Well, we always hear the alerts. But we find a way to deal with the situation because if 

you’re a victim, you’re a victim alone; the government does not support us in these 

situations. No one can help you with anything. Even the little Aquatab tablets that they 

put in water, they do not bring them to us so we can use! We have nothing. Zewo bare5, 

Zewo bare. The neighborhood is zewo bare. If you have a person that finds something, I 

would like to know. There’s no person that can find anything. Anyen (nothing)!  

 

The Haitian government may provide alerts to “protect the body;” however, protection may not 

go beyond this action, and it is up to each citizen to take the necessary precautions to ensure their 

safety. Horizontal relationships become critical in times of disasters and crises. Family, 

neighbors, churches, local associations, and grassroots organizations often set up when the State 

is absent.  In this sense, it may be worthwhile to consider how Haitians follow a moral code that 

is based on community and self-reliance rather than one of the State (Chapter Seven).  

                                                 
5 Meaning “crossed zero”, a Haitian expression referring to a score or value that could be considered worse than a 

zero (Anglade 2010, 106).  
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Bodies and Statistics 

Without systematic protection from the government through regulations, some bodies 

may be more at risk to hazards than other bodies in other nations. The absence of care could lead 

to disasters and crises, which are often defined by the number of casualties a hazard produce. In 

this case, the body can communicate a variety of themes including risk, vulnerability, 

state(less)ness, insecurity, conflict, suffering, and even pity. Therefore, the body operates in our 

society as instruments. Embodiment is brought to life by socially or cultural-specific references 

that display messages of anger, love, friendship, and rebellion. Our bodies communicate 

intimacy within relationships and friendships, show social solidarity by attending events and 

parties, serve as a form of protest by occupying space, and symbolize sacrifice in times of 

rebellion and war. One’s body is a canvas and an ornament. The body represents various 

meanings and understandings. We communicate ideologies, and populations respond either in 

rebellion or behave with compliance. One can presume that the typical Haitian body symbolizes 

a contrasting narrative than one of an American body. Therefore, the body can be used for a 

political agenda by institutions because the body operates within modes of power and control.  

Anthropologists can find that engaging in embodiments serves as an intellectual exercise 

that incorporates a Foucauldian approach that engages the body politic, technologies of self, and 

regimes of truth (see Thomas 2011). Participant observation and narrative can be useful in 

studying power, the control over bodies, and the creation of ideologies. As a body politic, the 

body is controlled, regulated, and surveilled under the State, international institutions, and/or 

non-governmental organizations. By examining “state abstractions” (Hansen and Stepputat 2001, 

17), anthropologists can investigate “state effects (produced by state practices, functions, and 

process)” since, as Trouillot (2001b, 131-132) posits, “can be captured in part through the 

subjects they help to produce.” Through state effects, power is re/produced and translated into 
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functions, processes, and practices, which can yield disastrous consequences to people who live 

in precarious situations.   

To further, state institutions, functions, and practices are inscribed within our bones 

(O’Neill 1985). Our bodies become a reflection of the operations of the world and the society 

that we live in. To bring the conversation of networks, the State, and bodies full circle, I contend 

that the networks of disaster and development actors must function by using Haitian bodies. The 

body can be used to communicate despair, suffering, and poverty through social indicators, or 

what I refer to as body statistics. These actors situate Haitians as numerical representations of 

inequalities and poverty. For example, one can rightly conclude that vulnerability contributes to 

the disproportionate deaths in Haiti after hurricane events as highlighted in Figure 1-2. In 

addition, one can interpret what these numbers mean by comparing other casualties from Haiti’s 

neighboring countries. Therefore, body statistics can provide additional meaning to the social 

world of symbolism. Mary Douglas (1970; 1980) posits the social body is a symbol of nature, 

society, and culture: “[j]ust as it is true that everything symbolizes the body, so it is equally true 

that the body symbolizes everything else” (Douglas 1980, 122). In this sense, representations of 

the body allow the State (and organizations) to construct, share, and perpetuate singular 

narratives of Haitians to maintain their operations in the country and reinforce their decision-

making power that benefits their interests.  

From disaster narratives, tellers discussed the recurrence of filming after flooding in their 

community. Pierre, introduced in Chapter Four, discussed the actions of the State after flooding: 

After something happens, they show up. It’s after the flood passes, that’s when they 

come. They film, film, film. Where do they send it [the film]? They send it abroad. When 

people abroad send money to help us, the state takes the money. We don’t even get a 

little bag of water. The State is happy about that because they make money off Haitians 
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in these cite-s6, you understand? Meaning, when you hear that they finish filming, they 

send that overseas. You think the money that they arrange to send will go towards 

constructing canals, to make a nice place for kids can play, but it doesn’t come. When the 

rains end, there is mud again. And where the children return to play is in the same mud 

again – it is God that protects us – against cholera – it is God that protects us. It’s not 

State that does anything for this cite. 

 

And you see how this cite is – when there is rain, you can see how the water just sits here 

completely; the area is just full of water. This is not a zone protected by the Government, 

but a zone protected by God. It’s not of the State, but of God. It is when they need a 

President, Senator, or Deputy, they come and they will ba w sann pou lanmidon7 (give 

you something fake). This is what they do. Usually, when they become a leader, you 

never hear from them anymore. We are tired of taking lies from the hands of the State, 

from the hands of the government.  

 

My research participants echoed these sentiments about the State entering their communities 

after flooding to collect data and to evaluate damages. Unfortunately, they do not come back 

with any aid. Another narrator expressed that, “yo itilize zòn sa pou fè komès sou ayisyen” (they 

[government] uses this zone to make a profit off the Haitians). Victimization is not only 

experienced, but it is also embodied (individually and collectively experienced), then 

communicated to others—willingly or not—as an indicator or statistic.  

Indicators produce knowledge that is decontextualized, homogenized and partial, which 

creates a disconnect with local knowledge and understanding (Merry 2016). As an indicator or as 

a statistic, Haitians bodies are used in a system of exchange; their bodies become commodities in 

development and humanitarian intervention. Without the existence of suffering, the Haitian 

government and state-like organizations cannot utilize populations and social indicators within 

the power dynamics of meaning-making. This follows what Althusser (1972, 178) argues, that 

there is a cyclical relationship between the Subject and the subject: the Subject needs the 

                                                 
6 As reminded, in Cap-Haitien, there are cite-s or affordable housing developments near the Mapou River. From 

these cite-s, communities have extended into the river. 

 
7 This is an expression that literally means “give you ash in exchange for cassava powder”. 
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subjects, and the great Subject needs subjects. Regarding Haiti, the Subject includes the State 

and state-like organizations. I contend that the same way citizens need the State for law and 

order and state-like organizations for aid and financial support, State actors also need its citizens 

to maintain its control, to execute its power, and to support alternative agendas by constructing 

narratives through body statistics. As highlighted above, narrators from the frontier considered 

those who are a part of the State as profiteers who take from people in need to benefit 

themselves, families, and friends. Drawing from his research after the January 2010 earthquake, 

Schuller (2016a, 165) discusses these same sentiments for NGOs in Haiti from internally 

displaced persons (IDPs) in camps, quoting one of the common expressions, “NGOS are making 

money off of us!” 

Furthermore, after the impacts of Hurricane Matthew on October 4, 2016, Le Nouvelliste 

Louis-Joseph Olivier (2016) reported that while international organizations and media sources 

were estimating over 800 causalities, the Haitian government had only counted 288 casualties. 

The article quoted the Minister of Interior Francois Anick Joseph who said 

I do not know where they [international news agencies such as Reuters] found those 

numbers. As natural disasters are used as a business opportunity; there are actually people 

who have an interest in inflating the numbers. They want to show that the situation is 

more serious to increase the funds. 

 

Speaking to the topics of disaster capitalism and the business of humanitarian aid, the minister 

continued, “I am surprised that they are not already at 1000 dead. They will soon tell us that 

100,000 people lost their lives in this hurricane. Which will allow them to glean $ 100 billion, 

who knows?” 

Haitians understand that their suffering is traded for money by the State and the 

international community; suffering becomes commodified and commercialized to benefit those 

in power. Body statistics are overwhelming highlighted in development and disaster literature. 
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Due to the socio-technocratic research in disaster studies, the body is reduced to a numerical 

value, which suggests that bodies are genderless, powerless, and they do not have a life story 

(Linke 2006, Aretxaga 2003, Puar 2007). Therefore, if represented solely as an indicator, the 

multi-dimensional narrative of Haitians will be made invisible; the Haitian State and 

development organizations can use numerical representations of despair, these statistics of 

suffering/poverty, to solicit funds and resources. This exemplifies body statistics and audit 

culture.  

Audit Culture  

Sally Engle Merry (2011) notes that indicators are essential to modern forms of 

governmentality. Indicators consolidate power in the hands of expert knowledge and locate 

decision making in the global North where indicators are designed and labeled. According to 

Merry, audit technologies are instruments for new forms of governance and power. This audit 

culture produces “agents for the creation of new forms of subjectivity: self-managing individuals 

who render themselves auditable” (Shore and Wright 2000, 57). Strathern (2000, 4) argues that 

audit technologies allow people to check themselves so that governments can withdraw from 

checking people’s performance and behaviors. The self-checking practices of corporations, 

public bodies, and individuals become evidence of accountability from the perspective of the 

state.  

 Audit culture underscores the state and bureaucratic organizations’ ability to surveil and 

discipline. Foucault’s (1984, 261) bio-power, “which foster[s] life or disallow[s] it to the point of 

death,” conceptualizes the state’s capacity to manipulate, manage, and control the body as an 

object. Techniques for managing populations and bodies produce certain kinds of subjectivities. 

With this consideration, we see the state’s power stems from the panoptic surveillance of its 

subjects; “life needs continuous regulatory and corrective mechanism” (Foucault 1984, 266). 
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When subjects lend themselves to surveillance, they create a legibility effect (Cohn 1987; 

Appadurai 1993). According to Scott (1998, 5), mapping and surveying serve as part of the 

apparatus of legibility and control;  

the legibility of a society provides the capacity for large-scale social engineering, high-

modernist ideology provides the desire, the authoritarian state provides the determination 

to act on that desire, and an incapacitated civil society provides the leveled social terrain 

on which to build. 

 

The surveillance can be facilitated by conducting evaluations and assessments of damages. 

Without returning to the devastated areas, those impacted may feel abandoned in their time of 

need. Fifty-year-old Julie, with 22 years of living near the Mapou River, stated: 

In fact, some people come to take our information so that they can bring us aid, but they 

never come back to do anything. They always come here to collect our information, but 

they never come back. I never see them. Moreover, they don’t tell the people who they 

are; they don’t give us their names. Pou sa, nou pase anba la, anba dlo, mezanmi 

(Because of this, we’ve been through with flooding). For us, we see this is a kriz kè (a 

heart attack). Only Jesus who stands with us sees us. 

 

While the State may be charged with the absence of care, it is present in everyday life and 

activities by using “the eye of power” to gain “access to individuals themselves, to their bodies, 

their gestures and all their daily actions” (Foucault 1980, 148). Through state surveillance and its 

scopic regimes, disciplined (docile) bodies are trained to be compliant to state interests: “the 

enhancement of life as well as the production of death” (Linke 2006, 213). After flooding events, 

victims provide information to the State and response organizations in hopes of receiving aid. 

However, echoed by many participants, these institutions do not return to provide support and 

assistance. I shared these concerns with Max of HCP, and he replied, “Ayiti pa gen mwayen pou 

sipote tout moun ki victim de inondasyon an” [Haiti does not have the means to support everyone 

who is a flooding victim]. When I asked my research respondents a question regarding mwayen 

(the means to do something) and the capacity of the State, most of them explained that the State 
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has the means to do whatever they want to do for the population, but yo pa vle (they don’t want 

to).  

Michel, a 26-year-agronomist explained that if the State says that they do not have 

mwayen, then it is just a strategy to make more money for governmental officials since they will 

appeal to the foreign governments for aid to come to Haiti. He expounds (interview, October 7, 

2015): 

The government is lying; they have mwayen because there’s money here. It’s just that 

they [the government] tells us lies so that they can make a lot of money. They lie and say 

that they don’t have money to do anything for the country and they are always waiting for 

the international community to send them money to do something. They say that the State 

coffer is empty, that they need money to do something. Lies, it’s not true.  

 

The government of Haiti lacks competency and sensibility. Sometimes, a person who is 

campaigning for office will come in the area. You would think that when s/he receives 

the mandate to serve office, they would come back and advocate for you, but no, they 

don’t. A senator and deputy’s role is to advocate for you because everyone can’t go to 

parliament to talk about their issues; the people must have a representative. If the 

government did the work, there would be a series of things… like people who are at risk 

of dying, wouldn’t die. There are a lot of hazards that occur in this country, and the 

impacts wouldn’t be too devastating if the government would do work. 

 

In general, I can say that the State contributes a lot in the way flooding is made, which 

causes a lot of people to die. And I can also say that the government really likes when 

there is flooding because they receive a lot of money and resources. The international 

community give aid and money to help, the government doesn’t follow through. So, all of 

that contributes to flooding a lot.  

 

Michel’s narrative highlights that the State is integral to the protection of life and the shaping of 

preventable death in Haiti. The predatory actions of the State undermine its responsibility to its 

citizens. As a result, it must rely on the international community for aid, resources, and financial 

assistance.  

For example, when I returned to Haiti during the summer of 2016, I learned that the 

government had closed most of the public hospitals throughout the country. My friend Patrick, a 

former resident doctor at an NGO hospital in a nearby town, had just come back to Cap-Haitien 
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to visit his family and friends. After he finished his residency, Patrick went to Europe to practice 

medicine rather than staying in Haiti. He would often complain about working 12 (or more) hour 

days. Although he felt disrespected by what he earned in exchange for his effort, Patrick came 

from an upper-middle-class family, which helped him “deal with” the State. Therefore, he did 

not have to be concerned with money. We decided to meet up for lunch to catch up; it had been 

months since I had seen him. While we made our way to the restaurant in his mother’s car, I 

asked him about his time working abroad. We discussed his experiences, current events in Haiti, 

and why he felt the need to leave the country. He stated, “Crystal, you know the government 

closed the hospitals, right?” I looked at him in confusion and responded, “What do you mean?” 

He replied, 

The doctors and resident physicians went on strike because the situation in the hospitals 

is terrible. No gloves. No equipment. No money. And people get paid about $120 a 

month, working 10 or 15 hours each day. Let me drive you by Justinien (the public 

hospital in Cap-Haitien) so that you can see. 

 

We went to the entrance of the hospital, and there were no parked cars or people surrounding the 

buildings or in the courtyard. Justinien was empty, which is unusual. I thought, “How could the 

State close all the hospitals? What about the people who are in need? Moreover, what about the 

NGO hospitals nearby? I bet they are overwhelmed with new patients.”  

Haiti, characterized as the Republic of NGOs, is a beneficiary of many. If the State 

decides to withdraw from its citizenry, it can fall back on its dependency on foreign 

organizations and institutions. Also, the State and local authorities can use the descriptions and 

characterization of its citizenry to make appeals to those abroad. The State constructs and 

reproduces the kind of bodies that they need in the time of disasters and crises through affect and 

emotions. Therefore, while the Haitian State may exhibit the absence of care, the State is 

intricately involved and present in everyday life and activities, in which “modern 
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governmentalities act on and inhabit the body” (Linke 2006, 206). The State inscribes power on 

the population. For example, the lack of (or inadequacy) of social welfare institutions 

exacerbates health inequalities (inflictions of the physical body)—this direct transfer of 

dysfunctionality perpetuates unhealthy bodies and mizè, the expected social suffering. The 

normalization of suffering may be internalized and creates a routinization of inequality. 

State(less)ness also creates unaccountability, in which the State does not have to take 

responsibility for body statistics. Instead, the State can use them as commodities in exchange for 

international support. Also, the consequences of stateness are passed to governing bodies such as 

the United Nations and the cosmopolitan elite of non-governmental organizations from countries 

such as the United States, Canada, France, and Cuba.   

To conclude, a network of actors facilitates the operations in Haiti. Through practices and 

representations, the State is intimately involved in the lives of Haitians. In the absence of care, 

the State returns to its network to solicit funds. In exchange for these funds and resources, 

Haitian bodies are transformed into body statistics that highlight their suffering and despair. 

Therefore, our bodies are reflections of the structures of our society and the world in which we 

live. Some bodies have more privilege than others. Those with dominant power have positioned 

groups in socio-cultural, political, economic, racial, sexual, and religious hierarchies. If we 

reduce people to just statistics, we only accept them as those without a life story. Through 

simplification, the Haitian State and development organizations can use numerical 

representations of despair to solicit funds and resources in hopes of alleviating suffering. 

However, as my narratives claim, the resources may not arrive, which reinforces their ideas of 

State neglect. I contend that disaster and development researchers and practitioners must not 

solely rely on body statistics. These indicators contribute to a discourse that perpetuates and 
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reinforce singular narratives of Haiti – that narrative of Haiti as destitute and dangerous. 

Therefore, the need for ethnography and disaster narratives is imperative. Adding the context of 

people’s lived experiences to policies and reform considers the reduction of risk and the 

protection of life.
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CHAPTER 7 

COUNTER-NARRATIVES OF MIZÈ: STRUCTURE AND VERNACULAR AGENCY  

Suffering in Context 

Narratives can feature individualized suffering that varies within groups and communities 

in Haiti. While experiences are indeed individualized, suffering is understood across populations. 

I soon learned during my fieldwork that there is a collective experience of suffering that is shared 

and culturally understood. In this case, the telling of experience becomes a social activity in 

which individuals exchange and empathize with each other through their respective stories of 

lost and discomfort. Whether I was collecting interviews near the Mapou River about flooding or 

chatting in the boutik about inequalities, it was not uncommon for other persons (who may have 

been en-route to their next destination) to insert their experiences, personal ideas, and opinions 

within the conversations. In the narratives, I often heard, Nou pase trop mizè lè dlo a vini (We 

experience a lot of suffering when there’s flooding). Reinforced within the social activity of 

storytelling, the word mizè emerged from narratives and conversations about inequalities often. 

As a result, I questioned whether the normalization of suffering could prohibit the power and 

agency of Haitians. In Death without Weeping, Nancy Scheper-Hughes (1992) explores infant 

death in Brazil. She argues that death is understood as ordinary and expected for children of poor 

families; “the routinization of human suffering in so much a part of impoverished Northeast 

Brazil and the ‘normal’ violence of everyday life” (Scheper-Hughes 1992, 16). As an inquiry, I 

have often wondered if a routinization of mizè is, in fact, ordinary, expected, and normalized 

within the individual and collective experiences of Haitian people.  

Ethnographic studies on suffering, violence, and trauma have generated themes regarding 

social healing, collective memory, trauma narratives, development, humanitarianism, and agency 

(Bourdieu et al. 1999; Farmer 2001; James 2010; and Scheper-Hughes 1992). Among these 
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studies, researchers have considered the tensions between individual and collective suffering. 

Erikson (1994, 228) notes that a community can be damaged the same way as an individual. For 

example, the appropriation of images and stories of individualized stories of suffering and 

victimization can be transformed into collective experience and then commodified within 

popular culture or by social institutions (Kleinman, Das, and Locke 1997, xi). As a cultural 

process, suffering becomes “mediated through various forms of representation and linked 

to…collective memory” (Eyerman 2001, 1). Therefore, suffering becomes involved in a social 

process of sharing and interpretation by both insiders and outsiders.  

Anthropological scholarship posits that “social suffering results from what political, 

economic, and institutional power does to people and, reciprocally, from how these forms of 

power themselves influence responses to social problems” (Kleinman, Das, and Locke 1997, xi). 

As we learned from the previous chapter, social science research may use numerical tools to 

define the values of suffering through social indicators. The Human Development Index1 and 

other research studies by international organizations are examples of quantifying suffering 

through metrics. Arthur and Joan Kleinman (1997) state that these metrics are being used to 

measure “the burden of suffering in ‘objective’ terms” to allocate the resources to those who are 

most marginalized. Populations are treated in instrumental terms and offered technocratic 

solutions to alleviate individual circumstances while denying that “suffering is a social 

experience” (Kleinman and Kleinman 1997, 14).  

While we understand that suffering is indeed a social experience, it can also present 

opportunities to provoke agency which is of fundamental importance to countering inequalities 

and dominant narratives of mizè. In order words, even within systemic oppression, people still 

                                                 
1 The Human Development Index (2016) ranks Haiti as 163, a low development country.  
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resist. In Haiti, acts and symbols of opposition to socio-economic challenges are shared and 

ordinary. James Scott (1985, 290) focuses on “the material basis of class struggle” by stating that  

class resistance includes any act(s) by member(s) of a subordinate class that is or are 

intended either to mitigate or deny claims (for example, rents, taxes, prestige) made on 

that class by superordinate classes (for example, landlords, large farmers, the state) or to 

advance its own claims (for example, work, land, charity, respect) vis-à-vis those super-

ordinate classes. 

 

To expand Scott’s discussion of the everyday forms of resistance, John Gledhill (2012, 3) posits 

“that the study of resistance should be embedded in more complex accounts of the practices of 

power” to include the interactions and alliances between marginalized groups and socio-political 

actors. Rethinking resistance considers how groups may be mobilized and organized across 

socio-economic, cultural and political categories to form social movements aimed to resist 

injustices.   

I contend that through protest, agency (whether individual or collective) is provoked to 

resist the inequalities perpetuated by the Haitian government, the rich, and international bodies. 

With her discussion on Haiti in Citizenship from Below, Mimi Sheller (2012, 167) defines 

resistance as the ability “to work with and against the system at the same time, to defy power 

even while appearing to serve it.” Following this strategy, I argue that while the recurrent themes 

of despair and misery are projected on television screens and online news sources, acts of 

protests indicate that Haitians are aware of the “system” that shapes their livelihoods and life 

choices.  

Therefore, within structure, there is agency. In her review of anthropological 

contributions to the study of agency, Laura Ahearn (2001, 112) offers a simple definition of 

agency as “the socioculturally mediated capacity to act.” She concludes that anthropologists 

should avoid equating agency to free will or resistance without recognizing multiple types of 
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agency (i.e., oppositional agency, complicit agency, agency of power, and agency of intention) 

that are exercised in any given action. In her work on Muslim women’s participation in the piety 

movement in Egypt, Saba Mahmood (2001, 206) explores the concept of agency suggesting that 

it is  

the capacity to realize one’s own interests against the weight of custom, tradition, 

transcendental will, or other obstacles (whether individual or collective). Thus, the 

humanist desire for autonomy and self-expression constitute the substrate, the slumbering 

ember that can spark to flame in the form of an act of resistance when conditions permit. 

 

 Drawing this explanation of agency as the realization of one’s self-interests against other 

influences, we can extend the concept of agency to consider how the individual and the 

collective challenge various circumstances that impact their daily lives.  

Faye Harrison (2017) posits, “[t]he ethnographic methodology that most sociocultural 

anthropologists use (sometimes in combination with other methods) leads them to points of entry 

into wider sociocultural and sociopolitical spheres that illuminate the everyday life, social 

discourse, and vernacular knowledge of ordinary people.”  Throughout my 27 months of 

fieldwork throughout Haiti, I observed and witnessed how agency manifested itself in public 

ways and is mutually understood as a feature of Haitian culture. In some sense, I consider these 

public, everyday expressions and practices that are culturally understood as vernacular agency. 

This resembles political graffiti layered on buildings, protests against recurrent human rights 

violations from the United Nations Troops, grassroots initiatives in health and agriculture, socio-

political commentary from major radio stations, new tourism initiatives to highlight the beauty of 

Haiti, and rasin (roots music) that cry out resistance towards neoliberal policies and cultural 

assimilation. These displays of vernacular agency suggest that suffering may not be internalized 

within Haitian imagination, but is confronted by concerned citizens of the Republic.  
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Countering Suffering: Vernacular Agency in Haiti 

When people think about Haiti, their gaze may conjure negative and depressing images of 

poverty and despair. Without knowing Haiti, one may think the country is full of people eating 

dirt cookies as highlighted on videos that quickly circulated via social media a few years ago. 

After the January 12, 2010 earthquake, the images of Haitian people, their bodies, and their 

suffering became magnified. The media (specifically American media) has influenced our 

thoughts and perceptions of people, communities, and regions of the world through the 

construction and perpetuation of singular narratives2. Gina Athena Ulysse (2010) described the 

media coverage of Haiti to include the dehumanization narrative that characterized Haitians as 

either subhuman (i.e., embedded within post/colonial racialized constructions of Haitians) or 

superhuman because of Haitians’ “resiliency” to catastrophes3. The construction of Haitian 

exceptionalism has reproduced the idea that suffering has a totalizing effect on Haitian lives, 

prompting outsiders to qualify the country and its citizens as solely being “poor Haitians” who 

live in “a failed and weak state.” As a result, it allows for justification for outsiders (e.g., 

missionaries, foreign governments, NGOs) to intervene in the name of saving Haitians from 

themselves.  

The sum of Haiti does not equate to suffering, marginalization, and oppression. While 

these characterizations do in fact apply, they should not be the only representations of Haiti. I 

would often hear people assert, “Ayiti pa pòv” or Haiti is not poor. In one conversation with Max 

of HCP, he exclaimed, “Haiti is not poor. We just have a problem with things being improperly 

                                                 
2 Important to note is the construction of race and pity within images, along with perpetuation of singular narratives 

by the media. In addition, refer to “Racializing Pity” by Murali Balaji (2011, 51) who makes insightful assertions 

that the racialization of pity is a colonial construction and is embedded in postcolonial discourse.  

 
3 Also read Why Haiti Needs New Narratives by Ulysee (2015) for additional insights. 
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managed. Haiti can. The government can advance the country” (interview, May 20, 2015). 

Therefore, Haiti is a nation with multiple stories. While the media may portray Haiti as an infant, 

dependent on paternal foreign actors, Haiti is not a country without capacity and awareness of 

the social ills that manifest within the daily lives of people. While there are narratives that 

highlight structure and social forces, there are also everyday actions and symbols of agency that 

do exist and are made apparent through a variety of forms. 

Through my fieldwork experience in Haiti, I found that there is vernacular articulation of 

resistance and agency, which is represented through a variety of socio-cultural symbols and 

practices. Although people, like those who live on the frontier, experience everyday violence due 

to structure, there are “everyday forms of resistance” (Scott 1985), making the narrative of Haiti 

more complex rather than a singular story of misery and despair. I argue that counter-narratives 

of mizè exist and are made public in a variety of ways. Limited or virtually absent in the media 

and scholarly work, “Other” narratives are needed to contest Haiti’s exceptionalism and to 

present a balanced representation of how Haitians are not only suffering and surviving, but many 

are striving in their daily lives. To strive—whether that is in education, the informal economy, or 

agriculture—rejects the perception that Haitians are just passive and need the intervention of 

other actors.  Therefore, while some of the most marginalized groups encounter risk to their 

personhood, this chapter features symbols, actions, and discussions that go against the conditions 

and the structures that shape disaster risk and vulnerability in Haiti. 

Ortner (2001, 78) describes agency as power: “‘agency’ is virtually synonymous with the 

forms of power people have at their disposal, their ability to act on their own behalf, influence 

other people and events, and maintain some kind of control in their own lives.” In the case of 

Haiti, I have seen and read narratives of and research on structures that have constructed Haitians 
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as powerless, without offering alternative perspectives that highlight Haitians’ agency and 

resistance to dominant ideologies and social forces that continue to influence their livelihoods. 

Therefore, as Ortner (2001, 78) further explains, agency is significant for both domination and 

resistance. Through resistance and protest, Haitian agency symbolizes “self-protection, self-

expansion, and mastery of the environment” (McAdams et al. 1996). In Haiti, I witnessed people 

exercise their agency through a variety of means, including their support for political candidates 

and their opposition to American influence in the country’s affairs.  

Caravans and Manifestations 

With my fieldwork coinciding with elections, political campaigning was underway 

throughout the country. Caravans of people took to the streets, chanting in unison, holding up 

signs, and dancing to the music played by an accompanying rara band4 that encouraged 

marchers to keep their momentum. Rara, as explained by Elizabeth McAlister (2002,6), 

produces and displays key values of the culture of the Haitian majority—a culture 

historically considered illegitimate by the country’s leaders and foreign chroniclers. In 

both political and religious ways, the poor are rendered invisible yet simultaneously use 

invisibility to their own advantage. Because they are officially ignored, they can express 

opinions and perform religious rituals in public that would be quite impossible to do if 

those in power were paying closer attention. The expressive communities Rara bands 

create, and the religious works they perform, serve to strengthen community, mystically 

empower the bands and their followers, and consolidate public opinion around political 

players and international events. They also operate through, and reinforce, the political 

structures of patronage at work in the larger society. 

 

One Saturday afternoon in September 2014, I encountered my first caravan of marchers. 

My friend and I joined the crowd of shoppers on market day in downtown Cap-Haitien. We 

wanted to peruse through pèpè, second-hand clothes sent from the United States. After a few 

hours of haggling and talking to some of our favorite machann-s or vendors, we decided to make 

                                                 
4 Watch Negriye Rara band parade through the streets of Cap-Haitien during 2015 Madi Gra. Video (created by 

Crystal Andrea Felima): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YO4dhIGW97E  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YO4dhIGW97E
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our way home. While crossing the streets of downtown, we heard chanting approach us. We 

were soon inundated with people marching in the streets.   

We retreated to the sidewalk, while people in second story buildings emerged from the 

doors onto the porches to observe the crowds. A man walked past us with the Haitian flag worn 

as a cape. Some media personnel with tape recorders solicited people for interviews. From the 

crowd, a man on someone’s shoulders glided by us while he waved to the spectators. I soon 

learned that this man was one of Haiti’s many presidential candidates5, Jean Charles Mosïe, 

representing his political party of Platfòm Pitit Dessalines (Child of Jean-Jacques Dessalines6). 

With a person holding an umbrella to shield him from the sun, Moïse made his way through the 

streets of Cap-Haitien. Mosïe became the most visible candidate in Cap-Haitien as he is from 

Milot, a town in the North. My downtown apartment located on one of the main streets of Cap-

Haitien allowed me to see most of the caravans, parades, and protests that passed by in the city. 

With his supporters, Mosïe made his presence and message of economic revolution and citizen 

empowerment known. Throughout his campaign, as Anglade (2016) reports, Mosïe called for 

wealth distribution, mineral resource protection, and South-South cooperation, which put the 

Haitian economic elite ill at ease.  

The campaign appealed to those who longed for a more sovereign Haiti. Herve, a 33-

year-old mason who lived next to the Mapou River, discussed politics and the upcoming election 

in his disaster narrative. He exclaimed,  

I am a child of Dessalines. I’m with Jean Charles all the way. I am a child of Dessalines, 

you understand! Dessalines is my father. Dessalines is Moïse’s father, father of everyone. 

He (Dessalines) fought for us. He died for us, you understand? (interview, October 8, 

2015)  

                                                 
5 Voters had over 50 candidates to select for the presidential election.  

 
6 Jean-Jacques Dessalines (1958-1806) is a leader of the Haitian Revolution and considered a founding father of 

Haiti. He continues to be a symbol of Haitian nationalism and self-determination. 
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Inspired by papa Dessalines’ political revolution and Haitian nationalism, Platfòm Pitit 

Dessalines advocates for Haiti’s right to self-determination. This message was highlighted at this 

demonstration with signs of resistance that read “Aba Pamela White” (Down with Pamela 

White)7, “Aba Lavi Chè” (Down with Expensive Living), and “Mateli + Clinton = Vole Lajan 

CIRH” (Michel Martelly [Former President of Haiti] + Bill Clinton [Former President of US] = 

Steal Money IHRC [the Interim Haiti Reconstruction Commission8]). 

 

Figure 7-1. Photo 1 of Caravan. The poster says “Aba Pamela White” (Down with Pamela 

White). Crystal Andrea Felima, 2014. 

 

                                                 
7 Appointed by President Barack Obama, Pamela White served as the United States Ambassador to Haiti from 2012-

2015. 

 
8 Review information on IHRC in Chapter One.  
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Figure 7-2. Photo 2 of Caravan. Former Presidential Candidate Jean Charles Moïse is under the 

umbrella, waving to his supporters. The posters say “Aba Lavi Chè” and “Mateli + 

Clinton = Vole Lajan CIRH [Interim Haiti Reconstruction Commission].” Crystal 

Andrea Felima, 2014. 

At that moment, for the first time, I saw a public expression of anti-American and anti-

neoliberalism rhetoric in the streets of Cap-Haitien. I have had many political debates and 

conversations with Haitians and Haitian Americans regarding American and Western 

involvement, along with neoliberal policies that have impacted the country. However, I had not 

seen these conversations manifest themselves in public space. The streets became a space of 

protest, resistance, and political, socio-economic, and cultural engagement. Also, the walls of 

homes and buildings became canvases of political messages, strategically placed for those to see 

and engage in additional commentary about the state of Haiti. Graffiti can illustrate opposition to 
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political leaders (international, national and local officials and institutions), along with messages 

to emphasize in Haiti.  

Protest through Graffiti and Art 

Protest and resistance can be highlighted through various art forms, including murals and 

graffiti, and articulated in private and public spaces. Noted by Cockcroft and Barnet-Sánchez 

(1993, 10),  

[a]ll art has a relationship to the social structures and political events of the society in 

which it is created that is found in both content and form. For most art, this relationship is 

fairly indirect. However, public art (and in particular mural art) is more directly tied to 

political and economic structures and social imperatives. 

 

In this sense, paint becomes politics, and politics can be expressed through paint. Asa result, 

messages on the walls can incite various thoughts such as support, ambivalence, or opposition.  

Graffiti 

The city of Cap-Haitien hosted the 2013 annual carnival of Haiti. Carnival serves as an 

opportunity to highlight culture, heritage, and creativity with colorful clothing and accessories, 

and to engage in social and political commentary through customs, masks, and make-up. While 

carnival allows people to pran plezi or to have fun, some people voiced their views of what 

carnival symbolized for the country. Some people complained that the financial support to 

sponsor carnival is a waste and that the money should be directed to those in need. I listened to 

others who shared that carnival represented the interests of the rich9 and not the masses. A few 

people claimed that carnival allows those who are stressed about their everyday woes an 

opportunity to enjoy music and entertainment, free of charge. Ideas and opinions varied with 

those expressing their views on the radio and in public spaces.  

                                                 
9 As briefly mentioned in Chapter One, colorism has played a role in Haiti’s political and social life. To read a 

discussion of the historical relationship between class and color in Haiti, refer to Nicholls (1996) and Trouillot’s 

(2001a).  
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Figure 7-3. Photo of Graffiti in Cap-Haitien which reads “K-NAVAL POU MILAT, PRIZON 

POU NÈG GHETTO” (Carnival is for the mulattos or rich people. Prison is for men 

in the ghetto). Photo by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2013. 

 

When I visited Cap-Haitien in summer 2013, a message of “K-Naval Pou Milat, Prizon 

Pou Nèg Ghetto” that graced the wall of a home caught my eye. Strategically written on a home 

located on Route National #1, the graffiti was visible for all to see. The message in red spray 

paint on the yellow wall made sure to catch anyone’s gaze.  Translating to “Carnival is for the 

mulattos or rich people10. Prison is for men in the ghetto,” the message speaks to both to the 

historical legacy and current tensions of color and class. Braziel (2008) notes that Haiti’s 

Carnival is sponsored by the government and wealthy families and businesses. With President 

                                                 
10 Noted by Smith (2009, 198), the term milat references both class and color, and is exemplified by a Creole 

proverb, “Nèg rich se milat, milat pòv se nèg” (the rich black is mulatto, the poor mulatto is black). This speaks to 

the social status and livelihoods afforded to those by their wealth.   
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Michel Martelly and Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe as both light-skinned political and 

economic Haitian elites, I interpret the graffiti as criticism of the chiefs of the state; they 

represent old demons in Haiti’s past and new conflicts between the rich and majority poor, the 

affranchis and nouveaux libres. As stated by Nicholas (1996, 8), “Much of Haiti’s political 

history in the nineteenth century is to be seen as a struggle between a mulatto, city-based, 

commercial elite, and a black, rural and military elite.” I read the criticism of carnival to be a 

designated site of enjoyment for the rich, while the site for “nèg ghetto” is confined, contained 

spaces of prisons.  

To provide additional context, I draw on additional observations of class and color at the 

Carnaval des Fleurs (Carnival of Flowers)11 in Port-au-Prince during summer 2014. While 

working in Haiti’s capital for a fellowship program, I had an opportunity to attend this summer 

event. With consideration of the graffiti from Cap-Haitien, I observed how summer carnival 

became a space for the political and economic elite, along with the well-connected (moun pa), to 

enjoy themselves, while those without those ties and connections were in the crowds with the 

parade floats (which can be dangerous)12. The carnival is outlined with stands from different 

ministries and organizations. With each stand, guests wore the same shirts to represent their 

respective organizations. I gained access to the President’s Stand due to my connections as a 

summer fellow participating in a government-sponsored young professional exchange program. 

Upon entering the stand, I was gifted with a pink shirt (the color associated with the president’s 

                                                 
11 In July 2012, the Haitian government launched the Carnaval des Fleurs as a new cultural event to generate 

summer tourism to Haiti. Therefore, this summer carnival did not replace Haiti’s annual pre-lenten Mardi Gras 

carnival known as Haitian Defile Kanaval. With a run of three summers, the last Carnaval des Fleurs was in 2014.  

 
12 The crowds between the stands have proven to be unsafe and fatal. In 2015 during Carnival, a power line hit a 

parade float, electrocuting and injuring people in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. At least 20 people died, with over 60 injured. 

Meanwhile in Brazil, three people died of similar circumstances when their float hit a power line.   
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political party of Parti Haïtien Tèt Kale or Party of Tèt Kale13) to match attendees in the 

presidential section. Along with having a variety of food and beverages for the attendees, the 

presidential stand had the best view of the carnival scene.  

Each band performed their annual Carnival song that follows common themes of Haitian 

history (e.g., “Pran Lari A” by Anbyans), politics and resistance (e.g., “Tuipe Ya Tuipe Yo’k 

Pou Wont” by Boukman Eksperyans), and socio-cultural life (e.g., “Terapi” by Barikad Crew). I 

felt important to have access to the President’s stand; not many can say that they could receive 

such an opportunity. However, as someone who is hyper-cognizant of race because of my 

upbringing in South Carolina, I soon noticed that most of the guests in the President’s stand were 

light-skinned. With multiple stands surrounding the path of the carnival, the guests of the 

President’s stand were indeed the lightest of all the ministries. I reflected on my privilege 

because my social network allowed me to enter this space with members from Haiti’s economic 

and political elite. I wondered what did this visual of light-skinned people in the Presidential 

pink shirts symbolize to those darker skinned folks in the surrounding stands and crowds below? 

Does my presence in this space reify class and color tensions in Haiti? My mind immediately 

referred to the graffiti art from Cap-Haitien. While graffiti most rarely reveals the author, it 

allows a person to share overt and subtle messages; graffiti becomes public discourse and is an 

expression of social politics (Waldner and Dobratz 2013). 

Artwork at the Faculty of Ethnology 

In addition to graffiti, murals can also express agency and acknowledge oppression. 

During summer 2013, I took a trip to Port-au-Prince. I visited the Faculty of Ethnology of the 

                                                 
13 Tèt Kale is literally defined as “bald head”. It is also an expression that means heart and soul. 
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State University of Haiti. Upon entering the campus, enclosed by a cement fence, I saw a painted 

mural on my left (see Figure 7-4). Interpreting from left to right, a college student in green is 

entering a university building. A panicked male student in yellow kneeling down with 

exclamation marks above his head appears to be in shock because of what is lacking at his 

university. The library, cafeteria, and science lab are marked with X’s, highlighting that they are 

non-existent in the state university. Also, a rat sits on top of the textbooks; these books are old 

and not in good condition. A confused student in the red shirt, with question marks above his 

head, shrugs his arms, signifying that he does not know what is going on with his university. 

 

Figure 7-4. Artwork at the Faculty of Ethnology in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Photo by Crystal 

Andrea Felima, 2013.  

On the second floor, the initials of UEH or Université d'État d'Haïti are highlighted to 

show that the university is in a state of crisis. The angry female student in yellow with her 

eyebrows raised and balled fist holds a sign stating, “Nou Bouke!” which means “We’re tired!” 
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The recent college graduate in the green robe tries to open his way into the Haitian society, 

which is represented as an exasperated Haitian woman14 carrying a load on top of her head. 

L’Etat or the State is characterized as a disgruntled man sitting on the Haitian woman (i.e., 

society). The man’s feet on the door to ensure that the new graduate cannot enter society (i.e., be 

a productive citizen with employment). The man—painted with a yellow-beige skin, rather than 

brown skin like the other characters—behind L’Etat with a question mark over his head is left 

unknown to the viewer. This allows for anyone to make their own interpretation of this figure’s 

identity. Does this character depict a Haitian bourgeois milat (i.e., mulatto) or someone from the 

international community? If the latter, what does one infer from this artwork drawn in the 

Faculty of Ethnology campus for only students, faculty, and visitors to see? 

Finished at the end of 2011, I infer that this artwork expresses how neoliberal policies 

and foreign intervention have directly influenced decision-making in the country while 

preventing the Haitian population from reaching their full potential. Decision-making is tied to 

disaster capitalism, defined as the use of disasters and post-conflict by national and transnational 

governments “to promote and empower a range of private, neoliberal capitalist interests” 

(Schuller and Maldonado 2016, 62). These actors compete for market share which suggests, as 

argued by Gunewardena (2008, 13), “a recolonization process as disasters are seemingly 

perceived as opportunities to extend the tentacles of power in a hegemonic global order.” Within 

the Faculty of Ethnology, these students of anthropology, sociology, and psychology learn about 

the dimensions (and faces) of power and structures that shape the livelihoods of many citizens of 

Haiti. In some cases, their education has sparked the organization of and participation in 

                                                 
14 Women are commonly characterized as the poto mitan or pillar of Haitian society. Derived from Haitian Vodou, a 

poto mitan is the center post in which ceremonies and dances revolve. For more information about Haitian women in 

society, refer to N'Zengou-Tayo (1998), Bell (2001), and the documentary film Poto Mitan: Haitian Women, Pillars 

of the Global Economy co-produced by Bergan, Schuller, and Danticat (2009).  
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demonstrations that critique State and international institutions. I learned from my friend, a 

professor of the Faculty of Ethnology, that students painted this striking mural. I interpret this 

mural as a symbolic representation of collective consciousness and beliefs, which reinforces 

messages of dissent, protest, and agency.   

Agency and Hope 

To continue, agency allows actors to imagine alternative possibilities for the future, and 

then contextualize past habits and future projections within current contingencies (Emirbayer and 

Mische 1998). To consider the future, one must have hope. One of my research questions 

focused on hope and change in Haiti to survey the various perspectives and ideas of agency. As I 

have mentioned, the singular narrative of Haiti assumes that all Haitians are so poverty-stricken 

insomuch that they only dwell in misery, do not engage in any activities that bring themselves 

happiness, and are just passive to the structures and powers that influence people’s life course. 

Through fieldwork and narrative research, I realized that the agency (or lack thereof) of the State 

is also related to the agency of citizens. 

Disaster narratives revealed that the agency (or lack thereof) of the State is actively 

involved in creating and reinforcing an “imagined community” (Anderson 1983) by promoting 

national cultures, creating national narratives, and engaging in the production of national 

fantasies. Echoed by Nagengast (1994, 109), the state ensures conformity through unitary images 

with diverse cultural forms, institutions, and activities to shape social, political, ethnic, and 

national identities. In this sense, my research participants had constructed a common narrative of 

the Haitian government as passive actors in alleviating social ills in the country. By not 

addressing the needs of the country, the Haitian government continues to reify the narrative of 

being unresponsive to the needs of the population. Therefore, in the absence of care from the 

State, what are the alternatives?  
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On a spiritual level, people relied on their faith and confidence in Bondye (God), which is 

the substance of their hope for Haiti and their future. Historically, spirituality and religion have 

played a role in protest and resistance in Haiti. In 1791, a legendary Vodou ceremony, performed 

at Bwa Kayiman, a forest located in the northern Morne Rouge region, southwest of Cap Haitien, 

cannoned a revolution that is engraved and revered in Haitian history. Enslaved Africans 

mobilized and strategized for their freedom, and at this ceremony, they vowed to their spiritual 

deities that they would trade their lives for independence. If these revolutionaries should perish, 

they received the promise that their souls would return to Ginen (Africa). Presided over by 

Vodou practitioners, Boukman Dutty and Cécile Fatiman, this ceremony is widely accepted as 

the event that ignited the eventually successful Haitian Revolution. One can also turn their 

attention to former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide’s liberation theology that opposed the 

Duvalierist regime and politicized religious faiths (Christianity and Haitian Vodou) to liberate 

the poor and the suffering (Dupuy 2007). 

Spirituality and religion continue to play a role in shaping awareness and agency. While I 

did not ask for anyone’s religious affiliations, a few narrators discussed how their prayers 

granted them God’s grace during the rainy season. Ruth, a street vendor, stated that she 

constantly prays when she sees bad weather: 

At the end of November, when there is no flooding, it is because of God’s grace; I prayed 

for protection against the flood because you know that when the water comes, it brings all 

of the trash. We experience a lot of mizè when the floods come. Today, it is the first of 

December, and I see that the water did not come. This is because of God’s grace 

(interview, December 1, 2015).  

 

Narrators like Ruth actively prayed to God to prevent the flooding to impact their homes 

and livelihoods. In a few narratives, some people shared that they did not believe anyone could 

advance Haiti except for God; “Only God can advance Haiti” or “Only God knows if Haiti will 
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change.” I interpret this as people’s disillusion with the workings of the State, international 

involvement, and the historical legacy of inequalities that have shaped their social conditions. To 

cope with these challenges, the narrators’ reliance on their faith in God supersedes any hope that 

they have in wo/man.   

Narrators not only spoke of their faith in God because aprè Bondye, gen leta (after God, 

there is the State), they also spoke of needing to mete tèt ansanm (to put heads together) and to 

pran konsyans (to realize, to become aware) in order to advance the country. On a structural 

level, people turned to the need for collaboration and engagement from all Haitians. This 

awareness of the strength of their fellow country-wo/man offers a counter-narrative of Haiti 

being passive, destitute, and unaware of risk and vulnerabilities. Paul, a 46-year-old mechanic, 

adds:  

Well, I think the flooding situation can change. For it to change, it is a question of 

consciousness. Humans are the one who cause human problems. It’s consciousness, you 

understand. For example, if I receive something for the neighborhood, then it is for the 

neighborhood. Meaning, I will not take it to benefit myself because it is for the 

community” (interview, October 23, 2015).  

 

I asked him to go further in his explanation of konsyans, and he offered an interesting critique of 

Haiti:  

To change Haiti, Haitians must do it themselves. Let’s take the territory of the United 

States and how it is structurally. Now, we take the people in the United States and put 

them in the land of Haiti – just how you see Haiti right now with the roads, dust, grass, 

everything. Then we take all of us Haitians, and we go live in the United States [the 

territory]. Let me tell you, sincerely, in a month, the former land of the United States will 

be much worse because it is all about consciousness, consciousness, consciousness. We 

don’t have it.  

 

Paul conveys consciousness as self-awareness so that Haitians—of all classes—can make 

better decisions to collectively advance the country, rather than solely relying on the international 

community for assistance. Other narrators echoed this sentiment of konsyans or self-awareness. 
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“We can advance Haiti, but we are missing conviction, tèt ansanm, and konsyans to advance the 

country” (interview November 24, 2014) says Junior, a 29-year-old brick mason. Nineteen-year-

old Peterson (interview November 27, 2014) strongly contended that Haitians must first pran 

konsyans pou ede lòt (help each other). With conviction, he opposed the involvement from the 

international community to assist Haiti because Haiti is zewo bare (a score or value worse than a 

zero): “Haiti serves as a depotwa (dump) for foreigners to empty their trash. Everything they do 

not need, they send it here. Moreover, unfortunately, it is that same trash that we live among.” 

Following these same views of rejecting involvement of foreign actors to advance Haiti, 25-year-

old Nathaly exclaimed, “Nou soti nan esklavaj – nou soti nèt15! Haiti can change if we have tèt 

ansanm and collaboration” (interview October 21, 2015). I situate these perspectives to show 

that those who experience the conditions near and in the Mapou River do have ideas on strategies 

to advance Haiti. At the core is the need for self-awareness and collaboration with fellow Haitian 

citizens, along with the rejection of foreign aid and intervention.  

In addition to these views on agency, some tellers spoke of the tension between “the 

haves” and “the have-nots.” Paul who continued his critiques of Haiti stated that those with 

power could give to others. However, the ruling class, he argues, just plèn pòch yo (fill their 

pockets) by taking from those in need. Therefore, the powerful just want to benefit themselves at 

the expensive of not helping others. Due to this practice, people without become jealous when 

others have certain material things (e.g., phone, job, car, etc.). I interpret Paul’s explanation of 

consciousness as not only a way to consider agency (specifically relating to the political and 

economic elite), but as an opportunity to reflect on how class tensions, the legacy of slavery, and 

the fight for power (specifically from post-revolution until present day) that influences counter-

                                                 
15 Translation: We came out of slavery [broke the chains]. We are never going back.  
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productivity and inequalities for the Haitian masses. Therefore, rather than portraying Haitians as 

passive and unaware of the processes and structures that influence many livelihoods in Haiti, 

disaster narratives highlighted various critiques and concerns regarding their fellow 

countrywo/men and the trajectory of their country. 

Specifically focusing on disasters and emergencies, we find that many citizens are very 

conscious of their obligation and responsibility to help others in need. During flooding, some 

narrators stated that they relied on the kindness of their neighbors and family members, and 

many that could offer the support did so. As highlighted in Chapter Three, one woman, living in 

a large 2-story house near the Mapou River, shared that she has sheltered many of her neighbors 

who lived in one-story homes. Her neighbors brought whatever food that they had, and in the 

morning, they would make food in a large pot so that everyone could eat. Another narrator 

mentioned that his brother in Miami sent him support to recuperate his belongings after he lost 

everything in the floods. Horizontal relationships become extremely important because 

neighbors, families, friends, and strangers are often the first responders in crises and disasters. 

Schuller and Morales (2012, 2) recall that the January 12 earthquake reinforced the tradition of 

youn ede lòt (one helping the other), which was absent from the media broadcasts. The TV and 

newspapers did not highlight survivors’ agency or how they became first emergency responders, 

saving people from under the rubble and devastation. The media did not show people 

demonstrating collective action by clearing the streets for cars and trucks to pass by. Nor did 

viewers learn that neighbors aided others by providing access to their homes and lakou-s (family 

compounds). While visiting my Haitian American friend in Leogane (the epicenter of the 

earthquake), he noted that his mother’s home did not encounter much structural damage. In fact, 

her home housed several of her neighbors after the earthquake. Agency considers active 
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involvement in which individuals are not just “passive recipients of the fruits of cunning 

development programs” (Sen 1999, 85) or passive actors when faced with environmental threats 

(McLaughlin and Dietz 2008, 105).  

Agency and Local Organizations  

 

Figure 7-5. A local women’s association is waiting to line up for the Flag Day Parade in Limbe, 

Haiti. Photo by Crystal Andrea Felima, 2013.  

 

As stated earlier in this chapter, even within structure, there is agency. While the media 

may not represent Haitians as active and concerned citizens, actions of resistance and protest 

exist and manifest themselves in several ways such as through the creation of community 

organizations. Local associations and organizations become important actors in supporting 

marginalized populations, especially those located in peripheral spaces (i.e., rural communities 

and urban frontiers). In her ethnography of the Haitian peasantry, anthropologist Jennie M. Smith 

(2001) draws attention to moun andeyo and their collective strategies for mobilization and 
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community organization. Regarding those on the frontier, I met François, a 39-year-old 

electrician who stated that due to the absence of care from the government, he and members in 

his community created a local grassroots organization that year. He added, “The reason we 

created the organization is we see that we are victims. We do not have any authorities that bring 

us assistance. We have to assemble ourselves so that we can do that” (Interview, November 11, 

2015).  

My current disaster research in the Grand-Anse department of Haiti (impacted by 

Hurricane Matthew of October 2016) revealed that local associations and organizations—

organized and created for women, farmers, churches, the youth or specific neighborhoods— are 

integral to their members and communities. From the individuals I surveyed, I learned that these 

associations participate in reciprocal group lending (e.g. sòl, mityèl or sabotay), create artisan 

items to sell, or farm (as a cooperative) to produce and sell to support their members. Also, they 

participate in collective action such as repairing potholes in the roads or taking care of children 

in their community who may not have parents. These civic organizations, particularly in the 

countryside, become what Schuller (2016a, 124) describes as the “‘DNA’ of Haitian public life.”  

Conclusion 

To conclude this chapter on counter-narratives of mizè, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s 

(2009) reminds us that “Many stories matter. Stories have been used to dispossess and to 

malign, but stories can also be used to empower and to humanize. Stories can break the dignity 

of a people, but stories can also repair that broken dignity.” In this sense, I consider disaster 

narratives as an opportunity to learn about suffering, agency, self-determination, and dignity. In 

one narrative, James who has lived on the frontier for ten years stated that despite the suffering 

that exists, “Haiti can change.” He furthers, “For Haiti to change, the Haitian government must 

change. Marked on the Haitian flag is “L’union fait la force.” Once we are unified, then we will 
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be a force. There also a proverb that says, “yon sèl dwèt pa manje kalalou (kalalou cannot be 

eaten with one finger, meaning everyone must work together) (interview, November 26, 2015).” 

With the citizens and the Haitian government, the country can change. James speaks of 

konsyans, tèt ansanm, and unity that would bring the country together.  

I end with a quote from Jean Marie, the 51-year-old baker introduced in Chapter Six. 

After he narrated his experience of flooding, risk, and aid, I asked him, “So how do you restart 

your life after you lose everything?” Some people immediately discussed their property and 

home; they threw away unsalvageable items, and they purchased bleach and other supplies to 

clean their homes. However, Jean Marie replied,  

Ayisyen pa pè mizè – ayisyen chèche yon mwayen pou yo viv jan yo te toujou viv. Li 

konnen li pat depann de gouvernman an. Gouvènman ede w, li ede w. Si yo pa ede w, ou 

depann de tèt ou. Ou kreye yon mwayen pou w viv pou tèt ou. De sa w konnen. 

 

Translated, this means: “Haitians are not afraid of misery; they find a way to live how they 

normally live. Haitians know that they cannot depend on the government. If the government 

helps you, they will. If they do not, you must depend on yourself. You create a way for you to 

live because that is what you know.” For me, this above quote draws attention to the themes of 

agency, the State, and the meaning-making of suffering.  

My research collaborators have adapted to their circumstances because care and 

assistance from the State are not expected. In the State’s absence, horizontal relationships 

(neighbors, grassroots organizations, churches, and the Haitian Diaspora) are critical to those 

suffering and surviving in Haiti. In addition, at times, development and disaster literature can 

position survivors as passive victims of disasters and crises, as if populations are unaware of 

their environment and the processes that create the varied levels of vulnerability. Haitians do 

understand their risk and the causes of the risk. However, as highlighted in this narrative 
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research, my research participants pointed to various factors that contributed to their risk such as 

clogged water canals, the pervasiveness of trash, deforestation, and improper building 

construction. 

I argue that Haitians (not just the populace but local authorities and the State) do know 

the solutions needed to mitigate the impacts of future environmental crises and to promote 

development. In addition, they understand that their risks extend to all sectors of society (in 

health, housing, education, etc.). To challenge the conditions that shape risk and vulnerability in 

Haiti, vertical relationships (i.e., those that are top-down, hierarchical networks) that exclude 

marginalized groups should be avoided because they position those at the bottom (e.g., receivers 

of benefits) as subordinated to the decision makers and financial benefactors. By contrast, 

horizontal partnerships offer more inclusiveness; they unify the agency of groups to a variety of 

approaches, experiences, and responsibilities as a means to address all facets of development and 

environmental management in a practical and locally relative manner. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

Narrative Research in Sum  

Interconnected social forces and institutions shape the choices, experiences, and life 

courses of individuals and communities. Anthropologist Deborah Thomas (2011, 9) writes,  

Where anthropologists perhaps have been at their most effective has been in illuminating 

the structural violence that attends the neoliberal project and the ways this violence 

shapes symbolic, domestic, and intimate worlds for poor folk around the globe while 

publicly legitimizing social inequalities by obscuring their origination. 

 

In the earlier chapters, I highlighted how structural violence and neoliberal policies contributed 

to rural to city migration with the construction of new space and place along the Mapou River. 

This area has emerged as a frontier, a peripheral zone of the population center. From structural 

violence, I consider the unnecessary and preventable material consequences (e.g., injury, illness 

and disease, loss of property, psychological trauma, and death). By collecting disaster narratives 

from peripheral river communities in northern Haiti, my research aimed to explore how socio-

economic and political inequalities manifest themselves. 

With the use of anthropological tools, perspectives, and methodology, marginalized 

populations and their struggles can be placed within broader contexts to examine the meanings of 

structural processes and the notion of vulnerability. Anderson (2011, 192) adds,  

Every disaster compels those who are affected to generate new, localized narratives, 

whether written or not, to come to terms with their experience of the catastrophe. The 

disaster narratives have multiple, overlapping uses, from helping individuals to resolve 

traumatic experience to upholding explicit political platforms or challenging established 

political and social orders. 

 

Therefore, rather than solely focus on a disaster event itself, my work argues that it is best to 

consider the processes and structures that create catastrophic, life-threatening situations through 

narratives. By incorporating local knowledge and perspectives, we learn that disasters are not 

ahistorical. The inclusion of historical forces that influence and heighten risk disrupts the way we 
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examine the notion of vulnerability. With local insights, I interrogated structural inequalities 

shaped by neoliberal policies, State governance, and global exclusion.  In addition, by analyzing 

individual and collective experiences, I learned of the differential levels of vulnerability to flood 

events; depending on someone’s geographic location and socio-economic position, people can 

experience natural hazards in many ways.  

I avoided using the term resiliency in my dissertation for two reasons. First, I discussed 

the resiliency of Haitian people in my master thesis. Second, after additional reading and 

reflection during my doctoral studies, I learned that the term of resiliency has been repackaged to 

support a “superhuman” narrative associated with Haiti in times of crises and disasters. To echo 

Clitandre (2011), resiliency has become the new buzzword for Haitian exceptionalism. Clitandre 

(2011, 150-151) writes: 

Resilience is the post-earthquake (re)production of Haiti by the media that makes Haiti 

legible to the world and fixes Haiti in the discourse of global poverty. We now talk of the 

resilience of Haitians living in exceptional circumstances, so much so that they can live 

in a state of degradation for some time, and are able to do so because of a never ending 

history of struggle and resistance that now gets foregrounded to recognize their 

exceptional ability to suffer. 

 

To explore the term resiliency, we learn that disaster literature defines and interprets resiliency in 

different ways (Birkmann 2006). Quoting Cox and Perry (2011, 395-396), resiliency is “the 

capability of a community to face a threat, survive and bounce back or, perhaps more accurately, 

bounce forward into a normalcy newly defined by the disaster related losses and changes.” A 

population that is resilient, the authors further, “is a reflection of people’s shared and unique 

capacities to manage and adaptively respond to the extraordinary demands on resources and the 

losses associated with disasters.” To the former statement, I am uncomfortable to say that 

flooded communities are resilient because they can “bounce back” to the pre-flood, at-risk 

“normal” state. Returning to the same or a higher level of risk does not exemplify resiliency of 
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the river communities. To the latter point from Cox and Perry (2011), I would concur that 

Haitians are resilient in reference to the agency that is demonstrated in the absence of the State. 

As highlighted in the narratives, Haitians find ways to respond to the impact of hazards and other 

crises. However, as Haitian American writer Edwidge Danticat stated in an interview after the 

2010 earthquake “…I think some people take that resilience [in Haiti] to mean that we [Haitians] 

can suffer more than other people, and I think that’s the danger” (Holdengräber 2017, 95). 

Danticat (2011, 257) addresses the narrative of resiliency again stating that this narrative could 

lead to “passive hurt, as in a lack of urgency or neglect.” Therefore, the narrative of resiliency 

runs the risk of positioning people who are in critical need of aid and support as those who can 

be ignored because of their “extraordinary” abilities to “bounce back” from crises. 

I position multi-vocal analysis as a starting point to build on the notion of vulnerability, a 

problematic term that has essentialized populations and regions of the world and used within 

humanitarian intervention schemes. From narrative research, we learn that stories legitimize the 

existence of those impacted by tragedies and misfortune because, at times, survivors are 

categorized as passive within post-disaster events. People have many stories to tell about their 

experiences. Also, extensive fieldwork reveals that Haitians do not share the same reality as 

other populations that are impacted by disasters and emergencies. In fact, I argue, that many 

people in Haiti live and are situated within spaces of life and death. If they do not have access to 

clean drinking water, they may be at risk of contracting cholera, which has proved to be deadly. 

If there is a hurricane that destroys the livelihoods of farmers, they may not be able to feed 

themselves, their families, and earn money. Through narratives, I have learned that when there is 

a disaster, many are at need and a few, who may have the economic capacity to recover quickly, 
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are spared. Important to note, varying levels of mizè or suffering are embedded within these 

realities.  

By considering power and structure through narrative, my research aimed to explore how 

macro-level processes undeniably shape micro-level experiences. Socio-economic and political 

inequalities become embodied as individual and collective experiences while influencing 

people’s quality of life and personhood. While I have stressed structure throughout the 

dissertation, it is also highlighted how Haitians manifest themselves in protest and resistance. 

Alternative narratives of suffering exist because of the awareness and practice of agency. Gina 

Athena Ulysse (2012, 241) writes, 

Haitians as subjects of research and representation have often been portrayed historically 

as fractures, as fragments—bodies without minds, heads without bodies, or roving spirits. 

These disembodied beings or visceral fanatics have always been in need of an 

intermediary. They hardly ever spoke for themselves. In the academy, they are usually 

represented by the social scientist. And after January 12 [the earthquake], enter the 

uninformed, socioculturally limited, and ahistorical journalist. 

 

With my research, I focused on integrating the voices from Haitians rather than solely relying on 

books and interviews from foreigners who have not engaged those who are the subjects of their 

research and work.  

I posit that it is important to problematize the narrative of Haiti by presenting additional 

stories from those at the forefront of experiences. The disaster narrative of the individual 

becomes an amalgamation of the words, emotions, and sentiments of Haitians whose lives are 

intimately intertwined and suffocated by vulnerability. By highlighting various experiences and 

perspectives, visual representations, and my observations and experiences, I am interested in 

how inequalities produce the material consequences of risk and vulnerability for the most 

marginalized groups in Haiti. The key to understanding disaster risk is through participant 

observation, which allows one to identify the structure, to experience a disastrous event, and to 
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share narratives on the impacts. By highlighting their voices through disaster narratives, the 

reader can form a more intimate relationship with the reality and experience of these 

communities, stepping into this world that is hidden. The tellers, in many ways, represent an 

abandoned and self-reliant population. Residents in and near the Mapou River live away from 

the population center, and many may not be within reach of the local authorities’ caring power. 

Therefore, they must depend on family and communal relationships for additional support and 

governance. My goal as an anthropologist is to edify how their conversations on structures have 

influenced the ways in which people are positioned and situated within political and economic 

hierarchies in the global capitalist system.  

Further Research Goals 

Disaster research in Haiti has provided me with a valuable opportunity to connect with 

various people, including women market vendors and government personnel. With their support, 

I consider my ethical obligation of engagement as an anthropologist. Through sharing and 

support, teaching and public education, social critique, collaboration, advocacy, and activism, 

Low and Merry (2010, S203) find anthropologists engage in a variety of critical issues to “work 

collaboratively rather than hierarchically with communities.” Therefore, I plan to continue to 

maintain relationships with Haitian governmental officials, young professionals, students, and 

those working in the informal economy in Haiti. I will return to Cap-Haitien to share my 

research results with community members, university, NGOs, and governmental personnel. In 

addition, I will write in and present to both academic and community spaces to reach and 

connect with a variety audiences and groups.   

I have approached my dissertation as an applied project due to questions of governance, 

vulnerability, and development in Haiti. My research offers anthropological engagement on the 

importance of disaster risk reduction and decision-making in a country where the implementation 
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of disaster management and poverty eradication is essential to dealing with future humanitarian 

emergencies. I am committed to confronting how the distribution of risk and inequalities 

contributes to varied disparities among marginalized populations. Central to this obligation is 

highlighting the collective voices of the disenfranchised. I believe that it is necessary to promote 

and advocate for local perspectives and strategies to address local perspectives and socio-cultural 

understanding. For future research on inequalities, development, and environmental crises, I plan 

to continue my study in the anthropology of disasters to consider other geographic spaces (in 

rural Haiti and beyond) where inequalities and forms of agency are made evident. My goal is to 

explore how people of color, women, low-income populations, and other peripheral groups 

negotiate and articulate their lives in crises and conflicts perpetuated by the State and the global 

capitalist system.  
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